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The proliferation of new religious cults in Hong Kong in recent years has caught my 
attention. What interests me is the paradoxical reality that, on one hand, the cults 
seem to have manifested the emergence of reenchantment and, on the other hand, 
they appear to have embodied disenchanted constituents. This paradoxical fact has 
divided the scholars concerned into two camps: one suggests that the recent 
multiplication of new spiritual practices signifies the advent of counter-
disenchantment; the other views it as nothing more than a continuity of 
disenchantment. • 
This thesis attempts to explore the constitution of one of the cults' new sacred 
order so as to derive a substantive conceptualization of reenchantment. The 
exploration is done by an ethnographic case study. It is intriguing to find that the 
new sacred order has successfully reconciled the fundamental disparity between 
religious and scientific cosmologies and between sacred and secular spheres of life. 
The world-rejecting worldview and the world-affirming ethos of the cult appear to be 
incongruous and in tension. But an indepth analysis uncovers that the worldview and 
the ethos have been synthesized to form an internally congruous sacred order. A dual 
process of "sacralization of the secularity" and "secularization of the sacred" achieves 
the synthesis. It melts away the discrepancy between this-worldly and other-worldly 
realities by bringing the two originally contrasting cosmos sacred and secular 
to become mutually reinforcing and validating. The new religious system, 
therefore, is capable of doing what the old religions, enchanted and disenchanted, fail 
to do. It is manifesting an era of reenchantment that is neither a negation nor a 
furtherance of disenchantment. The new era, conceptually, lies in a three-
dimensional paradigm comprising enchanted, disenchanted and post-disenchanted 
realms of realities. It is this distinctive position that the new era is called postmodern 
era. 
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Part I - Contexts for the Present Study 
’God is hidden, His ways are not our ways, His thoughts are not our thoughts 
Max Weber 
In view of the increasingly rational discourse among the European populations in the 
early nineteenth century, Weber expounds sophisticatedly how a disenchanted world 
was bom. Prior to the nineteenth century rationalism, the Scientific Revolution of 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had been regarded as a watershed of the 
disenchanted epoch. The modem projects started in the sixteenth down to the 
nineteenth century had taken various forms ——cultural, political and economic/ 
But they all shared one generic goal ——emancipating humanity from natural and 
religious limits (Holland 1988:43). The projects seemed to have successfully 
evacuated the enchanted mode of consciousness and brought in the disenchanted 
philosophy. In the disenchanted era, profanity displaced sacredness, reason displaced 
emotion, structure displaced spontaneity and, above all, scientific and mechanical 
mode of consciousness displaced mystical and participating one (Berman 1981). In a 
word, dramatic demagicification and rationalization had taken place. The 
development of rational forms of social institution and rational modes of thought 
promised liberation from the irrationalities of myth, religion and superstition (Harvey 
1989:12). An age "without God and prophets" came into existence (Schluchter 
1 Holland identified The Protestant Reformation and the rationalist Enlightenment as cultural form, 
the American and French liberal revolutions as political form, the Industrial Revolution and the rise of 
industrial capitalism as economic form of the modem projects. 
1 
1989:273). Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the rationalization process 
‘ was approaching its maturity. Nevertheless, it is this maturity that revealed the limits 
of the modem projects. The myth that scientific progress could emancipate human 
society from pain, suffering and injustice was gradually recognized as an unrealistic 
and even irrational ideal. Today, at the close of the twentieth century, the destructive 
effect of the scientific advancement and the dehumanizing consequence of the 
mechanical consciousness are more fully visualized by modem men. Realizing that 
science cannot immunize them against suffering nor can it answer their puzzle about 
’, 
the meaning of life, the scared modem men dash to dig out the god(s) from the 
graves. An era of reenchantment seems imperative. 
Disenchantment-Reenchantment Dialogue 
It is noteworthy that the terms "disenchantment" and "reenchantment" mean more 
than "decline of religion" and "resurrection of religion" respectively. The former is 
part of the modernization process and the macrocosmic phenomenon of modernity; 
while the latter is one of the manifestations of post-modernization movements and 
signs of the episode of postmodemity.^ To delineate the theoretical and empirical 
contexts for the present study, the concepts of disenchantment and reenchantment can 
be pinpointed at two planes of reality ——"phenomenon" and "consciousness". 
Disenchantment can be indicated by the declining role of religion in societal 
functioning and the lessening commitment to Church of individual members. Both 
indicators are visible. Reenchantment can be referred to the resurgence of religion, 
proliferation of new spiritual groups and growing number of spiritual practitioners 
2 For modernity and postmodemity discourse, see Anthony Giddens, 1990’ The Consequences of 
Modernity, Standford University Press; Zygmunt Bauman, 1992 Intimations of Postmodemity, 
Routledge; David Harvey, 1989 The Condition of Postmodemity, Basil Blackwell; Berry Smart, 
1990, "On the Disorder of Things: Sociology, Postmodemity and the End of the Social” in Sociology, 
vol.24(3):397-416; Neil Smelser and Haferkamp Hans (eds.) 1992, Social Change and Modernity, 
Unviersity of California Press. 
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and religious rites. On the other hand, disenchantment may be related to the 
demagicification of human consciousness and the replacement of religious ethos by 
worldly ones. Likewise, reenchantment implies not only the phenomenon of 
religious revival but also the consciousness running counter to the scientific and 
disenchanted paradigm. Nonetheless, it is highly questionable if human 
consciousness is developed in a linear maimer. If not, reenchanted consciousness 
should not be considered as simply a reverse of the disenchanted one. It is, rather, 
made up of both enchanted and disenchanted ideas, plus some newly generated ones. 
What is its pecularity then? The present study is going to explore it. 
The onset of sociological discourse about disenchantment should be dated 
back to Weber's historical analysis of the role of a sacred order (the Puritan 
asceticism) in building an economic cosmos (the spirit of capitalism). According to 
Weber, a disenchanting process commences to operate when the economic spirit is 
capable of standing on its own. He precisely sums up the process, 
’Since asceticism undertook to remodel the world and to work out its ideals 
in the world, material goods have gained an increasing and finally an 
inexorable power over the lives of men as at no previous period in history. 
Today the spirit of religious asceticism……has escaped from the cage. But 
victorious capitalism, since it rests on mechanical foundations, needs its 
support no longer……the pursuit of wealth, stripped of its religious and 
ethical meaning, tends to become associated with purely mundane passions, 
which often actually give it the character of sport' (Weber 1990:181-182). 
In Weber's brilliant exposition, the religious ideal of the Protestants has engineered 
the spirit of capitalism. Nonetheless, due to the speedy swelling and the subsequent 
predominance of the capitalistic spirit, the religious ideal is eventually being 
abandoned in the economic domain of life and, finally, in the workaday life. A 
disenchanted worldliness, of which technical means and calculations displace 
mysterious incalculable forces, practical rationality dethrones substantive rationality 
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and goal-rational actions depose value-rational actions, arises (Weber 1991). 
Individuals do no longer need to vindicate their economic practices with religious 
proofs. That is why "God is hidden" in the disenchanted world. 
\ The loss of societal legitimating power of religion also impresses Durkheim 
and Parsons (Durkheim 1964:169-170; Parsons 1966:21-23). Both of them attribute 
the diminishing social role of religious order to the uprising institutional 
specialization. Durkheim portrays the process as follows : 
•If there is one truth that history teaches us beyond doubt, it is that religion 
tends to embrace a smaller and smaller portion of social life. Originally, it 
pervades everything, everything social is religious; the two words are 
synonymous. Then, little by little, political, economic, scientific functions 
free themselves from the religious function, constitute themselves apart and 
. take on a more and more acknowledged temporal character' (Durkheim 
1964:169). 
Durkheim does not conclude that religion would be dying out but that it would lose 
its place in the collective arena. Consequently, its relevance would retreat to 
individual anid private level. 
The above citations from Weber and Durkheim embody two distinctive 
polemics about the primary factor of disenchantment. While Weber spots the prime 
factor in the sphere of ideas, Durkheim locates it in the social structure. These two 
polemics, nonetheless, are not necessarily standing on two opposite poles. Weber 
recognizes the power of social forces in undermining the sacred sentiments, and 
Durkheim does not deny the ability of the sacred belief in manipulating the social 
structural transformation. The two polemics are built upon two different starting 
points but concerned with the same phenomenon the dynamic relation between 
social change and religion. Weber focuses upon the effect of the transformation of 
human mind and secular ethos on the sacred cosmology. As the modem world is 
increasingly dominated by scientific cosmology, modem man does no longer need to 
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rely on magical exposition of the conditions under which he lives. Disenchantment 
in Weberian sense points to "increasing intellectualization and rationalization" of 
modem man (Weber 1958:139). Durkheim, on the other hand, centres on the impact 
of division of labour and functional differentiation upon the social role of religion. 
The global expansion of political, economic, legal and social institutions eventually 
weakens the domination of religion in worldly affairs. Disenchantment in 
Durkheimian definition refers to the declining social role of the sacred order. 
The disenchantment postulate has received vast evidences from the theses on 
secularization of religion. Most of the theses are, in fact, follow-up projects of the 
Weberian interpretations and the Durkheimian analyses of the interplay between 
social transformation and religious change. The term "secularization" can be defined 
in diverse dimensions. Even its meanings in the sociological scope are far from 
unanimity.3 Concisely, two major sociological concerns of secularization can be 
identified. They are, I coin them, "external secularization" and "internal 
secularization"." 
The theses on "external secularization" probe into the disenchantment in 
"phenomenon"——the disengagement of society from religion. The main argument 
is that numerous worldly institutions have been taking over the secular functions 
previously performed by religious bodies. The modem projects have set off the 
process of functional differentiation. The religious order does not completely die out 
but is being pushed to reside in the periphery of the public sphere. In other words, its 
significance lies merely in the private sphere of life (Berger 1990; Wilson 1979a & 
3 According to Schluchter, the concept of "secularization” involves both historical and sociological 
implications. The term was at first one of the central slogans in the church-state conflicts in the 
nineteenth century. Its sociological dimension was brought in by Troeltsch and Weber at the turn of 
the century. For details, see Hermann Lubbe 1965, Secularization: The History of a Concept in the 
Politics of Ideas, Freibury. 
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1982; Luckmann 1967; Bellah 1970&1975; Martin 1978). Quoting from Wilson's 
depiction: 
•Religious perceptions and goals, religiously-induced sensitivities, religious-
inspired morality, and religious socialization appear to be of no immediate 
relevance to the operation of the modem social system' (Wilson 1982:176). 
Instead of offering education, legitimizing economic activities and controlling 
political order, the religious institutions only function to render emotional 
pacification to individual frustrations. Luckmann depicts this changing role of 
religion as "privatization of religion" and Berger views it as "autonomization of 
society from religious control". Furthermore, owing to the outburst of secular 
knowledge after the modernization, individuals depend less on religious reasoning in 
elucidating the worldly happenings. They are increasingly aware of personal 
freedom and prone to refute dogmatic religious doctrine. Thus, their involvement in 
religion gradually declines. This line of functional exposition of secularization is 
validated by a great amount of empirical evidence. Suffice it to say that a few recent 
studies done in the USA, Canada and England, indicate that urbanization, 
industrialization, rationalization and societalization produce shrinking social role of 
the religious bodies and declining individual involvement in them (Bibby 1979:13-5; 
Luckmann 1967:141-150; Wallis 1991:21-22; Chaves 1989:471-476; Pickering 
1968:77-92). 
"Internal secularization", on the other hand, is a manifestation of 
disenchantment in "ethos" and "consciousness". It refers to the replacement of sacred 
values by secular values in all domains of life, including the religious one. Beyond 
the fact that many spheres of life are carried out without reference to the sacred 
values, the content of the sacred orders themselves is undergoing desacralization 
(Berger 1990; Wilson 1979a & 1982; Fenn 1978; Luckmann 1967; Yinger 1963). 
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Berger identifies two dimensions of "internal secularization" objective and 
subjective. The first type is the consequence of "external secularization". In a 
highly differentiated and pluralistic society, religious system as a whole is only one 
of many societal systems. At the same time, each religious body is merely one of 
various coexisting sacred orders. Consequently, all religious bodies become 
consumer goods for individual choices. In an endeavor to raise their competitive 
powers, the religious bodies have to adjust their organizations and content to the 
market needs. The adjustments include reorganizing the institutions and 
accommodating the postures in order to make them more relevant to the modem 
world (Berger 1990:156-157). Wilson terms this "objective internal secularization" 
of religion as "voluntary destmcturation". What the term means is that the religious 
beliefs, rituals, organizations and even moral codes are relinquished according to the 
needs of the mass (Wilson 1979a:85-88). The subjective type of ”internal 
secularization", on the other hand, is signified by secularization of individual 
consciousness. Living in a scientific, rational and empirical modem world, 
individuals internalize the modernized values and knowledge. Berger describes the 
modem theology of the Protestant as "an immense bargaining process with secular 
thought" (Berger 1990:159). The collapse of sacred worldview in individual 
consciousness and the replacement of sacred values by secular values in individual 
thoughts represent a "subjective internal Secularization". 
Understandably, the demarcation between "internal" and "external" 
secularization does not imply that there are two competing theorizations of the 
disenchanted phenomenon. Berger and Luckmann have sensitively illustrated the 
dialectical interplay between the sacred order's declining social role and its internal 
desacralization. They have demonstrated the ways in which the religious bodies have 
desacralized themselves to face up to the "external" secularization. Simultaneously, 
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they have scrutinized how the religious orders have hastened or deferred their 
withdrawal from societal functioning as a result of their desacralization. The 
secularization theses, in effect, share two fundamental conceptions behind the diverse 
postulates ——there exist two fields of life in the world, the sacred and the secular; 
and there exist a withdrawal from the sacred and a transferral to the secular (Berger 
1990; Luckmann 1967). 
The aforementioned secularization theses, expectedly, receive quite an 
amount of attacks and counter-arguments. Most scholars notice that the extent and 
the inexorability of secularization might have been exaggerated. Douglas suggests 
that modernization does not expel religions but merely reshapes them into new forms 
(Douglas 1982). Some argue that a closer look at the modem societies reveals a 
paradox ——a sacralization phenomena (Dowdy 1991; Berger 1983; Greeley 1973; 
Marty 1973; McGready 1973; Baum 1973; Bell 1977). Herberg even points out that 
in as early as the 1950s, the growing modernization seemed to go hand in hand with a 
strengthening of institutionalized religion in the United States (Herberg I960). A 
return of the society to religion in Germany is also evidenced in Metz's study (Metz 
1981). In Berger's view, the "crisis of religion" in the nineteenth century is deemed 
to turn into a "crisis of secularity" in the twentieth century (Berger 1983). 
Earlier than the contemporary scholars' insights, Weber has prophesized 
about a reenchantment of the world. Starting from the proposition that man is a 
meaning-seeking animal, Weber foretells that modem man would definitely return to 
religion as science and technology could never make sense of man's daily life. 
Weber's late essay "Science as a Vocation" suggests that reenchanting process set 
forth in as early as the late nineteenth century. 
'And today? Who aside from certain big children who are indeed 
found in the natural sciences ---” still believes that the findings of 
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astronomy, biology, physics, or chemistry could teach us anything about the 
meaning of the world?' (Weber 1958:142). 
Weber insightfully points out that the failure of science in making sense of the 
worldly life lies in the presupposition of science ——value-neutrality. Unlike 
theology, science cannot presuppose that the world must have a meaning. Its neutral 
disposition gives no answer to the questions important for mankind ”the way to 
true being" and "the way to true happiness". Since the presupposition of 
"meaningful" and "worthwhile" can never be proved by scientific means, the earlier 
belief that science can guide human beings "the way to true God" becomes an 
"illusion" (Weber 1958:143). The mature modem men come to admit the 
"delusions" they ascribe to the disenchanted order. Eventually, they try to relocate 
their ideals in an enchanted cosmos. Hence, "many old gods ascend from their 
graves" and a reenchanted world comes into being (Weber 1958:149). 
The reappearance of enchantment in the modem world has been the major 
concern among the sociologists, psychologists, anthropologists and even theologists. 
The foremost and fundamental seed of the reenchanting movement is believed to be 
embedded in the perennial human puzzle ——the meaning of death. 
•There have been too many false connections……The only viable connection 
is God and meaning. Life need not be meaningless without God, but death 
• ,4 IS. 
The above notion is shared by Berger 
'Whatever the fate of any historical religion, or that of religion as such, we 
can be certain that the necessity of this attempt will persist as long as men 
die and have to make sense of the fact' (Berger 1990:80). 
’ 4 Its is a citation from Peter Noll, a theologist, found in Schluchter's essay "The Battle of the Gods", 
pp.277, in his Rationalism, Religion, and Domination, 1989 Berkeley : University of California 
Press. 
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In this sense persistence of religion is a must in all human historical epochs. While 
recognizing the role of death in perpetuating the sacred order, Schluchter further 
proposes that insofar as uncontrollable contingencies exist in the secular world, the 
survival of the sacred order is guaranteed. In his words, the secular worldview will 
have reached its limits when the meaning of the inescapable contingencies is asked. 
Only the ideas of salvation ——in whatever form and with whatever rationale 
of various religious bodies can make sense of all the unaccountable happenings in 
this worldliness. If the seed of reenchantment is embedded in all kinds of 
uncontrollable contingencies which have been existing all along the human history, 
then, what is the import of the reenchantment discourse in this modem age? 
The concept of "reenchantment" implies the existence of a former 
disenchanted era. Such an era has been exclusively experienced by modem man. 
people in the disenchanted context have striven to establish science as an alternative 
authority to religion. And it is this striving that makes people recognize the limits of 
science and other secular knowledge by nature, and awakens them to the 
exaggeration of the superiority of science (Berger 1983; Schluchter 1989; 
Malinowski 1979; Douglas 1982; Parsons 1979; Griffin 1989). Berger suggests that 
the sacred order could regain its credence when the constraint of the secular order has 
been realized. 
'Modem secularity has had a problem consoling individuals for private 
suffering and injustice. An individual facing bereavement, physical pain or 
even an intolerable marriage is unlikely to be consoled by any of the great 
ideals of the myth of (scientific) progress ——the eventual triumph of 
natural science,……As the ideals themselves lost plausibility, 
Enlightenment secularity lost whatever potential it had for theodicy, and the 




people gradually notice the extravagance of the expectations that science could 
promote control of natural forces, justice of the world and happiness of human beings 
(Habermas 1983:9). The advent of science "has won no salvation from premature 
death, injustice, and the capacity for hostility" (Yinger 1963:73). The failure of the 
scientific advancement in predicting the uncontrollable events, plus the inability of 
the secular intelligence in bestowing meaning on such events, direct modem man to 
recourse to religious resolution. 
Apart irom his awakening to the incapability of the modem projects in 
combating the nature, modem man gradually comes to discover an additional 
"nature" created by the modem projects. This "nature" is, generally put, the "social 
fact" in Durkheimian terminology, and precisely put, the "iron-cage" in Weber's 
sense. Douglas explains unequivocally how the growth of science, technology and 
bureaucracy in the modem world produces a "cultural nature" which is as coercive as 
the physical nature. She argues that the extraordinary growth of bureaucracy today 
denies human feeling and restricts human perception. Modem culture is, then, 
represented by rational, systematic and impersonal orders of life. Its impersonal and 
unchangeable characters enable it to exert tremendous pressure on human beings. 
The forcefulness of the modem culture in binding human acts is well depicted by 
Douglas, 
'Once entered into the order of life, railways and steamships, with their 
schedules as fixed as the tides, readily transfer to the humanly 
nonnegotiable side of the boundary. This is especially so for the mass of 
the population who do not see themselves as getting the scheduling adjusted 
to suit their convenience. Presumably, the sense of isolation and 
helplessness before one set of impersonal forces has the same effect as 
before another set, whether before tides and seasons or before welfare rules 
and parking regulations I would even argue that any sense of being 
constrained by bureaucracy could take modem man closer to, and not 
further from, premodems’ (Douglas 1982:10-11). 
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Perceived from the above quotation, the modem projects have created a new stimulus 
to the germination of reenchantment. While Douglas pins down the "normative 
constraint" and the "crises of identity" as the immediate sources of reenchantment, 
other scholars identify some other crises in modem world part of which is in 
contrast to Douglas's proposition. Similar to hers is the argument that mechanization 
and bureaucratization in modem world lead to "massive alienation". An alienated 
atmosphere produces both institutional discontents and psychological tensions that 
are conducive to the emergence of reenchantment (Berger 1983; Richardson et al 
1978; Eisenstadt 1956; Robbins and Anthony 1972). 
On the contrary, Griffin suggests that modem man, instead of being bound by 
norms, is suffering from normlessness ——relativism of all norms and values. 
•People living within the medieval worldview were like children of very 
strict parents, living in a constant "fear and trembling" of punishment for 
disapproved behaviour. People living within the modem worldview have 
been like children whose parents "don't give a damn" about what they do. 
Neither situation is desirable; but is the latter not even more horrible?' 
(Griffin 1989:17). 
The horror of modem life, in Griffin's view, is directly linked to the great liberation 
and the transition from "fate" to "choice". Without a set of consensual values and 
rules to guide the making of choices, individuals come to experience being alone. 
They are uncertain of the norms and uncertain of who they are in the pluralistic 
milieu. Having difficulty in locating themselves in the universe, modem men are 
inclined to seek guidance from religion. In mentioning Kierkegaard's "leap of faith" 
method, Berger explains why such method is peculiarly determined by the situation 
of modernity. 
In the situation of doubt and despair, the individual confronts once again 
the message embodied in the tradition and, by a wrenching existential 
effort, jumps into the position of saying, "Yes, I believe'" (Berger 1979:81). 
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Facing endless openness of pluralism, especially in the moral matters, man, who 
presumably has a deeply rooted desire for certainty and faith, finds himself standing 
in a "normative desert" devoid of meaning. That is why Berman views modernity as 
"a paradoxical unity", that is, "a unity of disunity". Quoting Marx's maxim that ”all 
that is solid melts into air" with the continuous modernization, Berman characterizes 
the experience of modernity as 
'a maelstrom of perpetual disintegration and renewal, of struggle and 
contradiction, of ambiguity and anguish' (Berman 1982:15). 
The fragmented and loose secular order drives man to "search for new forms and 
structures of meaning" from the sacred one (Glock 1976; Evans 1973; McGuire 
1974; Bellah 1975). 
Nonetheless, reenchantment does not simply mean going back to the old 
enchanted world. Unlike enchantment, reenchantment has encountered the period of 
disenchantment and has to continue its battle with the remaining prestige of the 
disenchanted cosmology. People in the enchanted era unshakably held on to their 
sacred beliefs, felt secure and never questioned the sacred order. The sacred bodies 
then enjoyed an "objectivated" status, which furthered their plausibility and 
legitimation (Berger and Luckmann 1991). In the reenchanted episode, the sacred 
bodies pitiably do no longer possess such status and credibility, and the entire sacred 
order loses its dogmatism. Premodem man was linked to the sacred order in an 
inexorable destiny that dominated most of his existence. But modem man is linked 
to both scientific and religious orders in two separate frames of relevance. These two 
frames of relevance are inextricably bound and can hardly overpower each other. 
\ / Although Weber foretells that era of reenchantment would come into 
existence when there is an universal need for making sense of the secular life with 
the sacred order, reenchantment in Weberian perspective is oriented towards 
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modernity. As Tiryakian points out, Weber does not fall into naive optimism of the 
promise of the modem projects but holds the core belief that social sciences, rather 
that transcendental revival, can lead to human emancipation (Tiryakian 1992:81). So 
the reenchantment Weber refers to is never a counter-movement to modernization but 
a supplement instead. As the presupposition of religion lies beyond the limit of 
science, religion supplies modem man with a meaning system for the workaday 
existence. Nonetheless, the chasm between science and religion remains because of 
their unbridgeable values spheres _ r e a s o n and faith respectively (Weber 
’ , 
1958:154-155; Schluchter 1989:276). Following this line of reasoning, religion in 
modem age merely addresses to the problem of meaning while the worldly order of 
everyday life is still dominated by the scientific value sphere. Human consciousness 
is largely disenchanted and inclined to modernism. In other words, reenchantment in 
Weberian sense is reenchantment in "phenomenon" but disenchantment in 
"consciousness”. This plane of reenchantment can be coined as "disenchanted 
reenchantment". Because of the disenchanted consciousness it contains, Swatos 
terms it "pseudo-enchantment" (Swatos 1983:321-334). He concludes that the new 
religious consciousness 
•is ultimately consistent with scientism……the seeker may come and "buy" 
enchantments which are deliberately, rationally manufactured and packaged 
in a variety of forms as market commodities?' (Swatos 1983:333). 
The controversies over reenchantment paradigm lie here. Is "disenchanted 
reenchantment" a "real" reenchantment? If not, what is the "real" reenchantment? 
Explicit discourses about the concept of "reenchantment" are far from 
adequate, albeit implicit ones can be located under the theme of postmodemity 
(Harvey 1989; Bauman 1988 1992&1993; Griffin 1988&1989; Holland 1988). It is 
Berman and Tiryakian who endeavour to spell out the substantive definition of 
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reenchantment. The reenchantment Berman refers to is the emergence of a post-
scientific mode of consciousness and post-mechanical philosophy. In other words, 
the reenchantment Berman focuses upon is the transformation of human mind, not 
merely the phenomenon of religion revival. Tiryakian defines the word 
"reenchantment" in an even more concrete position. He construes romanticism and 
exotism as manifestations of reenchantment (Tiryakian 1992:83-89). Romanticism is 
understood as a feature of reenchantment as it, in Tiryakian's words, 
•is a rejection of one major side of modernity: the seemingly cold, drab, 
impersonal, anonymous, standardized, rationalized, lifeless, technocratic 
industrial order' (Tiryakian 1992:85). 
Hence, Tiryakian understands reenchantment as a revolt against disenchanted order 
of life and mentality. In his words, it is one of the "counterprocesses" of modernity 
(Tiryakian 1992:83). Nonetheless, this counterprocess contributes positively to the 
continuation of modernization. Modernity is thus conceived as "dialectics of 
change". Reenchantment serves to renew and regenerate the existing societal system 
but simultaneously, challenges the existing materialistic mode of consciousness. It, 
after all, acts as a counterbalance to the realization of the "iron-cage" metaphor 
(Tiryakian 1992:92). Reenchantment in Berman and Tiryakian's conceptualizations 
transcends the disenchanted mode of consciousness. It can reasonably be coined as 
"post-disenchanted reenchantment". 
Is the "post-disenchanted reenchantment" a "real" reenchantment then? 
Defining reenchantment without reference to empirical study runs the risk of 
artificial speculation. The present study is aimed at exploring the substantive 
constitution of contemporary enchantment. I consider the emergence of the new 
religiosity in the recent decades as one of the manifestations of enchantment in the 
modem epoch. The specific sacred orders are themselves part of the larger and more 
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diffuse phenomenon. This more diffuse phenomenon is predominantly cultural and 
is best considered as a cluster of values and beliefs. To explore the essentials of this 
cluster, one of the new sacred orders is selected for empirical study. Hopefully, it 
will provide us with part of the picture of reenchantment and contribute to derive a 
substantial definition of the term "reenchantment". 
Reenchantment in Hong Kong?——Focus of the Present Study 
Has Hong Kong society entered an era of reenchantment? To answer this, we have 
to, firstly, based on the scenario depicted above, inquire whether our society has 
experienced an age of disenchantment. And, if so, whether the age has already 
reached its maturity so as to stimulate the quest for a reenchanted epoch. Lastly, we 
have to see if there is any sign of "battle of the gods". 
It is worth noting that Hong Kong society has never experienced an inherent 
enchanted public order. Amongst the major world religions, Buddhism is believed to 
be the relatively predominant one in the early Hong Kong. But it has never 
dominated the social, economic or political orders. By the same token, although the 
folk religions were the most pervasive spiritual practices of the early Hong Kong 
settlers, the public spheres of life were out of their concerns. If Hong Kong was said 
to have a short moment of enchanted appearance, it might be referred to the Christian 
influence that had prevailed in the social services and education sectors. But the 
function of the Christianity in the society was specialized and confined to the two 
stated sectors. It failed to enchant the society as a whole. In a word, an enchanted 
world defined in terms of "mystification of the public order" has never existed in this 
colonial territory. Nevertheless, a lack of an enchanted social order does not 
necessarily imply an absence of enchanted ethos and consciousness. The 
pervasiveness of traditional religious practices like worshipping ancestors and 
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various deities among the early Hong Kong Chinese reflects that an enchanted 
spirituality in the early Hong Kong is possible. Yang affirms this possibility by 
postulating that the traditional Chinese religions are structurally "diffuse". A 
"diffused" religion has 
’its theology, rituals, and organization intimately merged with the concepts, 
and structures of secular institutions and other aspects of the social order' 
(Yang 1961:20). 
Yang's illustration of the "diffuse" feature of religious system suggests that enchanted 
elements can closely unite with, rather than controlling, the secular order. The 
widespread of traditional Chinese religions in the pre-industrial Hong Kong implies 
that an existence of enchanted ethos in the early Hong Kong is possible though a 
religiously dominated public order has never existed. 
With the rapid economic development during the 70s and 80s of this century, 
Hong Kong is no longer a developing city. It has, indisputably, become a highly 
urbanized and technologically advanced society. Its tremendous economic growth 
has brought forth material advancement and a general rise in living standard. The 
implementation of nine-year free education and the expansion of higher education 
and professional training have resulted in an overall betterment of the intellectual 
sphere. The improved secular order of life, plus the increased stock of secular 
knowledge, are deemed to be indicative of a disenchanted tendency. Furthermore, 
Hong Kong is undoubtedly dominated by market-economy that requires and, 
simultaneously, produces rationalized manner of life and thoughtjThe domination of 
rational worldview in our society is confirmed by Lau and Kuan. They reveal that 
the Hong Kong Chinese 
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’……have fully endorsed the capitalist system with its trappings of market 
superiority, individual competition, sacredness of private property ……,(Lmi 
and Kuan 1991:190). 
Hong Kong people's devout belief in the existing economic system and its 
competitive mode of practice is evidenced. This belief, together with their daily 
devotion to the economic activities, have eventually pulled them out of fatalistic 
worldveiw (Shively 1972; Lau 1991:52-53). Myers, in his study of the religious 
discourse in Kwun Tong community, affirms the existence of a disenchanting 
process. 
,……a community (Kwun Tong) in which a religious system that was 
formerly "pervasive" throughout the few institutions of a solidified pre-
industrial society is undergoing the process of "restriction" to a limited 
selection of the compressed institutions of a fragmented industrial 
society……The most formidable challenge facing Chinese traditional 
religion is the spirit of individualism fostered by the erosion of 
particularistic values' (Myers 1988:287). 
A similar study by Delaney and Chan discloses that the religious bodies in Kwun 
Tong are concerned with individual worship, recreational, educational, health and 
welfare functions but not social process of promoting community transformation or 
maintaining community stability (Delaney and Chan 1975). Upon this fact, the 
religious bodies fail to go beyond the social functions of the secular bodies. They are 
definitely incapable of generating collective sentiments. The disenchanted 
cognitions and sentiments of the Hong Kong people are evidenced in Hui's findings. 
Hui examines "the religious, and related sentiments of Hong Kong people" and 
shows that, 
‘……religious people constitute only a minority of the Hong Kong 
population' (Hui 1991:103). 




Tew people are interested in knowing more about religion. Equally few 
people would describe themselves as very devout and committed to their 
religions. As such, Hong Kong can hardly be regarded as a religious and 
devout society' (Hui 1991:140-141). 
The disenchanted orientation of the Hong Kong Chinese has been inspiredly 
portrayed by King and Lau. While King depicts the Hong Kong Chinese as 
"rationalistic traditionalism", Lau characterizes them as "utilitarianistic familism" 
(King 1987; Lau 1991). Both of them reveal the instrumental rationalistic ethos 
among the Hong Kong Chinese. King hypothesizes that the predominance of 
rationalistic maxim is the result of "a general cultural phenomenon of secularization" 
in economically developing East Asian societies (King 1987:13). 
The foregoing discussion conclusively suggests the domination of a 
disenchanted order in our society. This brings us to the more controversial arena 
has the disenchanted epoch reached its optimum and begun to give way to a 
reenchanted one? 
If we infer from the motifs of "rationalistic traditionalism" and "utilitarianistic 
familism", it seems that the disenchanted ethos have yet reached the peak. The 
"rationalistic" and "utilitarianistic" elements being accompanied by "traditional" and 
"familial" orientations respectively deserves our attention. According to King, the 
Hong Kong Chinese do not utterly internalize the Occidental values without 
selection. They are likely to preserve some of the traditional values such as filial 
piety, fhigality, respect for teachers and emphasis on family life and kinship ties 
(King 1987:4-5). Although their abiding by the traditional values is chiefly aimed at 
achieving economic purposes, it ultimately makes them not as individualistic, 
formalistic and calculating as the Westerners. At the same time, their traditionalistic 
orientation allows them to receive more emotional support and normative guidance 
from their families and the tradition. Perceived from this position, our society still 
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leaves room for the disenchanted ethos to expand. This perception is confirmed by 
Lau who believes that "familism" will be gradually replaced by "individualism". 
With the continuous modernization of Hong Kong, the social ties tend to be 
weakening and the individuals become "less amenable to social control" (Lau 
1991:187). At this juncture, it appears that the Hong Kong Chinese are not yet 
prepared to leave the disenchanted century and enter into a reenchanted one. 
Nevertheless, an intriguing phenomenon an explosion of new religious 
cults and spiritual practices in the recent two decades is observed. The arrival 
of the Church of Christ (Hong Kong) from Boston in 1987 has attracted a certain 
number of tertiary students to become its members.^ Likewise, The Maha Sandhi 
Yoga Followers' Association, which was established in Hong Kong in June 1992, has 
started to recruit members from the the Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
Irritated by the growing number of people being affiliated to the new 
religious cults, the Research Unit of the Tao Fong Shan Christian Centre has paid 
special attention to the characters of the new cults. The Hong Kong Christian 
Institute also shows concern over the issue. It conducted a series of talks on "New 
‘ Religious Movements in Hong Kong" last year. According to Ms. Ma, the Research 
Director of the Tao Fong Shan Christian Centre, there are hundreds of new religious 
and spiritual associations in Hong Kong. To her knowledge, most of them originated 
in the United States, started their preaching in Hong Kong since 1970's and have 
been becoming popular since the last decade. Ms Ma classifies the various new 
— "“ •) 
5 I attended a gathering of the Church of Christ (Hong Kong) last year and learned that most of the 
believers are educated young intellects. 
6 A two-session seminar introducing The Maha Sandhi Yoga Followers' Association was held by the 
Buddhist Study Society of the Chinese University of Hong Kong in November 1993. The seminar 
was conducted by the Association's founder and his followers. 
7 other Christian groups and churches also have held talks and courses on the new religions and the 
New Age Movement in Hong Kong. Campus Crusade for Christ (CUHK)'s concern about the 
expansion of the new cults is another example. 
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religious and spiritual cults into six categories: Bible-related, Hindu-based, Buddhist-
based, Muslim-based, New Age Movement and Unclassified. Jehovah Witnesses 
( ) Christian Science, Hare Krishna ( Krishna ) 
Divine Light Mission, Geeta Ashram, Sokagakkai ( Karma Kagyu 
( Scientology, Transcendental Meditation ( ,just to name a 
few, are some examples. Some of the cults recruit members through personal 
contacts while others through advertisements in newspapers.^ In spite of the diversity 
of these religious groups, in Ms. Ma's view, they share some similarities: appealing 
to the educated middle-class; emphasizing body and spiritual experiences, physical 
health, healing and occult practices; applying pseudo-scientific principles in their 
practices; forming their doctrines in polar to the traditional and conventional sacred 
creeds or as an eclectic mixture of both Occidental and Oriental sacred traditions. 
Then it comes the question: is the appearance of the new religious groups 
indicating an emergence of reenchantment? If so, is the reenchantment oriented 
towards modernity or postmodemity? Living in the place where the East meets the 
West the Hong Kong Chinese are unavoidably influenced by both traditional 
. Chinese values and Western cultures. Upholding part of the tradition, to certain 
extent, deters the disenchanting process. Maybe it can immunize our society against 
maximization of disenchantment. Owing to Hong Kong's cosmopolitan position, the 
influx of numerous new religious and spiritual cults from the West does not 
necessarily imply that its disenchanted era is approaching the dusk. The new sacred 
order may have nothing to do with reenchantment in consciousness. Nonetheless, in 
Hui's study in 1988, over half of the 1600 respondents held favorable attitudes 
towards "fung-shui" or geomancy. Furthermore, the favorable attitudes corrlate 
8 For examples, Transcendental Meditation usually has its advertisement in Ming Po and in South 
China Morning Post and Geeta Ashram Hong Kong has its in South China Morning Post. 
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negatively to age but positively to educational level. These interesting correlations 
connote a fascinating possibility that there is a growing belief in supernatural forces. 
In addition, the new religious cults' continual survival and their increasingly 
flourishing suggest two likelihood ------ a reenchanted phenomenonj emerges before 
the birth of a corresponding reenchanted consciousness and ethos; or reenchanted 
ethos and consciousness germinate before the dusk of the disenchanted regime. 
The present study attempts to understand the new sacred order in Hong Kong 
and locate its position in the enchanted-disenchanted spectrum. This 
contextualization of the new sacredness theoretically throws light on the following 
queries: Do the new religious groups denote an existence of reenchantment? If so, 
what is the nature of the reenchantment and what is its relation to the disenchanted 
reality? How do the new sacred entities make sense of the secular order of life? 
How are they being manipulated by and manipulating the secular reality? What are 
the implications to the theses on secularization, new religious movements and 
disenchantment-reenchantment debate? On the practical side, this study hints at the 
peculiarity of the contemporary culture in Hong Kong and the needs of its host 
_ the Hong Kong society or at least of part of its population. 
To address the above queries, three horizons for investigation are identified: 
the content of the new sacred order; the making sense of the modem secular reality 
by the new sacred order; the new sacred order being shaped by and shaping the 
secular reality. The first horizon is embedded in the cognitive, practical and 
sentimental aspects of the new religious cults. They can be grasped in the sacred 
worldview, sacred rites and everyday order of life of these cults respectively. The 
second horizon, the making sense of the secular order of life, is expressed in the 
interplay between the sacred and the secular spheres. Each sphere embraces beliefs, 
goals and means. Their interplays with one another explicate the meaning 
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construction process. Lastly, the new sacred order is examined in dialectical relation 
with the secular reality. Its being moulded by the secular reality comes obvious 
when the role of the social facts in colouring its content is clarified. On the other 
hand, its moulding effect on the secular reality is measured by the outcomes it brings 
forth in both personal and societal levels. 
The argument I put forward, in brief, is that, at first sight, the constitution of 
the selected new sacred order is oriented towards a "disenchanted reenchantment". 
But it is capable of doing what a "disenchanted reenchantment" fails to do 
bridging the gap between secular and sacred value spheres. This has been done by a 
dialectical process of "sacralization of the secularity" and "secularization of the 
sacred". The dual process, in effect, transforms disenchantment to become 
enchanted-laden. By that reason, the new sacred order is not simply an expression of 
"disenchanted reenchantment". It manifests the dialectical nature of reenchantment. 
This nature, in turn, checks the "iron-cage" metaphor from coming into being. 
Part II - Methodological Note 
To decode the constitution of the new sacred order and the intricate interaction 
between the sacred and the secular orders of reality, I consider the ethnographic study 
to be the most efficacious methodology. Ethnographic field research is indispensable 
in order to grasp the full picture of a new sacred entity its worldview, ritual 
practices, and secular order of life. From the sea of the new religions in Hong Kong, 
I have selected a new religious cult for ethnographic analysis. The analysis is, 
inevitably, applying inductive interpretation focusing more on understanding than 
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generalization. This focus is especially imperative to the investigation of religion. 
The rationale is given by Evans-Pritchard, 
•……generalization about "religion” are discreditable. They are always too 
ambitious and they take account of only a few of the facts……He (the social 
scientist) should restrict himself to religions of a certain type or of related 
peoples, or to particular problems of religious thoughts and practice……in 
favour of limited conclusions reached by inductive analysis of observed 
facts……“(Evans-Pritchard 1954:6-7). 
Lazarsfeld and Rosenberg echo Evans-Pritchard's view, 
-r J-
‘……"connection" are (should be) investigated more directly……the crux of 
the intellectual task lies not in finding regularities, but in applying available 
knowledge to the understanding of a specific case' (Lazarsfeld and 
Rosenberg 1955:387). 
Nonetheless, understanding and generalization are definitely not mutually 
exclusive. The scholars' condemnation of deepless and vague generalization should 
not be regarded as a refutation of the importance of generalization in social research. 
Indeed, inductive analysis has long been endorsed by Weber in his investigation of 
the impact of the Protestant ethic on the spirit of capitalism, and by Durkheim in his 
examination of the relation between the sacred order and the social fact. Both of 
them apply case study method to examine the facts, yet they aim at construing 
theoretical propositions. In choosing a scientific method to study the relation 
between religion and society, Durkheim has the following consideration : 
’……the value of the facts is much more important than their number ……In 
our eyes, the question whether totemism has been more or less universal or 
not is quite secondary. If it interests us, it does so before all because in 
studying it we hope to discover relations of a nature to make us understand 
better what religion is……One single fact may make a law appear, where a 
multitude of imprecise and vague observation would only produce 
confusion' (Durkheim 1965:114-115). 
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In the same vein, the present study is oriented to uncover the content of the new 
religions and to understand the constitution of such content. An indepth scrutiny of a 
single case is promising for this orientation. Despite the diversity of the new 
religious cults in the territory, they possess some similar characters. Or they share at 
least one common ground ——being capable of recruiting members from this 
territory in this decade. This uniformity should tell us something pervasive in the 
wider society. Even more crucial is that a discovery of the interaction pattern 
between the sacred and the secular orders of reality should not be only valid to the 
case being studied. The discovery simultaneously reveals the new sacred entity's 
relation to its secular reality. It serves as a hypothesis for further verification. 
Durkheim, a well-known positivist, has the following view on single case studies : 
,......when a law has been proven by one well-made experiment, this proof 
is valid universally. If in one single case a scientist succeeded in finding 
out the secret of the life of even the most protoplasmic creature that can be 
imagined, the truths thus obtained would be applicable to all living beings, 
even the most advanced' (Durkheim 1965:462). 
The peculiar imperative to apply case study to generate hypothesis is clarified by 
Walton. 
•Cases come wrapped in theories. They are cases because they embody 
casual processes operating in microcosm. At bottom, the logic of the case 
study is to demonstrate a causal argument about how general social forces 
take shape and produce results in specific settings. That demonstration, in 
turn, is intended to provide at least one anchor that steadies the ship of 
generation until more anchors can be fixed for eventual boarding' (Walton 
1992:122). 
Succinctly, probing into a single case achieves casual understanding which in turn, is 
a basis for generalization. 
To accomplish the above purposes ----- understanding and generalization 
the case selected should be a "case like other cases". It should be able to show 
» 
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explicitly the typicality of the typology (Walton 1992:124-125). For the present 
study, the Lingsu Exo-Esoterics ( 9 is chosen as a case of the new 
religions in Hong Kong for three major reasons. First and foremost, the Lingsu 
sacred order perfectly manifests the distinctiveness of reenchantment in the level of 
consciousness. Its worldview is rather mystical yet its ethos are worldly and 
pragmatic. This seemingly contradictory realities deserve our special attention. 
Lingsu's peculiar ways of reconciling the tensions between world-rejecting 
worldview and world-affirming practices, this-worldly and other-worldly realities, 
scientific and religious value spheres demonstrate the distinctiveness of the 
reenchanted sacred orders from the disenchanted ones. And its dialectical process 
"sacralization" and "secularization"——of bridging the gap between the 
secular and the sacred cosmos hints at the trait of the postmodern culture. Thus, in 
spite of the fact that the Lingsu is of small size, its sacred order embodies vast and 
rich messages about our contemporary culture. Secondly, the Lingsu ideally meets 
the typical characteristics of the new religious groups described by the Research 
Director of the Tao Fong Shan Christian Centre. The Lingsu was cultivated in the 
1970s and not formally established as a religious group until six years ago. Over half 
of its followers are educated intellects. It emphasizes spiritual way of life yet pays 
much attention to body health. And it is an obvious eclectic mixture of the 
traditional religious bodies though part of its sacred entity is newly invented. Its 
constitution of sacredness represents the essentials of the reenchanted religious 
orders. Lastly, the Lingsu was found by a Hong Kong Chinese who was bom and 
brought up in Hong Kong. All of its followers in this territory are Hong Kong 
Chinese. Its being rooted in Hong Kong further strengthens the relevance of its 
9 I will abbreviate the name of the cult to "Lingsu" in the following text. 
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relation to our secular context. In addition, its constitution of sacredness eventually 
projects the sacred needs of the Hong Kong Chinese/® 
After I have chosen the case, I apply participant observation, face-to-face 
individual interviews and documentary reference to gather empirical data. The 
fieldwork had lasted for nine months from July 1993 to March 1994. The whole 
period could be briefly divided into two spans. From July to November 1993, I 
mainly carried out participant observation by joining the cult's Exoteric practices, 
social service and social gatherings. From December 1993 to March 1994 I carried 
on doing participant observation but concentrated on conducting individual 
interviews. Concerning the cult's attitude towards my research, please see Appendix 
I. Documentary reference was done throughout the entire research period. The 
particulars and the number of my fieldwork practices are summarized as follows : 
Participant Observation 
Event Number of times 
Zen Ding (Exoteric practice) 1 ^  
Lingsu Dharma Talks (Exoteric practice) 7 
Acupuncture service (social service) 1 
Talks on Wans Direct Selling (non-religious activity) 2 
yacht trip (social gathering) 1 
dinners (social gathering) 12 
Christmas Eve Party (social gathering) 1 
10 In exploring an appropriate case for study, I firstly identified several new religious or spiritual 
groups for initial contacts. They include the Transcendental Meditation, Sokagakkai, Baha'i Faith, 
Church of Christ (Hong Kong) and Lingsu Exo-Esoterics. Because of the relaxed openness of the 
Baha'i Faith and the Lingsu Exo-Esoterics towards my study, I had partaken both groups' gatherings 
for five months. Finally, I decided to select the Lingsu based on the three reasons I have stated. 
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Face-to-face Interviews 
Type of interviewee Number of cases 




Name of the document 
-An Introduction to Lingsu Society International 
-Newsletters of Lingsu^ ^  
_ Book of Lingsu (conversation between the Grandmaster and the Disciples, which 
was manuscripted by Superior Grand-Method) 
• Lingsu Window (written by Superior Definite-Intelligence) 
_ A Dialogue between the Grandmaster and the Disciple 
-Booklet for Lingsu Moming-Night Chanting 
As shown, participation observation occupies a central position in my fieldwork. Its 
distinctive function is well elaborated by Burawoy, 
•What distinguishes participation observation is the study of people in their 
own time and space, in their own everyday lives……studying subjects in 
their "natural habitat" as opposed to the "unnatural" setting of the interview 
or laboratory' (Burawoy 1991:2). 
Reading the "natural habitat" of the subjects is of the utmost importance for the study 
of the mode of consciousness and the ethos of a spiritual cult. I have applied 
diversified devices to gather data so as to embrace more details, including the trivial 
ones, about the case. Very often, trivial details are useful for grasping the wholeness 
“ T h e newsletter of Lingsu is published as a quarter journal. Most of the writings come from 
Superior Definite-Intelligence, the active Masters and Disciples. The content usually involve 
introduction and elaboration of Lingsu's religious philosophy and Lingsu way of life, as well.as 
sharing the Lingsu experience among the believers. 
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of the case. Equally important is that different devices of fieldwork offer different 
occasions for me to check the reliability of the information gained and the validity of 
my interpretations. The individual face-to-face interviews, for instance, are 
imperative for comparing and associating the followers' reported worldviews and 
subjective feelings with those of my observation and analysis. The validity of my 
interpretations can thus be more certainly assured. 
In order to comprehend the new sacredness insinuated in the religious ideas, 
the rites, the followers' behaviours and the particular events, I regard "thick 
description" method to be the most expedient. Geertz strongly endorses this method 
of interpreting the case materials. In his view, "thick description" efficaciously 
ensures that the source of the analysis comes from the social reality, not from 
scholarly artifice. In other words, it serves to grasp "the most down-to-earth" reality 
and confirm the objectivity of the analysis. When applied appropriated, it can catch 
the richness and the essence of the case. "Thick description" differs from "pure 
description" in that the former embodies interpretative function. The extraordinary 
necessity of applying "thick description" in cultural analysis, which includes 
religious study, is affirmed by Geertz, 
’Right down at the factual base, the hard rock, insofar as there is any, of the 
whole enterprise, we are already explicating: and worse, explicating 
explications. Winks upon winks upon winks' (Geertz 1973:9). 
To penetrate the substance and the ramifications of the cult's new sacredness, I am 
going to employ "thick description" to interprete the case materials. The thickness of 
the case promisingly alleviates the worry over whether the particular interpretations 




Enchantment, Disenchantment and Reenchantment 
Constitution and Reconstitution of Sacred Order 
'In a word, the former gods are growing old and are already dead, and others 
are not yet bom.' 
Emile Durkheim 
If disenchantment is denoted by the death of the former gods, is reenchantment 
signified by the rebirth of these gods? As noted before, reenchantment diverges from 
enchantment in that the former has undergone disenchanting upheaval and is still 
being influenced by the disenchanted ethos. To survive in the reenchanted epoch, the 
old gods have to reform themselves to suit the contemporary culture. The newly 
bom gods, likewise, should be able to please the contemporaries. What are the 
characters of these "reenchanted gods"? How far do they deviate from the 
"enchanted" ones? These queries lead to the broader concerns: what is the sacred 
order of the new religions which have been bom in recent decades? How far and in 
what way does this sacred order depart from that of the old religions in the enchanted 
world? And, how does it relate to the existing social milieux? Both classical and 
contemporary sociological scholars have touched upon all of these concerns. Before 
reviewing their theses, the concepts of "sacred" and "sacred order" have to be 
clarified in the first place. 
The Concepts of Sacredness and Sacred Order 
Otto and Eliade have refinedly portrayed the substantial constitution of sacredness. 
Both of them take cognizance of the "otherness" and the "actuality" the ”sacred” 
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connotes. Otto propounds that the "sacred" (the "numinous" in his word) is ”totally 
other" than the ordinary human phenomena. Its "otherness" impresses man with its 
overwhelming, awesome, and strangely fascinating power. Such power is felt as 
"objective and outside the self (Otto 1958). The "sacred" transcends the mundane 
order of life and thus its genuineness cannot be proved by natural law (Otto 
1958:144-145). Likewise, the "sacred" in Eliade's definition is "a reality that does 
not belong to our world" and is in opposition to the "profane" (Eliade 1959). 
Weber avers that "sacred values" are not necessarily interpreted as 
"supernatural". Instead, the experience of sacredness rests in the feeling of "having 
proved oneself (Weber 1958:277-278). In Berger's view, the disparity between the 
"sacred" and the "supernatural" is that the former is a manifestation within the reality 
of the latter. The "other reality" disposition of the "sacred" remains even when the 
original supernatural matrix has been withdrawn (Berger 1979:45-46). In other 
words, the "sacred" can be transposed to nonsupematural arenas such as religious 
institutions and other social institutions (Berger 1979:50). The mundane reality, 
therefore, can be laden with "other-worldly" values and transcendent truth. Hence, 
the "sacred" functions more constructively to the mundane life than the 
"supernatural" does. It makes orientation possible. Its dialectical relation with the 
"profane" fixes the limits and establishes the order of the world (Eliade 1959:30). 
According to Durkheim, the experience of sacredness aids man to live since it raises 
man above the miseries of the world (Durkheim 1965:464). To raise above the 
miseries is to reach a "salvational state" in which man is redeemed from the 
"profane" order. The state of salvation, in Weber's conception, expresses "a 
systematic and rationalized image of the world" (Weber 1958:280). Within this 
"image", the idea of the divine constitutes the core of the sacred worldview. 
Schluchter explains that the notion of the divine is the core since it structures "the 
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answer to the question from what and for what one wants to, and can be saved" 
(Schluchter 1989:271). Put differently, it designs the content of salvation and the 
experience of sacredness. 
The gravity of the sacred worldview to the constitution of the sacred order of 
any religion has also been emphasized by Geertz. Geertz conceives religion as a 
cultural system which comprises both cognitive and moral aspects. The cognitive 
components are expressed in the "worldview" whereas the moral ones are in the 
"ethos". The former contains a set of comprehensive ideas of the world order — - -
the concept of nature, of self, of society, and of the things actually are. The latter, on 
the other hand, embodies "the tone, character, quality of life, moral style and mood" 
(Geertz 1973:126-127). Whilst the "worldview" makes the "ethos" intellectually 
reasonable by showing the "actuality" of a way of life, the "ethos" make the 
"worldview" emotionally acceptable by presenting the "authenticity" of such way of 
life (Geertz 1973:126-127). To convert the "worldview" and the "ethos" into 
religious terms, the former corresponds to the religious belief and the latter to the 
religious rites. 
By fusing both the religious belief and the rites of a particular religion, the 
sacred order of that religion is identified. Depicting the sacred order in terms of 
"belief and "rite" has long been advanced by Durkheim. In his words, the belief 
points to "thought" while the rite turns towards "action". The former "enriches and 
organizes" the latter which, in turn, "demands and regulates" the former (Durkheim 
1965:476). To delineate the constitution of religious worldview, I find Weber's 
theoretical construction of religious conceptions image of the divine, man's 
relation to the divine, goal and path of salvation, and man's relation towards the 
world substantively applicable. The foremost construct is the "image of the 
divine". It directs the quest for salvation and has an affinity with the idea about 
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"man's relation to the divine". The "goal and path of salvation" which ranks not less 
important than the "image of the divine", directly guides man's practices and morals. 
And, "man's relation towards the (mundane) world" determines man's orientation and 
attitude towards the worldly life (Weber 1963:138-183). In a word, all the above 
conceptions interweave with one another to form an ultimate religious worldview. 
To design the constitution of the ethos, I consider it imperative to go beyond the 
religious practices (the rites). The non-religious practices of a religious group should 
be embraced so that the "quality of life" and the "mood" of that group can be 
captured. 
After portraying the concepts of sacredness and sacred order, the question of 
how the "sacred" varies with the spatial and temporal transformations of the secular 
world comes to be the focus of this chapter. A reconsideration of the relation 
between religion and society, especially the relation between social change and 
religious change, is indispensable. 
A Review of the Relation between Sacred Order and Secular Reality 
The dialectical relation between sacred idea and secular reality has long been a chief 
concern of the grand social theorists Marx, Weber and Durkheim. While Marx 
focuses on the shaping of idea by secular reality, specifically by economic relation, 
Weber centres on the manipulative function of idea to secular life. Durkheim, on the 
other hand, is intrigued by the symbolic representation of idea and its integrative 
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function to secular reality. There is no doubt that all of them, albeit having different 
concerns, take cognizance of the dialectical influence of religion and society. 
Amongst them, Weber's recognition of the dynamics of both religious idea and social 
facts is most apparent. In exploring the role of religion in the rationalization of the 





’The rational religious pragmatism of salvation, flowing from the nature of 
the images of God and of the world, have under certain conditions had far-
reaching results for the fashioning of a practical way of life……Wherever 
the direction of the whole way of life has been methodically rationalized, it 
has been profoundly determined by the ultimate values towards which this 
rationalization has been directed. These values and positions were thus 
religious determined" (Weber 1958:286-287). 
But Weber is definitely not an idealist as he fully realizes the socio-historical force in 
colouring the religious ideas : 
,A whole series of purely historical motives have determined the 
development toward the supramundance or the immanent conception of 
God. These conceptions, in turn, have decisively influenced the way in 
which experiences of salvation have been articulated' (Weber 1958:286). 
Identifying religion as a cultural system, Geertz joins Weber in the same vein 
and makes explicit the interdependence of religion and society. Geertz unreservedly 
states that cultural structure and social structure are independent variables, "not mere 
reflexes of one another" (Geertz 1973:169). His notion is echoed by Berger who 
stresses that any particular religious system is not merely a "reflection" or a 
"dependent variable" of social processes (Berger 1990:47-48). The dialectical 
> relation between sacred order and social reality can be best understood by referring to 
Geertz's theorization of the interdependence of cultural and social systems. Geertz 
advances two constructs ——”model o f and "model f o r " — — t o link up cultural 
and social systems in dialectical perspective. Cultural pattern is a "model o f social 
reality as its symbolic structure is manipulated by social processes and relations. The 
symbolic system, then, is brought into parallel with the "pre-established nonsymbolic 
system" (Geertz 1973:93). Simultaneously, cultural pattern is a "model for" reality 
as it can manipulate the social processes and relations. The relationships expressed 
in the symbolic structure can guide the organization of the relationships in reality 
(Geertz 1973:93). Geertz precisely summarizes the interaction of the two constructs, 
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'Unlike genes, and other nonsymbolic information sources, which are only 
models for not models of, culture patterns have an intrinsic double aspect: 
they give meaning, that is objective conceptual form, to social and 
psychological reality both by shaping themselves to it and by shaping it to 
themselves' (Geertz 1973:93). 
By constructing the cultural system as a "model", not a "reflection", of reality, 
the manipulation of the symbolic system by the social forces is focused upon. This 
"model o f construct asserts the social basis of the meaning systems yet avoids 
reductive conjecture. 
Thinking, conceptualization, formulation, comprehension, understanding, 
or what-have-you, consists not of ghostly happenings in the head but of a 
matching of the states and processes of symbolic models against the states 
and processes of the wider world' (Geertz 1973:214). 
The "processes of the wider world", in Geertz's sense, embrace "physical, organic, 
social, psychological and so forth" (Geertz 1973:214). Berger, likewise, fully 
recognizes the worldly processes in shaping the religious ideas : 
,……the same human activity that produces society also produces 
religion……religion……derives its objective and subjective reality from 
human beings, who produce and reproduce it in their ongoing lives' (Berger 
1990:48). 
The religious systems which originate in specific worldly settings should bear the 
imprint of the particular settings. If we delineate the settings to the social ones, an 
exploration of the constitution of a specific religious system should inform us of the 
state of the corresponding social realities. On the other hand, by constructing the 
cultural system as a "model for" reality, the role of the symbolic system in the 
nonsymbolic system is not solely confined to the "functional" perspective. Rather, as 
Geertz stresses, it is the moulding of the quality of life. 
•They (the religious symbols and symbol systems) shape it (the world 
climate) by inducing in the worshipper a certain distinctive set of 
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dispositions which lend a chronic character to the flow of his activities and 
the quality of his experience' (Geertz 1973:95). 
The "dispositions" Geertz refers to embody "tendencies capacities, propensities, 
skills, habits, liabilities and pronenesses" (Geertz 1973:95). These dispositions 
inevitably shape the way of life, which is a prime constituent of the social reality, and 
subsequently the social system. Thus Geertz considers the cultural pattern as a 
"program" which provides "a template or blueprint for the organization of social and 
psychological processes" (Geertz 1973:216). By interpreting the sacred order a& a 
"model for" social reality, an impartial apprehension of the role of the former in the 
latter is possible. 
The interactive propensity inherent in the "model o f and "model for" 
constructs is conducive to our understanding of the dialectical relationship between 
social change and religious change. To conceive religious establishment as a "model 
o f social reality, a change in the latter naturally brings about a change in the former. 
It explains why the old sacred orders have to undergo "internal secularization" in the 
disenchanted world. At the same time, to formulate religious order as a "model for" 
social reality, a transformation in the former eventually leads to an alternation of the 
‘ latter. It explicates why a transformation from other-worldly magical worldview to 
inner-worldly ascetic worldview has accelerated the disenchanting process of the 
mundane world. 
Based on the dialectical nature of the religious transformation and the social 
change, a comprehension of the distinctive constituents of a particular new sacred 
order informs us about the social reality in at least two aspects. Being a "model o f 
the social reality, the constitution of the new sacred order serves to locate the 
enchanted-disenchanted disposition of the existing social setting. And being a 
"model for" the social setting, the constitution of the new sacred order helps to 
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anticipate the destiny of the social process. To grasp these two facets of social 
reality, understanding the meaning construction of the sacred order is a prerequisite. 
To proceed directly from sources to consequences or to infer sources directly from 
consequences of the religious order without analysing the meaning system of this 
order is, as Geertz points out, superficial inference. Geertz advances a "two-stage 
operation" for theoretical analysis of the social implications of religion : 
’first an analysis of the system of meanings embodied in the symbols which 
make up the religion proper, and, second, the relating of these systems to 
social-structural and psychological processes' (Geertz 1973:125). 
But the first one, according to Geertz, has been neglected and, consequently, the 
second one has been operated in superficial manner. 
The present study is built upon Geertz's "two-stage operation . I t explores 
both the content of the meaning system expressed in the sacred order and the sacred 
order's relation to the secular reality. Before doing so, it is useful to have a brief 
review of the previous theses on the shifting content of the sacred order in relation to 
the societal transformations. 
Sacred Order in the Enchanted World 
The ideal type of the successive sacred orders in the enchanted age has been 
incisively formulated by Bellah in his article "Religious Evolution". He consciously 
divides the various religious systems in the human history into five spatial and 
temporal stages: "primitive", ”archaic" "historic", "early modem" and "modem" 
(Bellah 1964). Since the "early modem" type demonstrates a secularization of 
religion and represents a departure from the worldveiw and the ethos of the earlier 
three types, it and its succeeding type the "modem" religion, will be discussed in the 
next section. 
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Interestingly, the sacred worldview of the "primitive" religion is devoid of 
any conception of god(s). The mythical world is related in parallel to the detailed 
features of the secular world. Man's relation to the mythical beings is intimate and 
even meshed. Simultaneously, man accepts the secular world in its manifold 
givenness. The notion of salvation is utterly irrelevant because it is not needed. The 
sacred rites of this type of religion are characterized by "participation", 
"identification” and "acting-out" (Bellah 1964:267-272). This "primitive" sacred 
order has been meticulously investigated by Durkheim in his The Elementary Forms 
of the Religious Life. The social implications of the "primitive" sacred order 
encompass, in Durkheim's analysis, firstly, an expression of the "collective 
conscience" of the whole society or community and, secondly, a reinforcement of the 
existing social solidarity (Durkheim 1965:465-466). The sacred belief primitive man 
holds, which represents the ideal image of society he hopes for, is not outside the 
mundane society. Instead, it is part of it. The sacred rites primitive man enacts 
periodically construct and re-construct the secular realities (Durkheim 1965:470). 
Conceiving the mythical beings as objectified, active and willful god(s) 
begins in the "archaic" religion. Yet the basic worldview of the "archaic" type of 
sacred order is monistic. Man's relation to the divine is not as close as that of the 
"primitive" kind. Consequently, worship and sacrifice are considered as the sacred 
acts to communicate with the god(s). Despite the existence of a fundamental abyss 
between the sacred and the secular orders, the latter is mostly grounded in the former 
and there is little tension between the two. Social conformity is, at every point, 
reinforced by religious sanction (Bellah 1964:272-275). 
The monistic worldview is completely shattered in the "historic" religion. 
The abyss between the sacred and the secular orders is deepened to the extent that the 
latter is devaluated and rejected. Man's relation to the divine is perceived as 
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impotence to omnipotence, serf to lord, dirt to pure and sin to holy. The dualistic 
worldview becomes dominant and the idea of salvation occupies the central position 
of the "historic" sacred order. The sacred rites are thus pointed to all necessary 
actions for salvation. The profound dualism between the religious and the mundane 
conceptions of reality furthers the dependence of the latter upon the former. The 
mundane order of life is altogether depraved and meaningless on its own. It is in 
dire need of the ideology and legitimation provided by the sacred order. 
Against the variation of the above sacred orders in the enchanted history, 
three generic constituents of the enchanted sacred orders are identified. Firstly, as 
Weber notices, individual interests of the premodem man are "out of consideration" 
in the sacred system. The mythical things, the tribal gods and the supra-mundane 
God take care of the interests of the collectivities only (Weber 1958:272). Durkheim 
elaborates compellingly the collective disposition of the premodem sacred order, 
I.…•• the universal and eternal objective cause of these sensations sui generis 
out of which religious experience is made, is society……It is that which . 
raises him (the religious man) outside himself; it is even that which made 
him. For that which makes a man is the totality of the intellectual property 
which constitutes civilization, and civilization is the work of society' 
(Durkheim 1965:465). 
The conclusion Durkheim puts forwards about the relation between the premodem 
sacred order and the premodem social reality is that: 
'If religion has given birth to all that is essential in society, it is because the 
idea of society is the soul of religion, (Durkheim 1965:466). 
The origin of the premodem sacred order, in Durkheimian line of reasoning, rests in 
the society ——the collectivity. And subsequently, the sacred order represents the 
collective interests of the society as a whole. 
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The next universal character of the premodem religions is their supreme 
positions in relation with the mundane world. A particular sacred order is capable of 
monopolizing the mundane worldview and ethos because it manifests the collective 
sentiment as a whole. The secular order of life, in turn, demands ideology and 
legitimation from the sacred worldview. And social integration is facilitated by the 
sacred practice. Thus, the society, the city, the community, or the tribe, cognitively 
and emotionally lives on its representative sacred order. The particular sacred order 
can maintain its monopolistic and authoritative status. Schluchter finds that in 
medieval society, religious values and institutions ranked above the secular ones and 
the church reigned supreme instead of the state, economic production or science 
(Schluchter 1989:258-259). 
The last constituent inherent in the enchanted sacred order is the "other-
worldly" manifestation of the "sacred". The sacredness is embedded in the divine or 
the mythical beings. Its "other-reality" propensity is evinced in all types of 
premodem religious orders. The dualistic worldview is unquestionably rooted in the 
"otherness", and the mythical and monistic conceptions also have the "other-reality" 
, as their centrality. The "untouchability" of the totemic objects and the "noji-
communicability" between the sacred and the profane in ordinary days demonstrate 
the "other-reality" implicit in the "primitive" sacredness. The "otherness" of the 
sacredness in the "archaic" religious order is exhibited in the everyday worship and 
sacrifice for the divine. In regard to the "historic" sacred order, this "otherness" is 
inherent in the forceful god(s) which awfully transcends the mundane world. 
With the inception of the modernization projects since the sixteenth century, 
the premodem religious orders undoubtedly have been becoming incompatible with 
the demagicifying social orders. So, as mentioned in the previous chapter, the sacred 
order as a whole is shrinking in significance in the modem world. To struggle alive 
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in the disenchanted societies, so to speak, the sacred order should have undergone a 
corresponding modification. What is its constitution then? 
Sacred Order in the Disenchanted World 
The increasing rationalization and intellectualization of the modem world widens the 
gulf between the sacred and the secular orders. Weber reveals unequivocally the 
inconsistency of the money-oriented struggle in the rational economy and the 
brotherly love in the religious ethic : 
,......ultimately no genuine religion of salvation has overcome the tension 
between their religiosity and a rational economy' (Weber 1958:332). 
To level off the tension, the premodem sacred order has to be replaced by a modem 
one. 
The sacred worldview and rites, of the "early modem" religion, as Bellah 
depicts, focus on the direct relation between individual and transcendent reality. 
Man's relation to the divine shifts from passive feeling to active faith. Despite their 
holding of world-rejecting philosophy, the devout men quest for salvation through 
‘ proving their intimate relationship with the divine. They participate actively in 
mundane activities and live ascetically in everyday life to manifest their being 
endorsed by the divine. Owing to the personal and direct relationship between man 
and the divine, any particular acts marked "religious" are less stressed in the rites. 
Instead, the service of god becomes a total demand in every walk of life. Man's 
orientation towards the mundane order is rather inner-worldly (Bellah 1964:280-
284). This inner-worldly ascetic type of sacred order, in Weber's insight, lessens its 
tension with the secular order but, simultaneously, serves as a subtle root of the 




•Because of this apparently irreconcilable tension, prophetic as well as 
priestly religions have repeatedly stood in intimate relation with rational 
intellectualism. The less magic or merely contemplative mysticism and the 
more "doctrine" a religion contains the greater is its need of rational 
apologetics' (Weber 1958:351). 
In the disenchanted age, an infinitely multiplex sacred worldview displaces 
the duplex one. Not a single conception of the divine can monopolize and control the 
secular order of life. Again in his "Science as a Vocation", Weber elaborates in 
details how the presupposition of science brings about the "battle of the gods" and 
subsequent subjectivation of the sacred orders. The value-neutral presupposition of 
science disables it to help to decide which god is the "appropriate" one. On the 
contrary, its emphasis on "pure experience" leads to "polytheism". Individuals have 
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to "decide which is God for him and which is the devil" by themselves because 
science can never take up such task. Since the selection of a god amongst the gods 
cannot be done by any scientific and objective means, every individual adheres to the 
god which subjectively makes sense to him. In addition to the subjectivation of 
sacred order, a world dominated by value-neutral philosophy should allow the 
existence of diverse worldviews, from which pluralistic meaning systems generate 
(Weber 1958:147-151). The pluralistic conception of the divine implies that none of 
the salvational answers can proclaim as the absolute. Each individual has to work 
out his own ultimate one. The disenchanted world is, consequently, characterized by 
"a collapse of meaning and a failure of moral standards" (Bellah 1964:285-290). 
The dethronement of the old sacred order by the new one in the modem era 
has been prophesied by Durkheim, 
•As societies become more voluminous and spread over vaster territories, 
their traditions and practices _…-in order to adapt to the diversity of 
situations and constantly changing circumstances, are compelled to 
maintain a state of plasticity and instability which no longer offers adequate 
resistance to individual variations. These latter being less well contained, 
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develop more freely and multiply in number; that is, everyone increasingly 
follows his own path' (Durkheim 1969:26). 
Thus the highly specialized and diversified modem world produces corresponding 
diversified and individualistic religions. The society as a whole no longer depends 
upon any single religion for legitimating power and its members no longer rely on a 
supra-mundane god for cognitive guidance. God becomes a remote being whose 
image is increasingly vague : 
'God,……who was at first present in all human relations, but progressively 
withdraws from them……if he continues to dominate it (the world), it is 
from on high and at a distance, and the force which he exercises, becoming 
more general and more indeterminate, leaves more place to the free play of 
human forces' (Durkheim 1972:245). 
Durkheim then predicts that the premodem "religion of authority" will have to give 
way to the modem "religion of individualism and humanity". God is being so remote 
that man becomes "a god" for man. 
The very centre of the moral life was thus transferred from outside to 
within and the individual was set up as the sovereign judge of his own 
conduct having no other accounts to render than those of himself and to his 
God’ (Durkheim 1969:27). 
The sacredness of individualism lies here. Nonetheless, individualism in Durkheim's 
sense is by no means equivalent to egoism. It is, indeed, the foundation of humanity. 
Only when human individuals and human rights are held sacred will a given society 
respect for human rights. A "religion of humanity", rather than a religion of egoism 
is logically possible in Durkheim's postulate : 
’……each of us embodies something of humanity, so each individual mind 
has within it something of divine, and thereby finds itself marked by a 
characteristics which renders it sacred and inviolable to others' (Durkheim 
1969:26). . 
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In a word it is because of the common belief in human rights and liberties that the 
"religion of humanity" can function as integrative as the "religion of authority" 
(Durkheim 1969). 
From Durkheim's prophecy, three hypotheses about the sacred order in 
modem world are derived: the image of god is increasingly ambivalent and 
diversified; the monopolistic traditional religion is replaced by the diversified and 
pluralistic religious bodies; the new religious bodies are subordinated to the "religion 
of humanity" which contributes competently to social solidarity. 
The first two hypotheses do receive tremendous empirical support but the 
third one is mostly rejected. In studying the new spirituality in the post-industrial 
Britain, Campbell finds that the belief in "personal God who can be known" declines 
while the belief in "force for good" rises (Campbell 1982:237-238). The favour for 
an abstract and impersonal divine order is obvious. The diversified conception of 
divine is evidenced in Piazza and Glock's analysis of the "image of god and their 
social meaning" in the post-industrial USA. They reveal that those who claim to 
believe in god have, in fact, somewhat different things in mind. While some still 
‘ hold the belief in a "supra-mundane God", others profess believing in "some kind of 
transcendent force or energy". One-third of these respondents even express some 
degree of uncertainty about their beliefs. In addition, the respondents tend to affirm 
god's influence on their own lives rather than on social conditions (Piazza and Glock 
1979:70-72). 
The diversified images of god connote the end of the monopolization of any 
single sacred order in a given society. The emergence of pluralistic sacred orders is 
indubitably rooted in modernity. Berger argues that a world of religious certainty, 
as in the premodem era, vanishes in our age, 
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•Modernity multiplies choices and concomitantly reduces the scope of what 
is experienced as destiny. In the matter of religion……the modem 
individual is faced not just with opportunity but with the necessity to make 
choices as to his belief (Berger 1979:30). 
The heterogeneous sacred order requires each individual to make his own choice and, 
subsequently, the sacred order has retreated to private and personal realm of life. 
Most scholars, therefore, cast doubt on the social integrative function of the new 
religions (Glock 1976; Wilson 1979a &1979b; Dupre 1979; Pitts 1990). 
In analysing the transformation of sacred order in the pluralistic social milieu, 
Berger propounds that a subjectivization of religion is inevitable. The 
"intersubjectively obligatory character" of religion, as depicted by Durkheim, is lost. 
Berger puts, 
‘……religious "realities" are increasingly "translated" from a frame of 
reference of facticities external to the individual consciousness to a frame of 
reference that locates them within consciousness' (Berger 1990:167). 
Individual consciousness that Berger refers to is far more complex than and not as 
uniform as a belief in human rights. Berger and Luckmann believe that the 
pluralistic social structure has given rise to pluralistic individual consciousness. The 
preservation of a universal sacred belief is, hence, infeasible (Berger and Luckmann 
1991:149-193). As the conception of the divine is intimately connected to the 
content of salvation, the absence of a universal image of the divine results in the 
impossibility of having an assertive salvational ideal. The "battle of the gods" leads 
to competition among the salvational. ideals, each of which has to prove its 
”relevance" to the private sphere of the individuals. Religion in contemporary 
society is therefore, demeaned as a consumer commodity and its influence is 
confined to the personal and private sphere (Berger 1990:147). 
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The retreat of the sacred order from the public sphere has been widely noticed 
(Bellah 1976; Dupre 1982; Wilson 1979a and 1982, Luckmann 1967). Echoing 
Berger on the privatization of religion, Luckmann advances the notion of "invisible 
religion". In his postulate, the sacred order becomes "invisible" because it has turned 
into a "private affair" and is no longer conspicuous in the public arena. To arrive at a 
common sacred belief so as to surpass the variation of the numerous religious bodies 
is unlikely because 
The assortment of religious representations……is not internalized by any 
potential consumer as a whole. The "autonomous" consumer selects, 
instead, certain religious themes from the available assortment and builds 
them into a somewhat precarious private system of "ultimate" significance. 
Individual religiosity is thus no longer a replica or approximation of an 
"official" model’ (Luckmann 1967:102). 
This privatization of sacred order is not limited to the Occidental world. Overmyer 
points out that religions in Taiwan and China also have been undergoing such 
process. 
,……as modernization continues(,) some forms of Chinese religious activity 
will keep on going and others become less popular, depending in part on 
which are perceived still to have personal meaning and a useful role to play' 
‘ (Overmyer 1986:113). 
The sacred order in the disenchanted world not only fails to offer ideological control 
to the secular reality, in contrast, it modifies its content to accommodate the needs of 
the religious pursuers. Quoting from Berger's description : 
‘……references to other worlds are translated into terms referring to this 
world, the superempirical is translated into the empirical, the more-than-
human into the human' (Berger 1979 112). 
The secularized quality of the sacred order in the disenchanted milieux is apparent. 
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To recapitulate, the sacred order in the disenchanted world differs from that in 
the enchanted world in three horizons. These three horizons are corresponding to the 
three generic constituents of the enchanted sacred orders and, simultaneously, 
parallel to the secularization of religion mentioned in the previous chapter. Firstly, 
the diversification of the sacred order leads to keen competition among the numerous 
religious bodies yet none of them is capable of gaining a monopolistic status. The 
lack of universal conceptions of the divine and salvation de-objectivatizes the 
"actuality" of any single sacred order in societal level. The disenchanted society as a 
whole does not need to live on the legitimation and ideology supplied by a great 
religion. Its political, economic, legal and other social orders become more and more 
independent from any religious bodies. This feature is in contrast to the monopolistic 
character of the premodem religion and is what the concept of "external 
secularization" represents. Secondly, the commercialization of the sacred order in an 
endeavour to win the buyers' support brings about an "objective internal 
secularization" of the religious institutions. The religious organizations adjust 
themselves to the market needs by secularizing the religious content. Being unable 
to influence the societal affairs, they modify their religious content to appeal to 
personal needs. The subjectivatization and privatization of the sacred order imply 
that such order is no longer laden with collective sentiments as the premodem sacred 
order is. Finally, the rationalization of the mundane world de-magicifies individual 
thoughts and de-emphasizes the relevance of the "other-reality" to daily life. The 
centrality of the sacred order is not necessarily built upon the "other-reality". Secular 
and this-worldly values are sacralized to become the "sacred in individual 
consciousness". This turning away from the "other-reality" sacredness, which is 
especially pervasive in the premodem religion, is the "subjective internal 
secularization" of religion. 
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New Religious Movements as a Manifestation of Reenchantment? 
The onset of the new religious movements in the 1960s in the USA seems to have 
upset the disenchanted scenario. The forms of religious awakening range from 
encounter groups to murderous messianic prophets. Is such awakening the final 
flurry of religiosity in an increasingly secularized society or the vanguard of a new 
religious consciousness? While Bellah suggests that it is a protest against "utilitarian 
individualism" (Bellah 1976) Wilson proposes that it is nothing more than a sign of 
secularization of religion as a whole (Wilson 1979a and 1982). To locate the 
connotation of the new religious movements, we have to explore the circumstances 
from which they emerge, the sacred order they embody and the social role they play. 
Owing to the historical diversity of societies and their cultures, there is no 
unified theory elucidating the proliferation of new religions. Nonetheless, a number 
of explaining models pitching at the higher order of social reality are available. A 
cursory glance at them contributes to an understanding of the "causes" of the 
movements. 
Some scholars relate the new religious movements to the "quest for 
community" in the mass society. The eclipse of the sense of neighbourhood and the 
domination of the impersonal bureaucratic structures, together with the instrumental 
orientation of urban life, have produced less immediate human satisfactions. The 
new religious groups thus emerge to reconstitute "intermediate collectivities" 
between the primary groups and the mass society (Richardson et al 1978; Eisenstadt 
1956; Robbins and Anthony 1972; Berger 1977; Bell 1977; Stark and Bainbridge 
1985). Wilson's "social dislocation" exposition of sect development is in the same 
vein as this perspective. Wilson places the focus upon the disturbance of normal 
social relations brought about by rapid social change. He observes that different 
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social groups have experienced different stresses and tensions in the face of the rapid 
changing social realities. The failure of the social system to accommodate particular 
social groups, especially those are rendered marginally by the process of social 
change, stimulates the emergence of new religious communities (Wilson 1959). 
Another explaining model of the spiritual awakening is led by the proposition 
of "normative breakdown". The failure of science and instrumental rationality to 
• 
offer normative guidance and meaningful pattern of personal and social existence 
elicit innovation of religious meaning systems (Glock 1976; Bellah 1976; Eister 
1974 Evans 1973; Robbins and Anthony 1982; Tipton 1982). Glock points out that 
the underlying assumptions of the old imageries, cultural values and social 
arrangements have the inherent ability to give life meaning and purpose. But they 
have been undermined by the scientific worldview. The "gap in meaning left by the 
sciences" provokes keen competition from a variety of alternative myths seeking to 
fill such gap (Glock 1976:362-366). Echoing Glock on this point, Bellah and Bell 
propose that secular knowledge and affluence do not bring happiness or fulfillment 
but "crisis of meaning" (Bellah 1976:339). The multiplication of the oriental 
, spiritual practices in the USA, in Bellah and Bell's view, is a counter-culture 
movement opposing the utilitarian individualism (Bellah 1976:347; Bell 1977:44.4-
445). In sum, the perspective concerning "normative breakdown" stresses that 
modernity has created a normative dislocation and a hunger for new moral sense. It 
regards the new religions as "meaning seeking" and "moral re-establishing" 
movements. 
Contrary to the meaning-seeking hypothesis is Harris's suggestion that the 
religious awakening is a response to unsolved secular and material problems. Harris 
reveals that the Third Great Awakening in the USA is primarily a desperate response 
to the unsolved problems of malfunctioning consumerism, inflation, breakup of 
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breadwinner family, fear of crime and feeling of isolation etceteras. Losing faith in 
the political and economic institutions in removing the problems, people direct their 
commitment to religious bodies for spiritual salvation. In response to the secular 
inadequacies, this new spiritual salvation centres on worldly means and ends (Harris 
1981). Barker, in her study of the Unification Church movement, draws a similar 
conclusion to Harris's postulate. But she finds that a transcendental goal exists 
though the means to achieve it is rather secular and instrumental (Barker 1985:44). 
She concludes that the new religious movements represent a collection of alternatives 
selected from the massive already available in modem societies (Barker 1985:47). 
The last perspective on new religious movements included in this review is 
built upon Durkheim's religion of individualism. This perspective highlights that the 
diffusion and fragmentation of personal identity urges modem man to "seek for 
holistic conception of self . In a structurally multiplex modem society, individuals 
are involved in numerous collectivities yet none of the collective institutions can 
dominate their lives. Consequently, they tend to think of themselves as individuals 
possessing immanent sacred power (Westley 1978). But simultaneously, as none of 
, the roles they play can take hold of their "whole se l f , individuals are "losing self in 
the disenchanted world (Bauman 1993:19). The secular institutions' incapability of 
providing a subjectively meaningful system of "ultimate significance" leads people to 
"seeking self through innovative devices (Marx and Holzer 1975). 
The above explaining models seem to contradict one another and none of 
them can figure out a comprehensive answer to the outburst of the new religious 
movements. Nevertheless, it is understandable that these explaining hypotheses are, 
indeed, accounting for the birth of different types of new religions. They are 
concerned with different new sacred orders which have been subsumed within the 
new religious movement phenomenon. The "quest for community" perspective is 
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perfectly applicable to the development of sectarian religious groups which centre 
their sacred order upon other-worldly reality] The sectarian type of religion rejects 
"this-worldly" to an extremity that the devout believers establish their own 
communities to live in. The Children of God, Jehovah's Witnesses, and Hare Krishna 
are some examples. The "normative breakdown" and "meaning seeking" perspective 
is intimately relevant to the revival of traditional religions and the resurrection of 
moral creeds. The evangelical and the pentecostal movements, for instance, are most 
concerned with "re-moralization" of the society. In contrast, the multiplication of 
various manipulative spiritual groups, which aim at acquiring special techniques to 
tap the worldly success, is closely related to the premise that spiritual practice is a 
response to inadequate secular opportunities. The Transcendental Meditation 
Scientology and Christian Science belong to this category. Lastly, the "seeking self, 
hypothesis is capable of explaining the popularity of the psychotherapeutic type of 
religious groups and the rise of human potential movements. The New Age 
Movement and the Life Dynamic are examples of this type. 
The diversity of the new religious groups militates against a generalization of 
, the new sacred orders and makes it difficult to decide unequivocally the ramifications 
of the new sacred bodies. Yet a number of scholars have striven to identify the 
universal overt and covert messages embedded in the new sacred bodies (Dupre 
1982; Wilson 1979a and 1982; Robertson 1993; Berger 1990; Wallis 1979 and 1984; 
Barker 1985; Harris 1981; Wuthnow 1976 and 1982; Campbell 1982; Glock 1976; 
Bellah 1976; Bell 1977). The generic messages they find bear a resemblance to the 
sacred orders in the disenchanted epoch. In the first place, "external secularization" 
of the new cults is pervasive. Individual religious bodies have to accept the fact that 
1 Sectarian groups are characterized by their lack of tolerance to this world, well-defined and rigid 
beliefs and behavious as well as "epistemological authority" nature. For detailed elaboration, see Roy 
Wallis, 1975 "Scientology: Therapeutic Cult to Religious Sect" in ^oc/o/ogv, vol.9(l):89-100. 
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their particular sacred worldview can never gain the central position in the secular 
society. They have to live with the modem burdens of doubt and the worldviews of 
their opponents. At the same time, "internal secularization" is evident as the new 
religious institutions are inclined to build their sacred orders upon secular norms and 
values. The secularized content of the new religious groups is, in Dupre's view, 
derived from the daily secular experience of the believers. Despite their rebellious 
outlook, the spiritual movements are mostly world-affirming (Dupre 1982:31). 
Likewise, Wallis's typology of the new religious movements world-rejecting, 
world-accommodating and world-affirming ——tends to support Dupre's postulate 
(Wallis 1979 and 1984). Both world-accommodating and world-affirming types 
connote "friendly" and "conforming" attitude and orientation towards the secular 
world. 
Of the new sacred orders, privatization and individualization have been 
J . 
intensified to the extent that the "other-reality" can only be sought inwardly. • 
The religious person embraces only those doctrines which cast light upon 
his inner awareness, joins only those groups to which he or she feels moved 
from within, and performs only those acts which express his self-
. transcendence' (Dupre 1979:29-30). 
The inwardness of the new sacred order, according to Dupre, is a paradoxical 
consequence of man's attaining "an unprecedented control over his physical 
environment". His strengthened ability "to grasp", "to comprehend" and "to make", 
and his unconditional commitment to the technical and pragmatic doings have 
"dulled the sensitivity of his interior life". His turning in to the self to search for 
sacredness is, therefore, not surprising (Dupre 1979:23). The inward disposition of 
the new sacred order engenders another distinctive trait of the new religious groups 
eclecticism (Dupre 1982:24). Without an objective standard for judging the 
authenticity of the sacred experience, religious pluralism is prevalent within groups 
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and even within persons. A person can hold a mixed worldview made up of 
Christian, Buddhist and Hindu theories. The eclectic and disenchanted natures of the 
new religious movements as a whole is summarized by Harris in an concocted word 
"Psycho-mystico-parascientific-spiritual-therapeutic" (Harris 1981:142). 
The eclectic character of the new religions again refutes Durkheim's "religion 
of humanity" postulate. But the integrative function of the new spirituality is not 
totally denied. Robbins, Anthony and Curtis, with their "integrative hypothesis", 
propound that the new religious movements have empirically facilitated social 
reintegration through "adjustive socialization", "combination", "compensation" and 
"redirection" (Robbins et al. 1975). They find that while some new sacred orders 
reinforce "worldly asceticism", others provide "a kind of asylum" for the socially and 
economically marginal population (Robbins et al. 1975:50-51). They further 
elaborate their "integrative hypothesis" by suggesting that the new religious 
movements can be divided into "adaptive movements" and "marginal movements" • 
The former performs "pattern-maintenance" while the latter "tension-management" 
(Robbins et al. 1975:56). Both of them, anyhow, contribute to social stability. 
Likewise, Bellah suggests that the new sacred orders can cool down individual 
frustration and rage and lessen the threat to the existing social system (Bellah 
1976:349-350). Pointing to the psychotherapeutic efficacy of some spiritual cults, 
Berger joins in Bellah's suggestion (Berger 1990:167). 
Nevertheless, the integrative ability of the new religious orders is highly 
debatable. Radical privatization of the new sacred orders subsequently result in a 
privatization of joys and fears. Covering up individual inner fears may temporarily 
take away some of the social conflicts. But it can never bring peace to minds. 
Setting up defense mechanism and maintaining aloof relations to others are 




strongest opposition to the "integrative hypothesis" comes from Wilson. Wilson 
does not deny the positive psychological functions of the new sacred orders, but he 
hypothesizes that in the long run they cease to be integrative. Instead of controlling 
liberty, the new cults preach liberation and even liberalism, which result in the 
modem credo of "doing your own thing". Wilson adds the preaching of "anti-
formalism", "anti-structuralism", and the refusal to accept inner constraint, as well as 
the emphasis on worldly pleasure, after all, make reintegration of society impossible 
(Wilson 1979a:99-103). Furthermore, the ascetic ethic the new sacred orders 
promote is relevant to individual sphere of life, not to the large-scale societal system. 
The new sacred movements are, in Wilson's words, "like other leisure-time pursuits" \ H 
which "have much less significance for the social system" (Wilson 1979a:43). They 
are, therefore, neither integrative nor transformative to society. Their failure to 
provide an effective ethic for the society as a whole denotes the inadequacy of their 
integrative power (Wilson 1979a: 113). In his conclusion, Wilson states : 
’……men relied increasingly on the pragmatic. The friability of the new 
cults lies in their attempt to recover in some pristine and unattenuated from 
these aspects of a culture, without regard to the necessity of 
institutionalization and social control which religion must make as it adapts 
‘ from its communal location to the needs of men in an integrated societal 
system. The compromise inevitably leads to the loss of religious vitality, 
but that is part of the evolutionary process: religious are always dying. In • 
the modem world, it is not clear that they have any prospect of rebirth' 
(Wilson 1979a: 116). 
Wilson's analysis suggests that the reappearance of enchantment is far-fetched. 
Then we come to the question: how far do the new religious movements 
represent a reenchantment in our age? Harris and Wilson's conclusions imply that 
the new sacred orders manifest a continuation of disenchantment rather than a 
beginning of reenchantment. Wilson does not overlook the upsurge of the new 




revival" in "real" sense. To him, only when the new religions can resume the social 
and political role of that of the traditional religions will he consider the possibility of 
a reenchantment of the world. Reenchantment in Wilsonian sense demands the 
sacred order to regain the dominant position in the secular reality. In other words, 
reenchantment requires a recourse to the premodem enchantment. Defining 
reenchantment to be equivalent to enchantment, I would argue, is futile to our 
understanding of the symbolic meanings expressed in the new religions. The endless 
debates on whether the outburst of new religions is the dawn of a new religious 
consciousness or a symptom of superstitious superficiality in a demystified age are 
rooted in different preconceptions of reenchantment. If the emergence of numerous 
new religious entities in this modem era is an indubitable fact, the next subject-
matter which is worth our exploration is: what is the content of the new religions and 
how are they related to the enchanted-disenchanted contour. New religious 
consciousness and disenchanted consciousness are not necessarily contradictory and 
unbridgeable. The disenchanted consciousness, when interacts with the enchanted 
and sacred worldview, may produces a post-disenchanted (postmodern) value sphere. 
This new value sphere hints at a more precise depiction of reenchantment. To grasp 
the crux of the new value sphere, I consider an inductive exploration of the 
constitution of the new sacred systems the most efficacious approach. 
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Chapter II 
Epitome of the New Sacred Order : The Emergence and 
the Worldview of the Lingsu Exo-Esoterics 
( ling-seo-hin-med-zungi) 
As Evans-Pritchard reiterates, any interpretation of the symbolic coherence of a 
religion has to be done through an apprehension of the holistic belief system of the 
religion (Evans-Pritchard 1965:112). To determine the location of the Lingsu in the 
enchanted-disenchanted spectrum, it is imperative to first understand its emergence 
and development, its worldview and ethos. The main task of this and next chapters is 
to provide a substantial empirical picture of the Lingsu for theoretical analysis of its 
constitution and its relation to the social reality in the succeeding two chapters. 
The Emergence and Development 
Being founded as a religious cult in 1988, the Lingsu Exo-Esoterics has its previous 
body as a charity organization, the Lingsu Society ( ling-seo-wui). The 
Lingsu Society was firstly established in Adelaide, Australia, in 1978. Hong Kong 
has had its branch, the Lingsu Society (Hong Kong) International, since 1984. Other 
branches were also set up in Japan, Sydney and Singapore. To account for the 
emergence of the Lingsu, the sacred story about the founder is the prologue. 
1 All the Cantonese phonetic notations come from Longman Chinese New Dictionary for Secondary 




Sacred Journey of the Founder and Formation of the Lingsu 
The Grandmaster Know-AU ( yun-tung-xi-junf, the founder of the 
Lingsu, began his supernatural journey at the age of nine. 
The story begins at the age of nine, when he found a strange book of 
ancient occult practice, at a street stall. He immediately bought it, despite 
being unable to understand the strange language in which it was written. 
From that time, night after night, he had a vivid dream of an old lady (saint) 
who would sit and explain to him the book, page by page. In this manner he 
was given teachings on Esoteric Practice by a Saint, every night until he 
knew each page. Mysteriously, the book disappeared when he finished 
mastering all its contents. From nine to twelve years old, he made use of 
talisman, mantra and incantation to treat illnesses. Despite his youth, he 
had acquired great fame as a sage. As he grew up he realized that talisman 
and incantation practice actually entailed the use of power in the Universe 
but did not satisfy his search for Truth. Thus he began to broaden his study 
from religious to occult esoteric practices, from exoteric doctrine to esoteric 
teachings. As he practiced these teachings, he discarded all the erroneous 
but retained the truth, and eventually arrived at a magnificent path. He 
called it LINGSU’ BL:33).3 
The story continues, 
'Once he fasted for more than forty-nine days and nights in seclusion for 
, spiritual purification, and underwent severe spiritual practice. At the age of 
forty, while meditating, he attained Enlightenment. He saw his past lives 
and future through his Third Eye. His wisdom returned; he immersed in 
ectasy, in peace and bliss. At the same time he knew his mission on Earth' 
(BL:34). 
Since then, his followers gathered at his clinic in North Point and listened to his 
teaching every weekend. As mentioned before, the Lingsu Society was firstly 
2 I have rendered the disciples' religious names into English according to their semantic meanings. In 
order to hide the identities of the disciples, their Chinese names would not be revealed except that of 
the Grandmaster. 
3 The whole Book of Lingsu (BL), part of the Newsletters of Lingsu (NL), A Dialogue between the 
Grandmaster and the Disciple (DGD) and Lingsu Window (LW) are written in English. Although 
some of the writings are grammatically unacceptable, I cite them directly in order to keep their 
originality. In translating those written in Chinese into English, I endeavour to preserve the exact 




founded in Adelaide. The Grandmaster recalls that he did not mean to set up the 
Lingsu Society in Australia but the symbol of Lingsu (now becomes the logo of the 
Lingsu) came up to his mind all of a sudden, "as a gust of wind blowing across". The 
Society was then registered as a charity organization in Hong Kong. It rendered 
voluntary services regularly like acupuncture treatment and visits to elderly homes. 
Sign of the Lingsu logo 
J l 
‘ Birth and death; a With Lingsu practice The vertical strokes 
natural inevitable one breaks the cycle represent the 
process. An endless and transcends Exoteric and 
cycle. towards Esoteric Teachings. 
Enlightenment. The fine stroke 
represents the 
supreme teachings of 
Lingsu Esoterics. 
Nonetheless, the chief focus of the Lingsu Society is upon philosophical 
exploration of the meaning of life and the practice of Esoteric Method. The 
followers had experienced confusing identity as the Society was labeled as a charity 
institution though, in reality, it was a religious group. The followers were eager to 
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preach the Lingsu philosophy and practice but felt illegitimate to do so. They did not 
dare to disclose their belief and practice to the outsiders in fear of being attacked. 
The Grandmaster then came up with the idea of transforming the Lingsu Society to a 
religious organization and naming it Lingsu Exo-Esoteric. 
First Transformation : Systematization and Ritualization 
Immediately after its turning into a religious group, the Lingsu became more 
structured, systematic and ritualistic. A Lingsu Centre was opened in Causeway Bay. 
A hierarchical master-disciple system was established and each member was given a 
religious name. The Grandmaster is the Supreme Head ( xi-jun) of the Lingsu. 
Next to him are three Superiors ( •sewg-x/), who head the branches in Hong 
Kong, in Australia and in Japan respectively. Then come the Senior Masters ( 
dai-xi), the Masters ( xi-fu\ and lastly the Disciples ( deo-dei). 
Recently a new rank, the Elder Masters ( lou-xi\ has been introduced 
inbetween the Senior Masters and the Masters. Those who acquire Esoteric Method 
directly from the Grandmaster are bestowed religious surnames with Intelligence 
and Method ( Fad) for female and male followers respectively. And 
those who learn from the Superiors have their names initiated with Wisdom ( J/) 
and Right ( Jing) respectively. At the beginning, anyone who wanted to learn the 
Esoteric Method had to become a disciple first and pay directly to the Superiors or 
the various Masters, to the ones who directly edified them with the Lingsu Method. 
Last year, a Master Council composed of Superior Definite-Intelligence and a few 
Masters was formed in Hong Kong to deliver systematic instructions to the Disciples. 
: At present, the Disciples need not pay for learning the Esoteric Method. Instead, 
they have to gather a lump-sum monetary offering from their friends and relatives as 




The ritual of conversion, meditations and most blessings emerged. Some 
followers left as they were not accustomed to the ritualistic practices while a few 
stayed and became devout followers. The Superiors, the Senior Masters and the 
Elder Masters are examples of the latter. 
Membership and Finance 
The Lingsu claims it has five thousand disciples in the world (Intro: 1). But as far as I 
know, there are less than thirty in Hong Kong, of whom only about ten to fifteen are 
active disciples. The numbers in Australia and in Japan, according to Superior 
Grand-Method, are more or less the same as that in Hong Kong. Of the ten or more 
active disciples, more than half have attained tertiary education and are at their thirty 
to forty something. They are the senior ones in the rank of Masters or above. 
Nonetheless, the overall membership profile has undergone a change in recent two 
years. Those who joined Lingsu these two years are at younger ages and received 
only secondary education. An intriguing finding is that most of these new followers 
are working as life insurance salesmen. In regard to the disciples' personal 
particulars, please see Appendix II. 
The finance of the Lingsu mainly comes from the disciples' offering. Without 
any rule to regulate the monetary offering, the disciples, especially the devout ones, 
are still eager to contribute because 
•We believe that the more one contributes, the more one gains' (Master 
Pure-Wisdom). 
But the budgetary state of the Lingsu is becoming stringent. The only full-time staff 
was dismissed in February this year because of the shortfall in money. 
Consequently, the opening hours of the Lingsu Centre is cut. Disciple Speaking-




The opening (of the Centre) depends on, besides our financial condition, 
the needs of the disciples and the public, as well as the manpower we have. 
Since most disciples have other engagements on holidays, why don't we 
close it on Sundays?' 
Second Transformation : Declining Religiosity 
The shortened opening hours of the Centre directly leads to fewer religious practices, 
at least on Sundays. Other changes can be dated back to the year 1992. Firstly, the 
publication of the Lingsu Newsletter, which was once per month in 1991, was 
reduced to once every two months in 1992, and to once every three to four months 
last year. And it has been issued only once this year. Secondly, the frequency of 
holding the Lingsu Dharma Talk was twice a month in 1991 but had been cut to once 
a month since mid-1992. Likewise, the number of the Body-Mind Unity Training 
Camp was reduced from three in 1991 to two in 1992 and to one last year. The 
number of participants for every training also dwindled from over fifty in 1991 to 
less than thirty last year. Thirdly, the "Lingsu family gathering and sharing" 
( ) which was held every Wednesday night to discuss the 
Lingsu philosophy and share the Lingsu experience, had been cancelled since last 
year. 
All the above changes indicate a decline in religious activities from 1992 
onwards. This declining religiosity is concurrently accompanied and reinforced by a 
rise in secular activities. The emergence of a profit-making business, Wans Direct 
Selling ( last year has brought forth a conspicuous internal 
secularization, both objective and subjective, of the Lingsu. A Body-Mind Unity 
Training Camp was called off because the disciples were busily engaging themselves 
in the Selling last year. The meetings and trainings of the Selling now replace the 
religious practices on Sunday afternoons. The Lingsu disciples, when gather 
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together, talk about the Selling more often than about religious matter. Some 
disciples, like Elder Master Practice-Right and Disciple Speaking-Right, who 
initially thought that the Selling was far too profane for them now wholeheartedly 
participate in it. 
The internal secularization of the Lingsu, I would argue, has its root 
embedded in Lingsu's sacred worldview. Before going into the details of the Lingsu 
worldview, it is worthwhile to explore the followers' motives for joining the Lingsu. 
Reasons for Joining the Lingsu 
As there is a lack of a universal explaining model for the proliferation of new 
religions, an unanimous reason for the disciples' being attracted to the Lingsu is 
absent. The motives for joining the Lingsu are diverse amongst the disciples. . 
'Let's see how we are spending the twenty-four hours a day. Working, 
travelling in the MTR, watching television, sleeping…..what is life? What 
is life for? We have unconsciously fallen into the trap of mechanical way 
of life. We are always busy. But being busy for what? What is the end of 
our life? Lingsu addresses these queries' (Senior Master Conscious-
Intelligence). 
•Science can never answer the question about life. Why was I bom to have 
these parents but not others? No matter how advanced the science has been 
developed, it is definitely unable to answer this question, nor is it capable of 
providing meaning to our life' (Senior Master Triumphant-Method). 
While the disciples quoted above are seeking the meaning of life from the Lingsu, 
some others have their chief aim of improving their secular life. 
'Since I had practised Zen Ding, I found my health improved and my 
efficiency raised. The practice of Zen Ding gave me a chance to halt my . 
mental activities and to be relaxed. It offered me joyous emotions that other 
meditations failed to do so. I, therefore, was attracted by Lingsu and 
decided to convert to a Lingsu disciple. Immediately after I had received 
the Lingsu Initiation ( ling-seo-gm-ding\ I felt powerful. With 
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the Esoteric training added, my sensitivities had heightened. Being 
sensitive is crucial in such a city full of hustle and bustle. When we are 
sensitive enough, we are able to get the "correct' messages from other 
people and better our relationships with them' {Disciple Speaking-Right). 
•My reason for becoming a Lingsu disciple? Oh, yes! My boss introduced 
Superior Definite-Intelligence to me. The Superior's efficiency in work 
impressed me a lot. Later I found that she was a leader of the Lingsu and I 
wondered what "Lingsu" meant. It's a miracle. The practice of Zen Ding 
boosted my concentration power to the extent that I had never thought of. It 
contributed much to my work. I was able to "get twice the result with half 
effort"( .My ability to concentrate, at the same time, improved 
my interpersonal relationship as well as my family life' {Disciple Seeing-
Right). 
Still others are seeking sense of belonging and communal support from the Lingsu. 
•Getting together with the Lingsu disciples was like living in a lovely big 
family. Grandmaster was nice and friendly, sincere and real. I felt warm in 
the Lingsu family and so I decided to receive the Lingsu Initiation. Now I 
feel even stronger that I am close to the Lingsu disciples. We are brothers 
and sisters and all belong to the big family of Lingsu' (Disciple Zhi-lok). 
'In this (Lingsu) family, there is definitely no discrimination and no 
difference between you and me. I could emancipate myself and be real at 
all times. I had such a good feeling that I decided to join the Lingsu and 
become a member of this family' (Disciple Perfect-Wisdom). 
•Yes. It is a family in real sense. It allows open communication among 
disciples and freedom to feel and to think. The Lingsu impressed me in that 
love was permeating it. All brothers and sisters were reflecting the pure 
love that radiated from Grandmaster, the father of the family' {Master 
Method-Right). 
Another distinctive attraction of the Lingsu is its non-dogmatic disposition and its 
having few rules and regulations. 
I had never thought of committing myself to any religion. I had gone to 
Church in the past but doubted if Christianity was really the "real" one. I 
doubted if God was really like the Christian God. To my surprise, when I 
heard of Grandmaster's saying that "all fingers from different directions are 
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pointing at the same moon", I felt awakened. These words triggered off my 
emotion which was so strong that I could not resist. Yes! How could we 
say that ours was the only "true" one? How could we say that our God was 
not their God(s)? I was enlightened by Grandmaster's words and decided to 
join Lingsu' {Elder Master Practice-Right). 
'When I had the first contact with the Lingsu, I found it greatly different 
from other religions. The difference was that Lingsu did not have many 
rules and regulations for us to observe. Nor did it require us to worship any 
idol. Instead of emphasizing religious theories, it focused on practice. And 
it never curbed our own thinking and way of life. I found that this religion 
was what I was seeking and so I requested for the Lingsu Initiation' 
{Disciple Writing-Right). 
The peculiar characters of the Lingsu, which attract me a lot are that, 
firstly, there are not many books or written works about Lingsu. Secondly, 
it does not always mention God and never asks us to depend on God. 
Thirdly, it is not pushing and never forces people to do this and do that' 
{Disciple Benevolent-Right). 
Despite the fact that the reasons for becoming a Lingsu disciple are varying, 
the magnetism of the Lingsu is its ability to offer a transcendental worldview to the 
believers and, simultaneously, better their this-worldly life. Simply aiming at 
- settling secular difficulties is inadequate to sustain faith. 
'Some disciples have left Lingsu because they initially joined us to solve 
their worldly problems. When their problems were solved, they either left 
or demanded Lingsu to solve their further problems. When one simply aims 
at bettering their secular life rather than seeking the Truth and improving 
the self, his/her belief and faith will not be lasting' {Elder Master Practice-
Right). 
Besides improving secular life, those who believe in Lingsu for years demand 
transcendental "truth" and discovery of the self. This empirical fact rejects Harris's 
postulate that the new religions merely deal with unsolved secular problems. 
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The Sacred Worldview 
•If man did not die, if he lived forever, if thus there was no death, there 
would be no religion either.' 
Ludwig Feuerbach 
It is true that almost all sacred orders have to first answer the perennial puzzle of 
mankind ——birth and death. Lingsu is not an exception. It came into existence 
when its founder opened his Third Eye from which the meaning of his life was 
sanctified. Having known his past and future, he got a definite answer to the problem 
of birth and death. The logo of the Lingsu stands for "breaking the cycle (of birth 
and death) and transcending towards Enlightenment". To transcend life and 
mortality as the ultimate end of salvation is generic to all religions. What 
distinguishes them from one another is the content of salvation, which is derived 
from the distinctive conceptions of the divine, man's relation to the divine, the state 
of being emancipated and the path to it. 
The sacred worldview of Lingsu, notwithstanding its eclectic nature, is 
primarily Buddhist-based and is largely borrowed from Mahayana. It ultimately 
rejects this world but proposes that the ways to other-worldly exist exclusively in this 
world. It's most conspicuous distinction from Buddhism is its constitution of God. 
The Divine, the Man and the Universe 
’God is without beginning or end. God created the Universe, and His . 
Emanation, Light or Essence (Ling) forms the infinite Void. This Essence 
(Ling) emanates everywhere. Outside our bodies is the Saint Ling; inside 
our bodies is the Jin Ling (our inner self). God created the Universe and he 
created man last' (BL:15, Grandmaster), 
4 Very often, the Lingsu uses different words to refer to one thing. It unavoidably confuses the initial 
readers. So I would like to clarify some of the words that written in different forms : 
i ) "Spiritual Light"( ,ling-guong), written as Light, Essence, or Ling; 
i i) "Saint Spirit"( xing-ling), written as God-Essence, Saint Spirit or Saint Ling; 
iii) "Inner Spirit"( noi-ling), written as Inner Spirit, Jin Ling or Inner Ling. 
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The Grandmaster remarks, 
•The whole Universe is constituted of numerous world systems. God did 
not merely create Earth' (BL:32). 
Like Christianity, the Lingsu worldview holds that the whole universe, including all 
the lives, human and nonhuman, was created by an omnipotent God. 
'There is a Creator ——Boundless, Eternal, All-knowing and Almighty…… 
Creation is of such magnificence and splendour to extend to the most 
intricate workings of the Universe, our bodies and the surroundings' (BL:7, 
Grandmaster). 
But unlike that of the Christianity, this God cannot be described or specified by 
words. 
'Yet the Creator is beyond our comprehension ——no words can explain it, 
its perfection goes beyond words. Words are of this world, and thus one 
should not even endeavour to explain God. To do so would be as 
unproductive and intangible as an ant attempting to describe man!' (BL:8, 
Grandmaster). 
The only certainty about God is that there is only one supra-mundane God. Superior 
Definite-Intelligence states mdi Lingsu Dharma TalkXhdX, 
‘ 'Lingsu believes in the True God, the Only God, who is the Creator. 
Though other religions have portrayed their own god(s) in details, they are 
in fact, referring to the Only God. Different societies get dissimilar images 
of god because of their distinctive needs. Some religions term the True God 
as "Our Father", "Our Lord" or "The Heaven". Despite the divergent 
names, all religions recognize that there is a Creator who rules and directs 
the Whole 
Nonetheless, gods of lower level do exist next to the supra-mundane God. 
•Besides the True God, the Spiritual World ( ling-gai) has many gods. . 
Buddha, Jesus, Muhammand and Krishna are some examples. In Lingsu's 
words, they are Saints ( as they have got the Truth. They 
iv) "Lingsu Method"( ling-seo-fad), written as Lingsu Method, Lingsu Practice or Lingsu 
Way 
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differ from us in that they are "enlightened persons"( gog-ze) while 
we are not; they had practised to tap the Truth while we had not. The Saints 
were inherently the same as us' (NL5:2, Superior Definite-Intelligence). 
In this way, all men can become saints or gods as Buddha and Jesus through Practice 
( seo-M). Man's potential for elevating himself to be god under the supreme 
God is rooted in the sacred dispositions of the Universe and of human beings 
the ”Saint Spirit" and the "Inner Spirit". 
The God-spirit, God-essence Saint Ling, is pure Light and Radiance, that 
permeates and illuminates the whole Universe. The whole Universe is 
enveloped by Space - - emptiness. This infinite fathomless Space is the 
Void woven by invisible threads of light from God's emanation (Saint 
Spirit). All Creation is contained in this Void which is governed by 
impartial laws…….From the Saint Ling sprang innumerable intelligent 
spiritual seeds, to come down as Jin Ling to claim a body of man. The Jin 
Ling ——as indestructible and eternal as the Saint Ling was initially to 
do the work of Creation. Over aeons of time, the Jin Ling evolved the body, 
for it to be perfect' (BL:9-10, Grandmaster). 
As man is made of "God-Essence", he is innately sacred. Furthermore, as he comes 
from God, he is endowed with the gift and talent of tapping the treasure of the 
Universe. God enables man to do so by providing him with a "Universal Mind". In 
, answering a disciple's question about the "Universal Mind", the Grandmaster says, 
•All creation, from the smallest particle like the electron, to the galaxies and 
beyond all intricate mysterious works of the Universe, is contained in 
the Void which is governed by the impartial laws. We call these 
magnificent laws and its intricacies the Universal Mind. Saint Ling is the 
Void _—-- the Void of Creation; it both "nothing" and "everything". The 
Universal Mind echoes the motion of the Void…….Not many people have 
experienced the Universal Mind, because they cannot tap into it. It is there 
for us to use. In fact, God created it for us to use. This is why Lingsu is 
used to tap into this Universal Mind ----- all you need is to have faith in the 
Creator' (BL: 10-11, Grandmaster). 
Observing the rules of the "Universal Mind" is simultaneously following the "Law of 
the Universe". . 
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•The Void and the Universal Mind govern the three planes of existence 
physical, mental and spiritual -…-which is the Law of the Universe…… 
Man, unlike animals, has the capacity of intellectual and spiritual mind, 
through which he could tap the Universal Law in communion with the Saint 
Ling' (BL:10, Grandmaster). 
Hence, when man understands the three planes of existence, he is capable of 
governing them and tapping the sacredness of the Universe. By this way, man knows 
the Creator through the Universe, the working of the "Saint Spirit", and the 
"Universal Mind". Ultimately, he acquires the "truth" and becomes a "saint". 
Relation between God and Man 
Although the supra-mundane God of the Lingsu is shapeless and cannot be described 
by secular words and understood by secular knowledge, He is proved to be existing 
by the abundance of the Universe. 
'Whilst we're in this garden, when I smell the fragrance of the flowers, 
I smell God. 
When I see the magnificence of the panorama, I see God. 
When I taste the wind of the breeze, I taste God. 
When I hear the chirping of the birds, and the croaking of the frogs, I hear 
God. 
‘ When I bathe in the radiance of the sun, I feel the warmth of God. 
Through such senses and awareness, I come to know God.' (BL:51 the 
Grandmaster). ‘ 
This discourse is nothing more than a restatement of the traditional First Cause 
"proof for the existence of God. However, the supra-mundane God, unlike that of 
the traditional one, does not predetermine the lives of human beings. Human beings 
have evolved themselves from God and are part of God. Master Competent-Wisdom 
has the following idea about the relation between man and God : 
'Many religions talk about God, saying "God do this and do that". We 
Lingsu don't say "God do what and what", God is already with us! When 
we do Practice wholeheartedly, God Spirit, that is, the Inner Spirit inside us 
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is awakened. By that time, we are in God and, simultaneously, God is in 
us.' 
Thus God can never be properly grasped by words but is known to man by 
manifesting Himself in the secular world. 
The theology of the Lingsu is apparently emanationism a doctrine 
implying that God has generated the world out of His own ” substance" (Kolakowski 
1982:148). Nonetheless, God of the Lingsu is more active and personified than that 
of emanationism supposed to be. The disciples always emphasize that "God is 
intelligent, kind, and benevolent". As Senior Master Triumphant-Method puts, 
'God's intelligence outshines all the secular knowledge and science. 
And Superior Definite-Intelligence says, 
,We have to have absolute faith in God so that God will take care of our needs 
The supreme God, nevertheless, does not directly respond to all human needs and 
desires. The lower-rank gods and saints, who are full of "God-Essence", assist God 
in entertaining the worldly desires. Senior Master Triumphant-Method explains, 
•Lingsu says God and gods, as well as saints. God is the only Creator and 
‘ all other spirits come from God. The other spirits include gods and saints 
who have attained different levels of achievement. Most gods do not 
respond to man's prayer because they don't think human beings need such 
desires. Saints, who manifest themselves as human beings, empathize with 
man and are more willing to help man realize his wish 
The Lingsu worldview is basically pantheism, though it simultaneously embodies a 
monotheistic element which teaches that there is only one creator. The existence of 
different orders of gods and spirits with different characters and functions connotes 
that the Lingsu theology is inclined to pantheism. Man is inherently sacred because 
he evolves himself from the universe which, in turn, emerges from God. But before 
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man can grasp the sacredness inside him, he needs external spirits, the lower-level 
gods and saints, to attain his secular needs. • 
Human Being and Human Life 
Despite the sacred nature of human beings, human life is regarded as "unreal" in 
Lingsu's belief system. 
•Human life is ephemeral and ever-changing. People always say that 
"human life is like a dream", the correct saying should be "human life is a 
dream". Since life is only a passer-by of the Universe, it is dreamlike and 
unreal'. 
But the imrealness of human life does not imply the unrealness of human beings. 
The contrast between human life and human beings is rooted in the conception of 
"spirit" versus "material", "being" versus "body". Superior Grand-Method elucidates 
the difference between ’being" and "body", 
'Our "body" is made of soil, wind, water and fire but our "being" is of Inner 
Spirit. So we have to distinguish the "material" from the "spirit", as the 
"body of human being" from the "human being'". 
The body is believed to be governed by the Law of Material, which is in contrast to 
the Law of Universe. 
'When the materials (soil, wind, water and fire) gather, body emerges. 
When they dissipate, body disappears. The existence of life vanishes in a 
flash•.…In fact, our lives and all our surroundings ——money, clothes, 
housing, status, wealth _—-- are all unreal. They are unreal because they 
are materials despite their tangibility. All materials are governed by the 
Law of Material, that is, all their atoms and molecules have to be 
depreciated and totally destroyed one day' (NL1:3, Superior Definite-
Intelligence). 
So, the Grandmaster reminds the disciples, 
•Our body is only clothes. Death is nothing more than replacing the old and 
broken clothes with new ones'. 
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Apart from the human body, human mind is also wearing out with time. 
The body and mind is the machine. It is important to remember that the 
mind comes with the body' (BL:21, Grandmaster). 
The replacement of the old bodies is possible as reincarnation is governing human 
life. 
There is no difference between life and death, if we know that all life will 
end in death, and death will be followed by life and so on an endless 
cycle which will come to an end after we have found and accomplished our 
mission. Once that mission is accomplished, we will reach the place of 
Enlightenment' (LW:1, Superior Definite-Intelligence). 
What is the mission of man? It is not predetermined but has to be discovered by man 
himself. Superior Definite-Intelligence states, 
•When one has his Inner Spirit regained its original composure, he will find 
his life mission, just as our Grandmaster has realized his mission'. 
In effect, human life is meaningful in spite of its "unrealness" because it is bestowed 
with a "mission" that leads to Enlightenment ——regaining the "God-Essence". 
The Secular World 
Lingsu believes that the secular world is, likewise, governed by the "Law of 
Material". This world is thus unreal and rejected. 
•Secular world is also called "material world". This material world is only 
part of the Universe. It is visible and tangible. But there is another world, 
we call it "spiritual world", which is invisible but really existing. The most 
distinctive character of the material world is fluctuation everchanging 
and nonlasting. We should know that this material world is only part of the 
natural world, the Universe. The secular countries, societies, families and 
all kinds of secular organizations are built upon the material world. They 
are insignificant as compared to the whole natural world. Many people do 
not understand the Law of Universe. If they do, they will come to know 
that the secular world is "All Empty"( se-dai-gai-hung) and 
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quit holding firm to any secular matter' (NL8:l-2, Superior Definite-
Intelligence). 
Therefore, Lingsu considers the advancement of the material world as an "illusion". 
•Let's see the living of the Hongkong people in the twenty-first century 
money, social status, luxurious food and materially rich living. They are 
being overwhelmed and dominated by the Law of Material. Their lives are 
superficial, empty, short, painful and illusory. However, before we can get 
the Truth and reach Enlightenment, we are still under the domination of the 
secular games' (NL20:5, Disciple Speaking-Right). 
i 
Goal of Salvation 
Owning to the "imrealness" of the secular world, the goal of salvation is to transcend 
this secular world. Borrowing from Buddhist view on life, Lingsu leads the belief 
that: 
'Being bom means being subjected to earthly sufferings once again' (LW:4, 
Superior Definite-Intelligence). 
Hence, the goal of salvation is to break the endless cycle of birth and death, as the 
logo of the Lingsu represents, and to reach Enlightenment. The Grandmaster spells 
. out the state of Enlightenment, 
•When the Jin Ling disengages the fetters and desires, and thus awakens the 
Truth, it returns to the original, the primordial Inner Spirit as it existed at 
Creation, when it was in direct communion with Saint Ling' (BL:19). 
Such state is also described in a Lingsu Dharaia : 
Toil all day, To what avail? 
Bondage due to ignorance; 
Inner Spirit appears, Bondage disappears. 
No thought, mind still; 
Heart attaches naught, Desire drops, Ling transcends; 
True Self prevails.' 
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The "truth", which resides in man's "Inner Spirit", is engulfed by man's 
"ignorance". The "ignorance" is, in turn, caused by man's possession of secular 
desires. 
'At the beginning of time immemorial, Man with Jin Ling carried out many 
of God's works. They improved the environment, including the genes of the 
plants and animals. Yet as creation became more complex, desire crept in, 
and importance and selfishness were attached to the things created or done. 
When the intellectual mind marvelled at its works, and the body took over, 
the Jin Ling within was suppressed, and communion with God was lost. 
With time and rebirths, the Jin Ling sank deeper still, laden with 
overbearing desires and fetters that pushed Jin Ling to remain dormant 
asleep. Thus you can say that most people are asleep all the time. They are 
not enlightened ——they are ignorant…..desire does create rebirth. In fact, 
as the Jin Ling is laden with desires and habitual energies, it has to assume a . 
form (take a body) to carry out these desires ——countless, innumerous 
rebirths is resulted' (BL:16-17 Grandmaster). 
At the same time, all kinds of worldly sufferings are created by man's "ignorance". 
'Before Enlightenment, man is conditioned and ignorant, no different from 
Pahlov's dogs^…..When our Ling is dormant, we cannot distinguish things 
that are true from false; right from wrong, and so, we may come up with 
misconceived thoughts, evil wishes and wrong doings. This will lead to 
great sufferings and pain ——not only for ourselves, but often people 
- around us such as our families and friends may be affected by our 
ignorance' (BL:25-26, Grandmaster). 
Superior Definite-Intelligence further elaborates the "ignorance" of man and its 
relation to worldly problems : 
'All kinds of conflicts among men, like fights and wars, are rooted in the 
Three Detriments - G r e e d ( tarn). Hatred ( and Delusion ( 
qi). These Detriments, when appearing in our Heartfield ( sik-tin), 
misinterpret the input message and consequently send out a wrong output 
message to our brain which controls our act.' 
5 pahlov time and again struck the bell before feeding his dogs. Later, when he struck the bell, even 
when he gave no food to the dogs, the dogs' saliva poured out instantly. It is a classical psychological 
experiment to support the hypothesis that animal (human and nonhuman) behaviours and even 
physiological well-beings are conditioned by external stimuli. 
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The "heartfield" is, Superior Definite-Intelligence clarifies, 
•Clear, pure and full of Inner Spirit when is initially given by God. It is a . 
treasure given by God for processing external stimuli. But when the seeds 
of desires are sown in it, it is polluted and becomes unable to distinguish 
right from wrong, true from false. While the Inner Spirit is encased by 
ignorance, a "false self emerges to cover up the "true self. The "false 
self is expressed in the "ego" and the secular miseries are caused by our 
"ego" 
When "greed", "hatred" and "delusion", which evolve from man's "ignorance" and, in 
> 
turn, from man's secular desires, are scattered in the "heartfield", 
•We have emotions ups and downs such as joy and sorrow, happiness and 
anger, love and hatred. When we are in union with God, nothing is 
important to us and nothing can provoke our emotions. Then we are really 
able to emancipate ourselves.' 
In a word, the state of salvation in Lingsu's worldview is the state when man's 
desires and ignorance are utterly shattered so that the "true se l f , that is the "Inner 
Spirit", comes out. Consequently, man is able to acquire the "truth", regain the 
"God-Essence" and "be back with God". He can experience the initial Void created 
by God without birth and death, boundless, eternal and full of God's emanation. 
Path to Salvation 
To break the cycle of birth and death is to end reincarnating. The rule governing the 
incarnation is grounded in the Karma. Master Pure-Wisdom expounds the 
reincarnation logic and the Karma in a Lingsu Dharma Talk: 
'When the Inner Spirit is loaded with many secular desires, it becomes so 
weighty and urgently needs to be reincarnated. This over-loaded Spirit 
becomes so impatient that it jumps into any womb it first comes across. On 
the other hand, when one's Inner Spirit is slightly laden with desires, it can 
wait till it meets a good womb for it to be reborn. That is why some people 
are bom in Africa while we are bom here.' 
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Like that of Hinduism and Buddhism, the Karma of the Lingsu signifies the "effect" 
of the previous life, or the sum total of the ”effect" of past lives. But the "effect" 
unlike that in the Hindu and Buddhist beliefs, is not determined by the "good" or the 
"evil" one did before this life. Instead, it is regulated by the weight of one's desires 
of the past many lives. To improve the next life, one has to strive to reduce his 
accumulated desires so as to lessen the weight of the "Inner Spirit". The way to 
salvation is to 'annihilate all the desires so that the Inner Spirit comes out'. 
In Lingsu's belief system, there are more than one method to eliminate 
desires, and so there are more than one path to "Enlightenment". The Lingsu Method 
( Ung-seo-fad), anyhow, is considered to be the most effective one. 
The Lingsu Method heightens the senses and awareness to such a degree 
that we absorb Truth all the time -…-it indirectly changes the whole 
mechanism of the body, mind and spirit. In such a way Truth will strike us 
like a thunderbolt, and any falsehood will slip away like water off a duck's 
down!' (BL: 18-19 Grandmaster). 
The Lingsu Method is introduced by Superior Definite-Intelligence : 
The Lingsu Method is a training guiding and facilitating us to, firstly, clear 
the dirt (the erroneous thoughts) out, that is, to clear the Heartfield. 
‘ Subsequently, the Heartfield can absorb only the Truth……The Lingsu 
Method, we also call it the Lingsu Way ( ‘ l i n g -bun-
yeg-hang), guides us to seek the Truth from our inner self. The Truth 
resides in the internal self, not in the secular knowledge such as science, 
technology or philosophy. So, cleansing the dirt that has covered the True 
Self is the first step 
The Lingsu Method embodies both Exoteric and Esoteric Methods 
( hin-fad and med-fad). It is the spiritual way of cleansing desires 
and "dirt". But peculiar to Lingsu's worldview, there is a secular way of achieving 
the same goal by satisfying the desires. In contrast to Buddhism, Lingsu 
strongly objects to repression or suppression of desires. 
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'Merely depriving oneself does not annihilate desires. Rather, it creates an 
extreme pressure and stress within the person, always on the verge of 
exploding' (BL:17, Grandmaster). 
Therefore, 
•Lingsu has never asked us to abandon desires. If we have desires, we 
satisfy them as soon as possible. When our desires have already been 
fulfilled, we no longer have such desires. If we have never possessed a 
desire, how can we talk about renunciation of desires!' (NL20:6 Superior 
Definite-Intelligence). 
As opposed to curbing one's desires, Lingsu encourages the disciples to satisfy their 
desires. This distinctive principle, nonetheless, is the embryo of the internal 
secularization of the Lingsu. 
The world already has a lot of rules and regulations constraining people's 
behaviours. Moral code is used simply for controlling man's mind, curbing 
man's imagination and suppressing man's emotion' (NL5:4, Disciple). 
The only guiding principles that Lingsu imposes on the disciples include Practice and 
"living moment to moment"( ,mui-miu-seng-qun). 
'Lingsu is the only practice in which one does not talk, or think, or work 
towards perfection, or plan for merits -…-one merely practises and 
practises the Lingsu Method. When one keeps practising, one is there! 
Many practices talk of perfection, planning for the ultimate, talking about 
merits. In Lingsu we do not! All the plan for perfection, or even think of 
perfection, will lead to nowhere. In fact, it leads one astray' (BL:37-38, . 
Grandmaster). 
To play down thoughts and intellectual activities, the most effective way is to live at 
this moment. 
'You live aware of this very moment, and you live totally aware of the next 
very moment. It's the way of life, effortlessly as we breathe the air in and 
out……Thinking about the past is unproductive but eliciting comparison and 
tension. Thinking about the future is useless but inducing anxiety and 
worry' (BL:57-58, the Grandmaster). 
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"Living moment to moment" is imperative as : 
'Everything at every moment is changing. Just like the cells of our body are 
in a state of unceasing growing and dying. Nothing, not a thing, remains 
unchanged forever. So Lingsu stresses "concentrating on a point"( 
seng-ju). The Zen Ding our Grandmaster advanced is a practice of 
"concentrating on a point". It leads us to emotional equanimity and 
cognitive emptiness in which the Truth emerges' (NLl:l-2, Superior 
Definite-Intelligence). 
The path to salvation, Lingsu reiterates, is not confined to the Lingsu Method, 
and the state of salvation is not exclusive, for the Lingsu disciples. 
•All mankind will finally go back to God and be in communion with Saint 
Spirit. Some go earlier while some later', 
the Grandmaster explains to the disciples that they do not need to push people to 
become Lingsu disciples. He continues, 
•The fingers from different directions are pointing at the same moon, the 
one and only one moon. Other religions are also teaching the Truth. The 
Truth can be manifested in diverse forms. Even those preaching the "false", 
are also heading towards the Truth because things are in circle, not linear. 
The only difference is that their road to Enlightenment is longer and rugged. 
But they will get there anyway. Regardless of which road one takes to 
‘ reach salvation, all the roads exist in this world!' 
It is the Lingsu belief that all paths to Enlightenment can be found only in this world, 
thus its sacred method, the Lingsu Method, is called a "worldly method"( 
sei-gan-fad). The Grandmaster answers a disciple's question about the difference 
between Practice in mosques and Practice out of mosques : 
'Practice in mosques or in any isolated place such as mountain, forest or 
island is far from effective. Why? It's simple. When a person is isolated 
from all other people, who is going to annoy him? How can he feel angry? 
He meets nobody and of course he feels calm and quiet all the time. But 
when he comes back to the social world, and when he is confronted with 
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people, his calmness disappears. He fails to adapt to the daily life of this 
world. What he has achieved in the remote place vanishes in a moment.' 
Thus Lingsu condemns other-worldly religious practice which requires the followers 
to withdraw from the secular way of life. On the contrary, it believes that the more 
one engages in the mundane affairs, the more one is capable of seeing through the 
"falsehood" of such affairs. The notion of "learning by doing" is the central principle 
of the way to salvation in Lingsu's worldview. 
In short, Lingsu believes in a supra-mundane God who had created this 
universe. This God is unknowable by secular minds and nondescribable by secular 
words. Nonetheless, His "Essence" resides inside every man and His "truth" can 
only be sought inside the self. Man nowadays is overwhelmed by desires and 
erroneous thoughts, forcing the "God-Essence" to sink deeply inside. The aim of 
salvation is to break the cycle of birth and death and to return to the original state 
created by God. On reaching the state of salvation, one is in communion with "God-
Essence" and exists side by side with God. To achieve this state one has to eliminate 
the secular desires and the false thoughts. Such elimination can be accomplished 
through both spiritual and secular paths. All the effective means to salvation, 




Epitome of the New Sacred Order : The Ethos 
of the Lingsu Exo-Esoterics 
( ling hin-med-zung) 
In capturing the ethos of the Lingsu, merely depicting the rites is far from adequate. 
Both religious and non-religious arenas of living display the "moral style and mood" 
of a specific religious group. The Lingsu places strong emphasis upon "practice" but 
not philosophical discourse nor observing a moral order. It proposes to live the 
Lingsu Way of life, not to live for a second departing from the Lingsu teaching. To 
catch the essence of its ethos, a holistic portrayal of the religious and secular modes 
of life is imperative. This section will be divided into two parts. One is focused 
upon the sacred symbols of the Lingsu while the other is on its sacred and secular 
orders of life. The former aims at apprehending the overt sacredness while the latter 
at the covert one. 
, Sacred Symbols 
Sacred Person 
A sacred person, in Lingsu's worldview, is one who has reached "Enlightenment". 
He is in union with God and has become a spirit. This spirit is no longer subject to 
the law of reincarnation. Nonetheless, when this spirit wants to help the mundane 
people to arrive at "Enlightenment", such want becomes a desire. Whenever there is 
desire, there is rebirth. So the spirit takes a human body and becomes a saint in the 
world. A saint differs from an ordinary person in that he has already grasped the 
"truth" and will never be engulfed by "ignorance" again. He is immune against the 
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Three Detriments and devoid of all kinds of secular desires. His only desire is a 
sacred one ——to preach the "truth" and to lead the mundane people to reach 
"Enlightenment". The Grandmaster is believed to be a saint of this kind. 
The Grandmaster is said to have possessed supernatural power such as curing 
noncurable illness, foretelling one's future and even changing one's life. Nonetheless, 
he has abandoned such power as he prefers to live as an ordinary man. He strives to 
teach the "truth" through living as a model for the secular men rather than 
manipulating them. 
'My mum was a disciple of Grandmaster and she led me to meet him when I 
was young. At that time, I was obsessed with thinking about the meaning of 
life and had almost gone crazy. Grandmaster correctly told my past and my 
future when he first met me. He cured my problems and turned over a new 
leaf for me. However, not all disciples have the chance to visualize 
Grandmaster's supernatural power. He has given up the practice of such 
power for more than ten years and so even Superior Definite-Intelligence 
has never seen it. The reason for his giving up the supernatural practice was 
simple: when what he said became true, he was actually capable of 
determining and changing one's life. He did not want to do so 
Senior Master Triumphant-Method recalls his witnessing the supernatural power of 
, the Grandmaster in the past. 
Since the Grandmaster is believed to have already reached Enlightenment, he 
is considered to be full of "God-Essence" and is innately sacred. Nonetheless, his 
ability to arrive at "Enlightenment" is ascribed to his own endeavours and practices 
in his past lives, not to God's predestination. His sacredness is, therefore, self-
induced, not ordained by an external force. 
Sacred Place and Sacred Objects 
This place (the Lingsu Centre) is a place of worship. On its first opening 
day, Grandmaster invited a number of Saints to descend to protect it. When 
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we are practising the Lingsu Method, we are talking to the Saints. The 
Saints are listening to our wishes and calls,' 
Superior Definite-Intelligence explains to the disciples why practising the Lingsu 
Method at the Lingsu Centre is more effective than doing it at other places. 
Situated in a residential building at the heart of the bustle city, Causeway Bay, 
the Centre measures about 700 square feet. It is partitioned into four areas. A 
reception counter is located facing a glass main door. The words "Lingsu Exoterics 
& Esoterics” in both Chinese and English characters are fixed onto the wall behind 
the reception desk and shined by forth light. Beside the main door is a large board 
showing the religious names and the true names of the Grandmaster, the three 
Superiors and the various Masters. Each name is engraved on a gold-medal being 
fixed onto the board. Adjacent to the left hand side of the reception desk is a cabinet 
showing books and "sacred objects"( J) for sale. The books are all 
about the Lingsu and the prices range from HK$10 to HK$128. The "sacred objects" 
are sacred because they have been "initiated"( hoi-guong) by the 
Grandmaster. They cost from HK$80 to several thousands. These "objects" include 
a gong ( king), a "gold medal"( gem-paf) marked with the signs of the 
Lingsu logo and the Lingsu amulet^ on both sides, and a picture of the Grandmaster 
wearing a purple Lingsu long coat and a white robe sitting in a meditation posture. 
Some leaflets introducing the brief history of the Lingsu and its activities are free for 
taking. Facing the cabinet is a notice-board. A photocopying machine and a distilled 
water dispenser are placed on the right hand side of the reception counter. Next to 
them is a bathroom. Behind this reception room is a practice room. The practice 
room is demarcated from the reception room by a wooden wall with slide glass door. 
1 The Lingsu amulet comes from the Grandmaster's "sudden inspiration". It represents "a unity of 
Buddhism and Taoism". 
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Another two small rooms, one for acupuncture treatment and one for clerical work, 
are found behind the practice room. 
W 
m • 
A corner of the reception counter Sign of the Lingsu amulet 
The carpeted practice room measures about 300 square feet with glass as its 
outer wall. Several slide wooden doors have been fixed in front of the glass wall. 
An altar and a piano are located at opposite ends of the room. Above the altar has a 
large Lingsu logo been fixed on the wall. Adjacent to the piano, a television set, a 
, video-cassette recorder and a radio-cassette player are found. On the altar a censer is 
placed at the centre with three color-lightened bottles of water behind it. Beside the 
water is a picture of the Grandmaster (the same as the one for sale). In addition, a 
pack of incense stick, a box of pills, a long stick, a gong, a lot-bowl with different 
colored lot-balls inside, a heap of "blessing-paper"( ‘gd-q i - jV) and a pile of 
"offering-envelops"( fung-hin-doi) are found on the altar. Disciple 
Speaking-Right explains to me one by one the meanings and the functions of these 
"sacred objects": 
The picture of Grandmaster can protect this Centre as our Grandmaster is a 
Saint whom the demons and goblins are afraid of. These three bottles of 
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"saint water"( , xing-seu) are useful for bettering our emotions. You 
don't need to drink too much, just an amount like this (he holds a small cup 
to show me the appropriate amount) is sufficient. The blue one can lessen 
our tension and calm down our emotion while the yellow one can purify our 
thought. And this orange one ….…well I forget. Grace-Wisdom, what is 
the orange one for? (He asks another disciple)……Oh! Yes, it can activate 
our energy when we are tired. This water is distilled water but is also "saint 
water" because it receives our vibrations everyday. Our vibrations, which 
are emitted when we are practising the mantra "om", can awaken the Saint 
Spirits surrounding us. This water absorbs the vibrations and, therefore, 
absorbs the Saint Spirits as well. You may try a cup of it. But you have to 
pay after drinking it to show your gratitude. The amount is up to you. 
These "mantra-pills"( zeo-zou) are made and blessed by 
Grandmaster. They are also for improving health, not exclusively effective 
to the sick people but to the healthy people as well. Likewise, you need to 
pay for consumption. This "blessing-paper" has also been initiated. We 
human beings usually have a lot of wishes and this paper can help us. What 
we need to do is writing down our wishes on it and have it been blessed by 
our chanting. The long stick here, well, is used by our Superiors in an 
Esoteric Practice. The Practice is called Lingsu Ventilation. But I can't tell 
you the details of the Practice. These lot-balls are used for sortilege. The 
oracles are endowed with "sacred words"( xing-yi”) from Saints and 
so they can give us a guide when we have doubt on any matter in our daily 
life. This gong is also our "sacred object". When it is hit, it transmits the 
sound "om". You listen! (He hits the gong). This ”om" is the only sound 
that can vibrate our brains. Now you try to put your hand on the top of your 
, head, you can feel the vibration of your head. The vibration is so powerful 
that it can awaken our Inner Spirit and the Saint Spirit surrounding us. This 
"om” simultaneously, means praising God. As we don't know the name of 
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u The picture of the Grandmaster on the altar. 
The small glass beside it is for drinking the "saint water". 
• 
Next to the altar two offering boxes are found. One has the Chinese words of 
1 "Offering"( fung-hin-kam) on it while the other has, also in Chinese, 
I "Sowing the Fortune-field"( kwong-chmg-fok-tiri). Money should be 
put into the initiated "offering-envelops" before being placed it into either box. The 
S money in the "Offering" box is offering to the Grandmaster whereas that in the box 
J of "Sowing the Fortune-field" is donated to the Lingsu. 
1 
1, Several gold medals are hung on the wall opposite to the altar. Names are 
engraved on the medals. According to Disciple Speaking-Right, there are three types 
of medals, each of which serve a particular purpose. The first type is "Ancestor 
i Blessing Medal"( which serves to render blessing to the disciples' 
J ancestors. The second one is called "Individual and Relative Blessing Medal" 
] ( which functions to solve the daily problems of the 
I disciples and their relatives. The problems include illness, poor in acedemic study 
1 and failure in business etceteras. The last type is "Business Success Blessing Medal" 
1 
( which facilitates the disciples to run their business smoothly 
s and successfully. All of the medals have been initiated by the Grandmaster and, 
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therefore, are sacred. Their sacredness is strengthened by the everyday "om" practice 
of the disciples. Of course, those who ask for such medals need to pay offering. The 
wall on the right hand side of the altar has three similar medals fixed upon. Again 
told by Disciple Speaking-Right, these three belong to the Grandmaster's family and 
his extended families. 
A stack of cushions for meditation are placed at a comer of the practice room. 
When the wooden slide doors are closed, the room is very quiet. No wonder most 
disciples love the Centre. 
The Lingsu Centre is a very tranquil place. I have noticed this more with 
each visit, and I was not sensitive to this fact previously. There is 
something about the place that one cannot describe. As soon as one enters 
(the Centre), one is at peace' (NL12:11, Disciple). 
/ 
Most female disciples are wearing the Lingsu "gold-medal" marked with 
Lingsu logo and Lingsu amulet. Master Competent-Wisdom explains the function of 
this "gold-medal", 
•It is initiated by our Grandmaster and so it can give us protection. Its 
function and power are especially conspicuous when we are facing danger. 
My elder sister had once suffered from depression but she recovered 
immediately after wearing this medal.' 
Another sacred object, which is used to measure one's "vibration", is called 
"pendulum"( zen-ji}. Elder Master Practice-Right explains its power, 
’You may not believe that Lingsu disciples have different vibrations from 
nondisciples. But this pendulum can prove it. We have received Lingsu 
Initiation and our vibrations are so strong that we can change the materials 
in the world. For instance, when I want to check if this orange is suitable 
for me, I put this pendulum on the top of the orange. (He does do it and the 
pendulum turns clockwise). You see, it turns clockwise, which means that 
this orange is good for me. If it turns anti-clockwise, it's not suitable for 
me. But even so, we Lingsu disciples can change it to clockwise by singing 
the mantra "om". This "om" is a "vibration" to turn the material, the orange 
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in this case, to become suitable for me. Those who are not Lingsu disciples 
: cannot make such change. If the pendulum tells them that the orange is not 
good for them, they had better not eat it. They can't change it even they 
sing ”om" because they have not received Lingsu Initiation. This pendulum 
can test all kinds of suitability. For example, it can tell if we two get along 
well with each other , 
Sacred Rites and Sacred Words 
The enactment of religious rituals, as Pandian stresses, marks the events that are 
culturally recognized as crucial for the survival of the individual or the group 
(Pandian 1991:92). In Pandian's words, religious rites point out the culturally 
defined personal and social goals and have both "expressive" and "instrumental" 
functions. They may be expressive of values of the "ideational culture" and may 
accomplish secular results other than what they explicitly indicate (Pandian 
1991:150-151). To explore the "expressive" and the "instrumental" functions of the 
- Lingsu religious rites, the contents and the meanings of the rites have to be revealed 
in the first place. 
The Lingsu Method is a generic name of the religious practices of the Lingsu. 
It is subdivided into Exoteric Method and Esoteric Method. Each Method embodies 
different types of Practices ( seo-liri) and Blessings ( ga-qi). While 
the Exoteric Method is open to all, the Esoteric one is exclusive to the Lingsu 
disciples. Both Methods, in Superior Definite-Intelligence's words, 
'are aimed at purifying our "inner condition"( noi-ging) and 
heightening our sensations. When our five senses (eye, ear, nose, tongue, 
skin) are sensitized, we are able to distinguish true from false. When our 
"inner condition" is pure, we do not have any erroneous thoughts and 
desires. We are then approaching Enlightenment.' 
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Exoteric Method 
• ( xim-ding I) 
The disciples sit in lotus posture and form a circle. Everyone has his/her hands 
lain in the lap, one on the other, the palms up, and the thumbs extended to touch 
each other. All close their eyes and begin the practice of Zen Ding. The whole 
practice is divided into five stages and all accompanied by music. 
Stage One (five minutes) 
The practice-in-charge says, 
"Magnificent Macrocosm; Radiant with Thy Light" 
( yu-zeo-hcm-hon; sen-guong-pou-jiu) 
The disciples imagine the greatness, the splendour of the universe and feeling 
the warmth of God's light. This stage is the preliminary stage of quietening 
leading to the readiness for meditation. 
Stage Two (five minutes) 
The practice-in-charge says, 
"Splendour Microcosm; Pulsating with Thy Might" 
‘ ( so-po-dmg-dong; ling-hei-pin-ye) 
The disciples firstly think of the fluctuations and the dynamics of the world, 
then feel bathing in peaceful, warm and boundless God light. Some of the 
disciples display a slight smile at this stage. 
Stage Three (ten minutes) 
The practice-in-charge says, 
”0, Thou Jewel in the Lotus; May Thy Love bestow all of us" 
( ,ling-xim-jing-seo; sou-xig-ding-nim) 
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This stage is a breathing Meditation in which the disciples breathe in deeply 
and breathe out slowly. They should put all their concentration on their own 
breathing and not to have any thought. 
Stage Four (ten minutes) 
The practice-in-charge says, 
"Be Sentient or Insentient; Glorify Thy grace and peace" 
( ,fan-yem-ju-tin; med-hang-pou-zei) 
The disciples altogether resound the mantra "om" loudly. Each of them 
concentrates on his/her own sound. 
Stage Five (two minutes) 
The practice-in-charge p r a y s , , 
"O, Lord, the Almighty, we thank you for Your Blessing. 
Today, we all brothers and sisters gather together, to share your love and 
wisdom, to open our eyes to find our True Self. 
We also thanks the Saints of the past, the present and the future. 
Thanks them for their guidance, enlightening us from our delusion, 
and showing us the way, helping us fulfill our mission ----- to help 
ourselves and others. 
During this congregation, we are praying for Your Blessing to us, our 
, families, friends and the whole world, to enable all of us to live in 
peace, happiness and good health." 
The practice-in-charge finally hits the gong and the participants clasp their hands 
( ,heb-seb) and do "Lingsu four-clap salutation"( ' 
seo-se-pag-zeng) to end the meditation. 
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Meditation I of Zen Ding 
The significance and the functions of the Zen Ding are explained by Elder Master 
Practice-Right, 
•We have two kinds of Zen Ding. Meditation I is an Exoteric Practice while 
Meditation II is an Esoteric one. The one we have just done is Meditation I. 
It accomplishes three objectives. Firstly, it trains our ability to sit quietly 
and concentrate. On the second, it endows us with inner peace and 
happiness. Quiescence and vibration help to achieve a clear mind and 
purposeful living because Saint Spirit's light bestows on the participants and 
helps to disperse darkness and delusion. Finally, it is a body, speech and 
mind practice. It purifies our Karma ( ‘y ib) and radiates Saint Spirit's 
light. When this Meditation is done in group, as we do today, the vibration 
is boundless and loving and, consequently, conducive to world peace.' 
Ling Healing ( ling-liu) 
The recipient sits in front of and facing the altar, closes his/her eyes and has 
his/her wish in mind. The healer initially stands about three feet behind the 
recipient. A few seconds later, he/she moves close to the back of the recipient 
and places his/her right hand on the top of the recipient's head. The healer sings 
the mantra "om" loudly and the recipient follows to do so before the healer's 
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sound comes to a stop. Thus there is a time when both the healer and the 
recipient chant the mantra together, producing a sound reverberation. The 
reverberation gradually weakens and finally comes to a halt. The recipient gets 
up, turns to the healer, "clasps his/her hands" to show salutation. The healer also 
"clasps his/her hands" to salute in return. 
The Grandmaster clarifies the symbolic meaning of the Ling Healing, 
Ling Healing is Spiritual Healing through Saint Spirit, that is, through 
God's Light. In Ling Healing, the Saint Spirit penetrates the body to arouse 
the recipient's Inner Spirit, which resonates and receives the Blessing, to 
wake up from its dormancy. The awakened Inner Spirit can dispel delusion, 
resolve life difficulties and promote health.' 
Lingsu Morning-Night Chanting _ Hng-seo-zou-man-zung-fo) and 
Lingsu Simulcast Blessing _ Ung-seo-kei-keo-sei-gai-wo-
ping) 
Before carrying out Zen Ding, the disciples spend fifteen minutes practising 
Lingsu Morning-Night Chanting and Lingsu Simulcast Blessing. The practice-in-
charge announces, 
, 'Now it is time for Lingsu Morning-Night Chanting and Lingsu Simulcast 
Blessing. We clasp our hands, use our body, our mouth and our mind to 
show respect.' 
All the participants clasp their hands, close their eyes and sing "om". The 
practice-in-charge then hits the gong three times, each is followed by an "om" 
singing from the participants. Then comes the chanting of "sutra-mantra" 
( g • ) • All the participants are holding their hands clasped when 
they are chanting the "sutra-mantra". The "sutra-mantra" embodies "Lingsu 
Pledge"( //ng- "Going Back Mantra"( 
zeo), "Enlightenment Mantra"( jing-gog \ "Eliminating Pain 
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Mantra"( tud-fu-zeo), "Lingsu Sutra-Mantra"( Urig-seo-
ging-zeo), "Spirit Light Sutra"( Hng-gumg-ging), "Wisdom Mantra" 
( J•“ “zeo) "Fulfilling Wishes Mantra"( and 
"King-of-Drug Mantra"( y.eg-vtwzg-zet?)? The song "Bless Our Souls" 
( "- is sung by all with background music? A "Lingsu four-
hand clap salutation" in the rhythm 1,1,1-2 ends the Chanting and the Blessing. 
The Simulcast Blessing is 
blessing through Saint Ling, emanates unhindered to all for spiritual 
growth, mental and physical health. It fosters, firstly, world peace for 
people to live in harmony; secondly, harmony to one's inner self; thirdly, 
harmony to ones family members; and finally, good health to all (BL:112, 
Grandmaster). 
The meaning of the "Lingsu four-clap salutation", which includes clapping hands 
for four times, is explained by Superior Grand-Method, 
The first clap - homage to God, the Creator; the second clap - thanks to the 
Saints of past, present and future; the third and fourth claps • thanks to you 
and thanks to me, for if there is no "me", there is no "you"!’ 
2 The content of the sutra is about the Creation, the Law of the Universe, the Law of Reincarnation, 
the Way to Enlightenment, the "unrealness" of this world, the foolishness of worldly people the 
greatness of the Grandmaster and the importance of health. The mantra is not in Chinese, like 
"Om Mola Mola, Sammola Sammola; 
Yan Tar Lay Hoi May Tsu Lay Yeah My Tsu Lay Yeah; 
Om Mola See Lay Aun Saw Por Hau". 
3 The content of the song is : 
,0 The Almighty, the Only god, Universe Thy Blessings. Riches abundance, lucky me, All 
because of Thy Blessings. All the compassionate, samsai Saints, The Way, The Truth transmitted 
you Lingsu Dharma Diamond Wisdom Day; All because of your teachings. Poisons: Greed, 
Hatred, Delusion; Ego drops, Tao transcends. Ignorant, bewildered I Need your guidance and 
Blessings. 0 The Almighty, the Only God, Universe Thy Blessings. Same root, same breath, 
come thru Almighty Bless Our Souls with the Mercy 
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Initiation Blessing ( ga-qi-kei-tou) 
Anyone can have his/her wishes written on the "blessing-paper" which is then put 
in front of the gong. The practice-in-charge announces that it is time for 
chanting. The participants recite the "Eliminating Pain Mantra" for one hundred 
and eight times. The practice-in-charge hits the gong at the one-hundred-and-
seventh time to remind others of the last reciting. Then come the same number of 
recitations of the "Enlightenment Mantra", which is also ended up by hitting the 
gong once. The whole Initiation Blessing lasts for over half-an-hour. 
This blessing, which is done only on Saturdays and Sundays, is aimed at 
'solving the problems and releasing the worries of self and of other people, 
(NL20:9). 
Lingsu Dharma Talk ( Ung-seo-ging-gong) 
The Lingsu Dharmas are said to be the "truth" coming out spontaneously from the 
Grandmaster's mouth. The Lingsu Dharma Talk is held regularly, twice a month 
in the past and once a month at present, at the Recital Hall of the City Hall. Any 
‘ Disciple who is interested in delivering the talk becomes the principal talker 
while a Master acts as the secondary talker. The Disciple shares his/her 
understanding of a pre-selected Lingsu Dharma and the Master supplements what 
has been left out. The chief aim of the talk is to provide 
'a virtuous opportunity for the disciples and the audiences to listen to and 
understand the Dharma. It is a kind of training to the principal talker. It is 
also a teaching session which can enrich one's life, pave the way for a clear 





Body-Mind Unity Training Camp ( sen-sem-heb-yet-fen-
lin-ying) 
•We were asked to count beans. We transferred little red beans, five at a 
time, scoop by scoop from one bowl to another. It needed incredible 
concentration that I never knew I possessed. Then we were taught to walk 
and in the process became totally aware of our body and mind. We were 
told to eat in absolute silence ——to savour every bite and taste. We had 
relaxation exercise with which our physical body was relaxed and our mind 
was empty. It was such a comfortable experience. In addition, we listened 
to Superior Definite-Intelligence's talking about the differences among 
people. The talk taught us a new way to relate to other persons and hence 
improved our interpersonal relationship. All through the camp, through 
seemingly simple exercises, our awareness was being raised, latent 
sensitivities being stimulated' (NL8:4, Disciple). 
A disciple describes her experience in the training camp. The training is said to 
be a kind of "action learning" in which learning is done through doing, not 
through theory. Its purposes are 
To raise sensitivity ——to be sensitive towards the "inner condition" and 
"outer condition" so that one can distinguish true from false. 
To quieten emotions ——to reduce worries and anxieties so as to clear one's 
mind, strengthen one's memory and increase one's efficiency in work. 
To relinquish ego ——to know the True Self and to abandon the false one 
so that one's interpersonal relationship can be improved and no more 
interpersonal conflict is found in the world' (NL17:12). 
‘ … • 
* i / “ 
Participants of the Body-Mind Unity 
Training Camp 
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The participants are asked to The participants are asked to 
count red beans and keep their clean their shoes with all their 
mouth closed concentration. 
Esoteric Method 
Since the practice of the Esoteric Method is not open to nondisciples, the processes 
of most of the Esoteric Practices are unknown. But the aims and the meanings of 
various practices are stated in Lingsu's publications. 
Lingsu Initiation ( Ung-seo-gun-ding) 
It is a conversion ritual that is necessary for one who aspires to become a Lingsu 
‘ disciple. Superior Grand-Method expounds its sacred meaning, 
•In (Lingsu) Initiation, one receives the Saint Spirit, which arouses one's 
Inner Spirit. It directs one's awareness to head towards self-realization and 
Enlightenment. With it, one's body is covered by the Light of Saint Spirit, 
that forms a "protective shelf’ . T h i s "protective shelf is 
expressed in our upgraded "vibration" which empowers us to resist against 
unwholesome auric influences' (BL:65). 
The Lingsu can only be carried out by the Grandmaster or the Superiors. The 
whole process involves three stages. Firstly, the recipient, who kneels in front of 
and facing the altar, has to make the pledge : 
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•I serve the Creator, the True God, and I serve the Grandmaster of Lingsu to 
great merits. I respect obedience to my teacher and Lingsu Elders. I treat 
my fellow Lingsu disciples as brother-sister; no prejudice, no ill-will. I 
salute all...... HUM' (BL:66). 
Secondly, the initiator stands in front of the recipient, places his/her right hand on 
the recipient's head and chants the mantra ”om". The recipient, as the recipient of 
the Ling Healing, follows to chant the mantra. Lastly, the initiator puts a robe on 
the recipient to symbolize that the latter has become a Lingsu disciple. 
Lingsu Initiation: The Superior is Lingsu Initiation: The Grandmaster 
chanting the mantra "OM,, for the is putting a robe on the recipient. 
recipient. 
This Lingsu Initiation is called First Initiation and the new disciple is named 
Ordained I. Subsequent to it are another five Initiations, each of which, again, 
can only be given by the Grandmaster or the Superiors "depending on the merits 
of one's practice and spiritual growth". So from the Second Initiation onwards, 
the decisions about who can receive and when to receive the Initiation are 
exclusively made by the Grandmaster or the Superiors. The significance of each 
stage of Initiation is stated clearly, 
'With the Second Initiation, the disciple (Ordained II) is a confirmed Ling 
Healer and he/she can deliver Ling Healing to others. With the Third 




performed numerous Ling Healings to great merits. The Ordained III 
becomes Lingsu Master. There are three levels of Masters, depending on 
the advancement of one's practice and merits. Forth Initiation (Ordained 
IV) involves various Initiations. The highest is the Diamond Initiation and 
the Ordained IV becomes the Lingsu Superior. The Fifth and Sixth 
Initiations (Ordained V and VI) are given to disciples in accordance with 
their further spiritual progress. From the Forth Initiation onwards, all can 
only be carried out by Grandmaster' (DGD:7). 
Meditation II of Zen Ding 
Meditation II, named as "Right Method"( ‘ j i n g - f a d ) , replaces Meditation 
I when no outsider joins the Zen Ding practice. 
•It is an advanced meditation enabling the disciples to achieve Quiescence 
and Concentration of one-momentness, atonement, and the stages lead the 
participant to reach the highest level of purification to immerse in the Light 
and Radiance in samadhi with the Saint Spirit. It is a body-speech-mind 
esoteric practice' (BL:107, Superior Grand-Method). 
Five-Sense Training ( ' n g - g e m - f a d ) 
This training is highly emphasized by the Lingsu disciples. As Master Pure-
Wisdom puts, 
'With our five senses being sensitized, we can distinguish true from false 
and clear our heartfield.' 
And Master Competent- Wisdom adds, 
'Five-Sense Training trains us to possess a "hand" to tap the richness and 
abundance of the universe so that our secular desires can be satisfied in a 
faster way.' 




’Once I had a very strong desire for a Benz. Then in the meditation, I 
thought of a Benz ----- its size, shape, style and color etceteras. Of course, 
we had employed a special technique, which was very effective, but I can't 
tell you. Then I really experienced owning the Benz. My desire for having 
it dwindled in intensity.' 
Vigilance Training 
It is a special training conducted by Superior Grand-Method. Master Pure-
Wisdom recalls her experience of it, 
'It was 7:00AM and we gathered to wait for instruction from Superior 
Grand-Method. He explained how to maintain constant vigilance of all 
senses in order to stay with this moment and to bring the mind back to focus 
when it wandered. He also explained how to treat memories, feelings and 
thoughts and use this process to clean the mind. The training was carried 
out in complete silence. Most of the time was spent sitting and maintaining 
vigilance. When the mind or body became tired it was possible to rest, or 
do Wans Meridian Harmony Movements* but always maintaining vigilance 
of the awareness, one's senses and silence. Even while eating or cleaning 
the dishes, vigilance was maintained by being totally involved without 
rushing' (NL23:9). 
And Disciple New-Right accounts for the effect on him, 
- 'During the training many memories, feelings and emotions in different 
forms came and went. I felt lighter and more peaceful at the end. By 
keeping silent and constantly trying maintain to deep vigilance within the 
body and outside, and by acknowledging the thoughts and emotions as they 
surfaced, I experienced a bit of the processes going on in the mind’ 
(NL22:9). 
4 The Wans Meridian Harmony Movements is created by the Grandmaster. It is a three-minute 
physical exercise which is said to have embraced the essence of Chi-kung, yoga and all kinds of 
breathing control. It is open to the public but the fee ranges from several hundreds to thousands. 
Other charged courses the Lingsu conducts include Fung-Shui Class, Yoga Training, Chi-Kung 
Neuropathical Whole Body Massage and Wisdom Neuropathical Massage. 
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Lingsu Healing ( , ling-seo-ji-liu) 
This healing is different from the Ling Healing in that it is 
,a metaphysical healing employed by one who has mastered the Lingsu 
Method and understands the Universal Laws. It helps the disciples to be 
free from erroneous thoughts and conditioned habitual notions. Once free 
from such erroneous thoughts, one sees Truth and feels the effects of Truth!' 
(BL:78-79, Superior Grand-Method). 
Lingsu Ventilation ( gai-tud-fad) 
This practice can only be carried out by the Superior rank or above because it 
'involves striking the recipient at a crucial moment. On some occasions, the 
striking on the recipient may invoke the attached ignorant spirit to rebound 
and attack the administrator who has lain the striking. That is why a higher 
Spiritual attainment and Blessing is necessary to protect the administrator. 
In fact, there was a particular case of an unordained person who thought he 
could do the same. Soon after he had lain the striking on a recipient, he 
became insane in the process' (BL:86-87 Superior Grand-Method). 
The chief purpose of the Lingsu Ventilation is to 
•help release the miseries and sufferings of the person, pertaining to inner 
‘ peace' (NL15:12, Superior Grand-Method). 
Esoteric Song 
This song can only be sung by renowned Lingsu disciples : 
'Happy am I! 
What cares have I! 
I breathe and live, the Lingsu Way. 
Joyful am I! 
What riches have I! 
I sow and reap, the Lingsu Way. 
Ling is with me. 
God is with me. 
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How far and fast I travel! 
God is with me. 
Ling is with me. 
What peace and bliss I marvel! 
Lucky am I! 
What bliss have I! 
I breathe and live, the Lingsu Way.' 
Other Esoteric Practices 
Other Esoteric Practices include Lingsu Practice of Awareness and Senses, 
Neutral Mind Training, Sensational Training and Body-Mouth-Mind Training, 
which are all aimed at raising the disciples' sensations and awareness. In 
addition, there are rituals that can only be carried out by the Grandmaster or the 
Superiors. Fortune Weed Initiation ( ged-ceng-cou-gun-ding). 
Saint Spirit Blessing ( ,xing-ling-ga-qi)^, Blessing of Residence , 
Blessing of the Deceased^ and Weddings and Spirit Baptisrn are some examples. 
5 Saint Spirit Blessing is bestowed by the Grandmaster or the Superiors upon a disciple to boost the 
latter's spiritual progress, especially when the latter finds himself/herself in low tide. 
6 Blessing of Residence is carried out by the Grandmaster or the Superiors on request. It is a rite said 
to disperse darkness, provide spiritual guidance to ignorant souls to realize their delusion and to 
proceed on their mission on "truth". It is considered to be "a cleansing of the evil souls so that the 
demicile assumes a bright illumination". 
7 Blessing of the Deceased is a rite that ”guides the deceased to realize peace and to proceed on to 
favourable rebirths". It is believed to be meritous for the descendants and is, again, only carried out 
by the Superiors or above. 
8 Weddings and Spirit Baptism is a virtue ceremony conducted by the Masters or above to a couple 
who are getting married. With it, the wedding is considered to be witnessed by "the Saints of the past, 
present, and future". 
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Sacred and Secular Orders of Life 
The interplay between the sacred and the secular orders of life can be best understood 
by a dynamic depiction of the Lingsu and its disciples. To catch the dynamic 
interactions among the disciples, I am writing up this section in diary format. 
Lingsu Dharma Talk 
l s tP09 27/3/93 (Sat) 
It is 3:00PM when I arrive at the Recital Hall of the City Hall. A Lingsu flag 
marked with the Lingsu logo is hung on the wall of the platform. The gong, a 
bottle of water, two paper-cups, disciples' robes and the "offering-envelops" are 
placed on a desk on the platform. Master Competent-Wisdom and Disciple 
Brilliant-Wisdom, having their Lingsu coats and robes on, are sitting at the desk. 
The music of the song "Bless Our Souls" has been playing until the talk begins. 
There are seventeen attendants, of which ten are Lingsu disciples. 
At 3:15PM, Disciple Speaking-Right, who is in charge of the Talk for this 
time, stands in front of the platform and says, 
'Thanks you for your presence. I'm Speaking-Right, a Lingsu disciple. We 
Lingsu holds Lingsu Dharma Talk every month at this place……Today, 
Disciple Brilliant-Wisdom and Master Competent-Wisdom are going to give 
us their interpretations of the Dharma : "Cosmos lacks nothing; Awaits 
aspirants. Uttering sutras, praying earnestly; No hand, no take!" After their 
talks you can raise any question and we are ready to share with you our 
experiences of Lingsu. Then, I'll introduce Zen Ding, one of our Exoteric 
Practices. Afterwards, we'll carry out Ling Healing. Lastly, we'll end this 
Talk by singing and praying for world peace. Now please pay attention to 
our two talkers.' 
9 p o stands for "participant observation" while 1st PO refers to the first participant observation of my 
field works. 
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Disciple Brilliant-Wisdom stands up and speaks about her understanding 
of the Dharma: 
I 
,……The Cosmos lacks nothing because God has created everything we 
need. Lingsu Method is a very effective method to sensitize our "five 
senses" so that we can fetch the resources of this Universe. God offers us 
all the resources we need. The point is whether we know the way to get 
them……Lingsu equips us with "a hand" to tap the abundance of the 
Universe ‘ 
Her talk lasts for about twenty minutes. She goes back to the desk and sits down 
while Master Competent-Wisdom gets up to supplement her talk. 
Disciple Brilliant-Wisdom has already clearly presented the meaning of the 
Dharma. I appreciate her understanding. But I would like to add a few 
points. Firstly, God has created us and simultaneously created a Universal 
Mind…..that is why we can use the abundance of the Universe. Secondly, 
the Universe is ruled by Three Laws - P h y s i c a l , Mental and Spiritual. 
Lingsu lets us understand the Laws…..and so trains us to live in the world 
happily. Thirdly……That is what I would like to share with you today. 
Thank you.' 
She goes back to her seat and, together with Disciple Brilliant-Wisdom, await 
questions from the audience. I ask them to explain the wars and the tragedies in 
, the world. Without waiting for the two talkers' response, Senior Master 
Conscious-Intelligence stands up and says, 
'There are lots of tragedies over the world because people do not know the 
way to reach the Truth ‘ 
Then Elder Master Practice-Right adds, 
'We used to pity those who live in the under-developed countries but, in 
fact, they may not be as sorrowful as we think of. We used to impose our 
concept of death ——sad, horrible and mournful ——on them. They may 
have a contrasting perspective on death……’ 
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Another non-disciple attendant follows up my question and Senior Master 
Conscious-Intelligence answers his question briefly. No further question is 
raised. 
Lingsu Dharma Talk 
Disciple Speaking-Right then introduces the meaning of Lingsu Exoterics 
and Esoterics and the functions of Zen Ding. 
'"Ling" refers to our Spirit because each of us has an Inner Spirit, or we call 
‘ it Jin Ling. "Su" means Practice. Exoterics represents Exoteric Practice 
( hin-fad-fen-lin). This Practice is open to all, say even if you 
are not a Lingsu disciple, you can do it. Esoterics points to Esoteric 
Practice ( med-fad-fen-lin) which is exclusive for Lingsu 
disciples. Both Practices are aimed at purifying our "inner condition"…… 
All of you are welcome to join our practice. The opening hours of our 
Centre are…….Now it is time for Ling Healing, who would like to receive 
it? Please come over here , 
The two talkers act as healers and four disciples receive the Healing from 
them. After the Healing, Disciple Speaking-Right explains to the audience that 
Lingsu is a non-profit making organization and asks them to donate money to it. 
Other disciples help to dispatch the "offering-envelops" to the audience. Some 
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put money into the envelops and hand them to the Lingsu disciples. 
Subsequently, the music of the song "Bless Our Souls" starts playing. All the 
disciples stand up and sing the song while others are following suit. Immediately 
after singing, Disciple Speaking-Right announces that it is time for praying for 
world peace. He hits the gong for three times and each time is followed by a 
resounding of the mantra "om" from the disciples. They then clasp their hands 
and give a "Lingsu four-clap salutation" to end the Lingsu Dharma Talk. 
Zen Ding and Some Other Exoteric Practices 
2 n d P 0 16/7/93 (Fri) 
I arrive at the Lingsu Centre at 6:00PM and find Disciple Grace-Wisdom sitting 
at the reception counter. She asks if it is my first visit to the Centre and leads me 
, to the practice room. She gives me a cushion and begins teaching me how to do 
Zen Ding. I ask if the practice of Zen Ding has any relation to God. She gives 
me a forced smile and says, 
,Zen Ding is a kind of training to expel our erroneous thoughts. We do not 
, know the shape of God and we never ask the question that you have just 
asked. We follow our Grandmaster's words and believe that Zen Ding is 
good for us.’ 
Then she continues instructing me to do the breathing and to pronounce the 
mantra ”om". In the meantime, some other disciples arrive and chat at the 
reception room. Disciple Speaking-Right greets me as he has known me before. 
Other disciples do not bother to know me or introduce themselves to me. 
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At 6:45PM, Disciple Perfect-Wisdom, who is in charge of today's religious 
practices, puts on her long white Lingsu coat and green robe. Without any 
announcement, other disciples, each fetching a cushion, sit cross-leggedly in the 
lotus posture and form a circle. There are six of them. Disciple Perfect-Wisdom 
bums an incense stick, puts it in the censer, clasps her hands, closes her eyes and 
slightly bows her head to show respect. She then picks up the gong from the 
altar, sits in front of the altar to join up with the circle. All the participants 
practice the Lingsu Morning-Night Chanting and Lingsu Simulcast Blessing, Ling 
Healing and Mediation I of Zen Ding in sequence. 
Immediately after the Zen Ding, the disciples remain silent for a while. 
Then Disciple Speaking-Right introduces me to other disciples. Elder Master 
Practice-Right asks my feeling of practising the Zen Ding with them. I give him 
a brief answer and ask him the difference between Lingsu and other religions. He 
responds, 
'It's not important. All religions are secular organizations aiming at 
catching the Truth. All guide people towards Enlightenment by adopting 
different means. I personally find Lingsu especially effective and real. I 
feel the real change to myself. Lingsu emphasizes practice, not words.’ 
Other disciples remain on their seats and keep silent. It is about 8:00PM and 
Elder Master Practice-Right suggests to the disciples to go for dinner. On their 
way to the Imperial Restaurant, Elder Master Practice-Right, Master Competent-
Wisdom, Disciple Clear-Wisdom and Disciple Perfect-Wisdom are chatting about 
their shopping. Disciple Clear-Wisdom tells me that they were offered a thirty-
percent discount for buying the Mega Star clothes the day before. She says that 
Mega Star is a very famous brand of colourful fashion and its products are 
expensive. They are given discount because one of the salesmen is Master 
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Competent-Wisdom's friend. They are very excited about having brought the 
clothes at a lower price and Elder Master Practice-Right suggests, 
'We should find an occasion to wear the clothes together. What do you 
think, Master Competent-WisdomT 
Master Competent- Wisdom responds, 
•Oh! It would be great.' 
22nd PO 13/11/93 (Sat) 
Elder Master Sincere-Method is in charge of today's religious practices. He takes 
along his two children with him to the Centre awaiting his wife to come to pick 
up the children. It is almost at 4:00PM, the time for the Lingsu Morning-Night 
Chanting at weekends, that his wife comes. He asks Disciple Delightful-Wisdom 
to hold the religious practices for him as he has to escort his wife to get a taxi. 
Disciple Delightful-Wisdom puts on her Lingsu coat and red robe while Disciple 
Seeing-Right bums the incense stick. Elder Master Sincere-Method soon returns 
and joins the Chanting. During the Zen Ding practice, his mobile telephone rings 
‘ and he goes to the reception room to answer it. He resumes the practice 
immediately after he has finished the call. Soon the phone at the reception 
counter rings and Disciple Seeing-Right heads to answer the call. Also he 
resumes the practice afterwards. 
Today is Saturday and so after the Zen Ding practice, the Initiation 
Blessing follows. But Elder Master Sincere-Method leaves after the Zen Ding 
because he has an appointment with his business client. The disciples say good-
bye to him and start chanting the Initiation Blessing. After they have finished the 
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Blessing, they sit still for a while. With nothing special to talk about, they leave 
one by one. 
24th PO 22/11/93 (Mon) 
After the practice of Zen Ding, as usual, the disciples remain on their seats, keep j 
silent for a while and chat with one another. Senior Master Conscious-
Intelligence tells Senior Master Triumphant-Method about her husband's business 
in China. Senior Master Triumphant-Method says that he is going to start a 
business in China together with Superior Grand-Method and Elder Master 
Sincere-Method. He says, 
'China is a good place for us to start new business. Its market potential is so 
great. Hong Kong market seems to have been fully developed, and now it's 
not a real good place for making money.' 
Disciple Staying-Right, 
I don't think so. Hong Kong is still a city full of opportunities. I can find 
nowhere that provides as many opportunities for making money as Hong 
Kong does. That's the reason why I haven't emigrated for the time being. 
Actually, I like living in Australia but I can't let go my current business 
Senior Master Triumphant-Method, 
'Oh! You like living in Australia?' 
Disciple Staying-Right, 
Yes. It's quiet and peaceful, a good place for living.' 
Senior Master Triumphant-Method wrinkles up his forehead and says, 
'That's why I have found some difference between practising the Lingsu 
Method in Hong Kong and in Australia. It seems that there are too many 
temptations in Hong Kong. It requires one to have a very strong will to 
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resist the temptations; otherwise, the temptations can become obstacles (to 
Enlightenment).' 
But Senior Master Conscious-Intelligence disagrees with him, 
’But more temptations urge one to satisfy his desires. The faster he has 
satisfied his desires, the quicker he has eliminated such desires. After all, 
when his desires have been satisfied, he is "again a good fellow" 
( • So when the disciples are bothered about their desires, we 
encourage them to satisfy their desires as fast as possible. Or they will find 
it difficult to concentrate on Lingsu Practices.' 
She then turns to the Disciples, 
'Don't be afraid of temptations and desires, understand them and fulfill 
them. Once they are fulfilled, one can pay all the attention to Lingsu 
Practices.' 
Disciple Clear-Wisdom and Disciple Speaking-Right nod their heads. Elder 
Master Practice-Right suggests to go for dinner and all others agree. 
During the dinner, the disciples' conversations are focused upon the Wans 
Direct Selling. Master Competent-Wisdom and Elder Master Practice-Right 
enthusiastically invite Disciple Speaking-Right to join the Selling by accounting 
for the benefits of partaking it. Elder Master Practice-Right says, 
•When you know more about the products, you become an "amateur-
doctor". You can help other people and, at the same time, earn money. The 
Selling is good for my clients and for myself. Why don't you join it? 
What's worrying you?' 
He then turns to me and persuades me to try the products but I turn down his 
suggestion. 
Senior Master Triumphant-Method seems to have no interest in the Selling 
and remains quiet when other disciples are involved in talking about it. 
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The Sacred Person : the Grandmaster 
9th PO 7/10/93 (Thu) 
Disciple Grace-Wisdom is sitting at the reception counter when I arrive at the 
Centre at 6:00PM. She confirms that the Grandmaster arrived in Hong Kong the 
day before but she is not sure if he will come for the Zen Ding practice. At 
6:20PM, the Grandmaster shows up. Wearing a white-striped shirt and a pair of 
Textwood trousers, the Grandmaster looks healthy and younger than his real age. 
Disciple Grace-Wisdom greets him but displays a bit uneasy facial expression. 
The Grandmaster does not ask who I am. He enters the practice room and 
Disciple Grace-Wisdom follows him. After having a brief look at the room, he 
praises, 
’Ah! The place is kept neat. Very gdod 
Disciple Grace-Wisdom smiles delightfully. Disciple Brilliant-Wisdom arrives 
and greets the Grandmaster by clasping her hands. The Lingsu Morning-Night 
Chanting, which used to start at 6:45PM, starts at 6:30PM today. As usual, it is 
followed by the Ling Healing and the Zen Ding. Disciple Grace-Wisdom is in 
charge of the practices this time. Superior Definite-Intelligence turns up during 
the practice of Zen Ding and joins the practice quietly. When the entire practice 
is finished with a "Lingsu four-clap salutation", the Superior and the Grandmaster 
greet each other by clasping their hands. 
Habitually, silence lasts for a while. I ask the Grandmaster the religious 
difference between prayer and meditation. He says, 
•Prayer is begging for something from God while Meditation is talking to 
God, communicating with God. It (the latter) can be done only when we are 
utterly quietened. Actually, we don't need to ask for anything from God. 
God has already given us all we need. So Lingsu doesn't stress prayer. The 
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Lingsu Zen Ding is unprecedented but embraces all the quintessence of 
other religions. The mantra "om" is exclusively used in the Lingsu Zen 
Ding. This mantra facilitates one's concentration, which can never be 
achieved by other meditations.. 
Other disciples remain silent when I was talking with the Grandmaster. Disciple 
Perfect-Wisdom then shows up and suggests that it is time for dinner. She phones 
the Imperial Restaurant to make reservation. 
Superior Definite-Intelligence, after consulting the Grandmaster's favour, 
orders wined chicken, braised pork, beancurd santeed Szechuan style, mushrooms 
with vegetables and diced melon assorted meat soup. The Grandmaster asks the 
Superior to arrange hotel accommodation for his Japanese students, who will 
arrive in Hong Kong a week later. When the first dish of food is available, no 
one takes any of the food before the Superior has presented some to the 
Grandmaster. For every dish, the disciples wait until the Grandmaster has taken 
some. There are not many conversations during the dinner. Disciple Grace-
Wisdom seeks the Grandmaster's advice on improving acupuncture technique. 
The Grandmaster briefly gives her some suggestions. He then recalls his having 
fun at a casino in Australia. Having heard this, Disciple Brilliant-Wisdom 
happily tells them that she has won a mini-Hifi from the MTR Lucky Draw. The 
Superior and the Grandmaster congratulate her. They then turn to talk about the 
Mileage Ppints ( of various credit cards and compare their 
relative benefits for customers. When they are talking about the prices of various 
air tickets and travelling expenses, I ask the Grandmaster if choosing a lucky day 
for special activities such as travelling, getting married or moving is important. 
He says, 
•It depends. It's not important for Lingsu disciples because they don't need 
it. But it is important for some people who believe in it. It gives them 
psychological comfort and certainty.' 
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I ask, 
•So you mean that it only fulfills psychological needs?' 
He remarks, 
i 
’Yes. But psychological needs turn to become "real" needs when they are 
felt strongly. To Lingsu disciples, everyday is lucky day because they are 
protected by Saint Spirit.' 
I ask, 
Then how about being a vegetarian? Is it good?' 
He says, 
There is no need to become a vegetarian. Buddha had lived for a time 
abstinently but finally discovered that ascetic way of life did not necessarily 
lead to Enlightenment. He subsequently gave up the self-denying way of 
life and got the Truth. This is true. When one is deprived of food and 
malnourished he is physically weak. How can he be spiritually enlightened 
when his physical needs have not yet been fulfilled. After the physical 
needs, he has to satisfy his mental needs before proceeding to the spiritual 
ones. We Lingsu promotes to take in all kinds of food so as to keep a 
balanced diet. Some people say we have killed animals but in fact we have 
not. Eating meat is not equivalent to killing animal. We just eat the dead 
animals. For instance, we eat seafood but we choose the dead fish and dead 
shrimps, not the alive ones. They are already dead, not killed by us• 
Again other disciples remain silent during our conversation. When they finish the 
meal, all of them, except the Grandmaster, pay the bill. 
After dinner, the Grandmaster says he needs to buy a suitcase and all the 
disciples accompany him to shop around. 
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l l t h P O 15/10/93 (Fri) 
I have never seen so many disciples practising Zen Ding together. There are ten 
of them. Most of them, especially those that are seldomly present, come in order 
to meet the Grandmaster. Today is Friday and our Grandmaster usually comes 
on Fridays Disciple Speaking-Right tells me. To their disappointment, the 
Grandmaster does not turn up when it is time for the Lingsu Morning-Night 
Chanting and Zen Ding. Soon after the practice of Zen Ding has been finished, 
the Grandmaster arrives. He joins the disciples who are sitting in a circle. All the 
disciples express a joyous look and greet the Grandmaster by clasping their 
hands. Superior Definite-Intelligence presents him a cup of tea. He explains that 
he is late because he has received a phone-call from his Japanese students. He 
tells the Superior about his having met a very smart patient, who is a businessman 
of land ownership, this afternoon. 
'He is introduced to me by (Master) Competent-Wisdom. He is very smart. 
I like him. He is a wise man, knows how to invest and when to invest.' 
The Superior, 
'Oh! Really? Yes, (Master) Competent-Wisdom has told me about her 
friend., 
P r ^ 
The disciples are chatting with the Grandmaster 
after the practice of Zen Ding. 
I l l 
Elder Master Practice-Right invites me to attend their meeting on Wans Direct 
Selling that is going to be held next day. But Superior Definite-Intelligence says, 
Tomorrow's meeting is not open for all. Only those who are interested in 
the Selling are welcome.' 
She is not happy with Elder Master Practice-Rights inviting me to attend the 
meeting. Elder Master Practice-Right responds to her by saying that he knows I 
am interested in the Selling. The Superior then discusses with the disciples about 
the place for dinner and finally chooses East Lake Seafood Restaurant. 
Superior Definite-Intelligence and Elder Master Practice-Right order 
food. As usual, they present all the newly arrived dishes to the Grandmaster first. 
During the dining, they talk about food in Australia and in Hong Kong, about the 
entertainment magazines and the current movies. The Grandmaster says that he 
would like to watch The Fugitive ( or Sliver ( . T h e disciples 
also express their eagerness to watch these movies. Elder Master Practice-Right 
immediately goes out to buy a newspaper from which the showing places of the 
movies are known. They finally decide to watch The Fugitive after dinner. 
They almost finish the meal and wonder if free desert will be given. They 
wait but nothing comes. Elder Master Practice-Right then asks the waiter if free 
desert will be presented to them. When the waiter says "no", Elder Master 
Practice-Right says, 
•We know your captain, Mr. Wong, very well and he used to give us free 
desert. Would you please check with him?' 
The waiter listens to his instruction but returns to tell them that Mr. Wong is on 
leave. The disciples pay the bill disappointedly and leave for movie. 
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14th PO 22/10/93 (Fri) f 
I am invited by the Grandmaster to join their yacht tour. I meet him and Superior 
Definite-Intelligence at Waichai pier. The tour is organized by Senior Master 
Conscious-Intelligence as the yacht belongs to the company she works for. There 
are altogether nineteen participants of which seven are the family members of the 
disciples. Grandmaster's son, Jimmy, also comes with his wife and two children. \ 
\ 
When the Grandmaster meets his elder grandson, he holds him and says, 
1 
'Oh! This boy is so big now 
It is likely that he has not seen him for quite a long time. 
The yacht is small but luxuriously furnished. Superior Definite-
Intelligence, together with two disciples, escort the Grandmaster to watch 
television program in the main room. While some participants have chats at the 
top-deck, others have theirs at the open area near the stem. 
Having arrived at the Lamma Island, they settle down at a seafood 
restaurant. Contrary to the Grandmaster's claiming that the Lingsu disciples only 
eat dead animals, Elder Master Sincere-Method and Elder Master Practice-Right 
order living shrimps, lobsters, crabs, fish and abalones. No one rejects the food. 
Again, the disciples leave the seat next to the Grandmaster for Superior Definite-
Intelligence. Elder Master Practice-Right brings in a package of Japanese wine 
which is a souvenir from the Grandmaster's Japanese students, and asks others to 
taste it. They then compare the quality of Australian wine and Japanese wine. 
•The last drink I had was in Australia. Oh! Yes. I had a drink with you, 
(Master) Competent-Wisdom, do you remember? We were almost drunk on 
that night. We had fun but I felt sick afterwards. It was a good lesson…… 
Lingsu is right. It emphasizes experiences, both good and bad. Only 
through experiences will we know what is good and what is bad. It's much 
more effective than imposing external rules on our behaviours.’ 
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All the dishes, again, are presented to the Grandmaster first. While Superior 
Definite-Intelligence and Disciple Staying-Right are talking about the package of 
the Wans products, other disciples join their conversation by offering different 
opinions. But the Grandmaster does not have any particular idea about it. During 
the dinner, each person chats with the nearby persons and Superior Definite-
Intelligence occasionally asks the recent well-being of Jimmy. Interestingly, 
there is not much conversation between Jimmy and the Grandmaster. 
After the dinner, all go for a walk while the Grandmaster sit for a rest. I. 
ask the Grandmaster if I can attend their Esoteric meeting which will be held the 
following morning. He does not say "yes" or "no" but just mentions that the 
I 
Lingsu disciples have to receive training. When Superior Definite-Intelligence 
knows that I has asked for attending their meeting, she warns me, 
'I have to make it clear to you, Ching (my name). We Lingsu have a 
distinct demarcation between disciples and nondisciples. We have strictly 
identified what kinds of activities can be participated by the non-disciples 
and what are exclusive for the disciples…..When I learnt that you had met 
Grandmaster individually, I was astonished. You should not do that. Not 
everyone can have individual meeting with our Grandmaster. How can you 
waste his time? Most of our disciples are eager to meet and to talk to him. 
Our Grandmaster was so nice that he did not refuse to meet you. Anyhow, 
you should not do that again.' 
On the way back to Wanchai, again, the Superior accompanies the Grandmaster 
to stay in the main room while others chat with one another on the top-deck and 
at the open area near the stem. 
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19th PO 5/11/93 (Fri) 
Only Disciple Grace-Wisdom is present when I arrive at the Lingsu Centre. It is 
not until 6:30PM that another two disciples appear. They are Elder Master 
Practice-Right and Disciple Clear-Wisdom, The Grandmaster has gone to Japan 
to conduct a course on Chinese medicine and so the Centre becomes quiet again. 
Elder Master Practice-Right shows me the photos in which the disciples are 
having dinner with the Grandmaster's Japanese students in a seafood restaurant. 
He proudly tells me that they have enjoyed a very delicious cheap supper. 
I had told you before that originally we had to pay $250 dollars for the 
supper, but actually, we had paid only $150 on that night. At the supper 
time, we Lingsu disciples were sitting round a table while the Japanese were 
at another one. Our Grandmaster was so clever. He knew that $250 was 
too expensive for us and so he told the captain of the restaurant to offer our 
table a discount and add the cost to the Japanese. So they (the Japanese) 
had to pay $350. The Japanese did not know about that. All of us were 
happy.' 
I am surprised by the Grandmaster's cheating behaviours. So after the Zen Ding 
practice, I ask Elder Master Practice-Right if lying is allowed in Lingsu. He 
replies, 
'We Lingsu do not have any external rules or regulations to bind disciples' 
behaviour. We behave according to our wills. When our Inner Spirit is 
pure, we won't do any harm to others. Lying is not necessarily bad, and 
sometimes it is even good. As you know, not all people are always ready to 
accept "real" things. They may feel hurt when you tell them the truth. So 
we can't say that lying is absolutely good or bad.' 
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Christmas Eve Party 
30th PO 24/12/93 (Fri) 
After the practice of Zen Ding at the Lingsu Centre, the disciples walk to Senior 
Master Conscious-Intelligence's home for a Christmas Eve Party. 
The Senior Master's house is situated in Happy Valley. It measures about 
1500 square feet and is luxuriously furnished. Senior Master Conscious-
Intelligence and her husband have prepared the food for firepot There are 
lobsters, crabs, oysters, salmon, shrimps, scallops, squids and beef. The disciples 
start firepotting soon after they have arrived. They drink, chat, make joke and 
watch television program during the firepotting. There is no concern about God 
nor the Christmas story. After the firepotting, they gather together to play 
karaoke till 11:30PM. Some disciples then leave for home while others go to 
have another party. 
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Wans Direct Selling 
i 
12th PO 16/10/93 (Sat) | 
. i 
I arrive at the Wans Naturopathic Clinic in North Point to attend the Wans Direct 
Selling meeting. The meeting is held for introducing the Wans products to the 
salesmen. Master Competent-Wisdom's beautician, Margaret, have taken along 
her four students to join the meeting. There are altogether twelve Lingsu 
disciples and nine non-disciples attending the meeting. Superior Definite-
I 
Intelligence, who is the supreme head of the Selling, renders an opening remarks : | 
J 
'Welcome to all of you. This is our second meeting and its main purpose is 
to let you know more about our products. As most of you have consumed 
the products before, it is a prime time for you to clean your queries about 
them as our Grandmaster is now present. Our Grandmaster, Dr. Wan, is 
going to deliver a talk on the Wans Health System. If you have any 
questions, please don't hesitate to ask. Only when you have a thorough , 
understanding of the products can you have confidence to market them. So 
you should take this opportunity to learn as much as you can about the 
functions of the products. The policy of this Direct Selling and the sales 
techniques will be focused upon at next meeting. Now please pay attention 
to Dr. Wan's talk 
, The Grandmaster distributes notes to the participants and starts introducing the 
Wans Health System: 
These four kinds of pills ----- PD. G. L Placenta ( 'hei-hud-bou). 
Ginseng Essence ( ccm-cam-Jing), Bai Dan ( ' eg-
wong-dan), and Yin Tonic Pills ( ----- form a 
health system because different combinations of them cure all kinds of 
illness. The PD. G. L. Placenta is mainly for curing blood-deficiency 
syndrome and insufficiency of kidney-essence……The Ginseng Essence is 
for supplementing vital energy and calming the mind. It keeps the clients 
always in good and energetic spirit……The Bai Dan fosters blood 
circulation, removes blood stasis, improves digestion and cleans away toxic 
materials……The Yin Tonic Pills nourishes the Yin organs, cures sore 
throat, dry cough or disorder of internal organs……The Plaju Creme 
( yeng-ngan-gou) is a night creme. Its moisturizing effect 
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ensures suppleness and softness so that a radiant-youthful look is 
promised……The Proju Creme ( wu-fu-gou) is a day creme for 
all types of skin••…‘ 
He continues with the techniques of selling the products, 
'You should firstly try the products by yourself so as to develop your 
confidence in them. In marketing them, you should not be pushing. When 
you are too pushing, people would think that the products are not precious. 
You have to understand that different clients have different needs and you 
should be sensitive enough to detect their dire needs. Then you will be able 
to give them the combinations (of pills) that suit their distinctive needs……’ 
After the Grandmaster's talk, some participants ask questions about the side-
{ 
effects of the products and seek for methods to prevent them. Disciple Grace-
Wisdom, who sits next to me, tells me in a quiet voice that the price of the 
. I 
products have been raised for at least 20 percent. | 
•For instance, the price of the PD. G. L. Placenta is raised from $375 to 
$450, the Plaju Creme from $500 to $600 while the Ginseng Essence from 
$300 to $360. How can people afford them? I can't.' 
The high price is explained by the Superior, 
The price is really low as you know that our products are different from 
others. These pills are superior to other herbal pills because they are added 
with our Grandmaster's vibration. His vibration is unique and no one can 
model after him. Hence, no one can produce the same products.' 
The meeting ends with Superior Definite-Intelligence's closing remarks. All the 
participants, together with the Superior and the Grandmaster, leave for dinner. 
They continue their conversation about the products during the dinner. 
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27th PO 5/12/93 ! 
Again the meeting starts at 3:00PM at the clinic. The number of participants is a 
bit greater than the last. Disciple Speaking-Right, who was initially not interested 
in the Selling, also takes part in it. 
All the products are packaged neatly and placed on a table. While some 
participants stand by the table and admire the package of the products, some 
others gather around the Grandmaster and ask him questions about the pills. Still 
others sit at the sofa to calculate the cost of the products and decide the amount to 
order. At 3:30PM, Superior Definite-Intelligence announces that the meeting 
begins and all the participants sit in front of her. The Superior, who is the 
Supreme Manager of the Selling, states, 
'Welcome to this meeting. Now we have over 20 members and I hope the 
number can reach 100 next year. This target is not difficult to be achieved. 
If each of you recruit five downline members, the target is reached. I hope 
our membership can be ultimately expanded to 500. Today, I'm going to 
introduce the finalized policy of this Selling. I'm happy to tell you that our 
computer system has been set up to keep the selling records and calculate 
the bonus. Bonus is available when one has sold an amount up to $1800. 
The amount of bonus you earn depends on the amount you have sold and 
' the rank you are in. We have three ranks of membership, which are 
subdivided into thirteen levels. Each level can earn a certain percent of 
profits from its downline members. So the more downline members you 
have recruited, the more you earn•……And we have a very attractive reward 
system in which free travelling, extra bonus, housing allowances and car 
allowance are available. The formula for calculating the rewards is shown 
in this booklet. This booklet contains all the information you need 
functions of the products, membership structure and reward system 
etceteras. It only costs $80……In order to keep up your knowledge about 
the products and your spirit in marketing them, we are going to hold 
regular meetings.' 
After the Superior's talk, the participants start ordering the products. When the 




Constitution and Location of the New Sacred Order 
The scenario depicted in the preceding two chapters exhibits an apparent incongruity 
between Lingsu's sacred worldview and ethos. The sacred worldview is innately 
other-worldly ——a total denial of the secular and material world and a forceful 
debasement of the mundane values. All secular matters are considered as "unreal" | 
i 
but merely "illusion". On the other hand, the believers' mode of living, ranging from | 
their work to their entertainment, is indisputably this-worldly. Thus, a conspicuous 
discrepancy between Lingsu's world-rejecting philosophy and its world-affirming I 
i 
way of life is evident. Intriguingly this discrepancy has never created tension within 
the Lingsu sacred order. Lingsu makes the co-existence of the enchanted worldview 
and disenchanted way of life possible by synthesizing the constituents of both. The 
synthesis is done by a dialectical interplay between the sacred and the secular 
cosmos. The pragmatic, utilitarian and this-worldly value sphere has been sacralized 
•m 
while the holy, spiritual and other-worldly sphere has been secularized. By this way, 
the seemingly incongruous phenomenon is, in fact, an inextricable unity of both 
enchanted and disenchanted realms of reality. A deeper look at the whole sacred 
order of the Lingsu reveals that its this-worldly ethos is built upon its sacred 
worldview. The secular manner of life of the devotees is inherently grounded in their 
sacred belief. This paradoxical phenomenon can be apprehended by an indepth 
analysis of the interplay between the sacred and the secular constituents of the 
Lingsu. An apprehension of the sacred-secular dynamic contributes to distinguishing 
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the new sacredness and locating the position of the Lingsu in the enchanted-
disenchanted contour. 
• 1 
Sacred Basis of the Secular Ethos : Making Sense of 
the Secular Mode of Life 
I 
Any successful religious order should be able to offer a meaning system to the 
mundane world. As Eliade puts, the world should be "impregnated with sacredness" 
so that life event "is not an inert thing without purpose or significance" (Eliade | 
1959:116-165). This consecration of the world is manifested in Lingsu's worldview. 
For man and the universe come from "the hands" of God and are divine creations, 
they are endowed with sacredness. The existence of the world itself means 
"something" more. This "something" is what the Lingsu called "mission from God". 
All arenas of human life and life events, merry and sad, are invested with meanings 
I 
• t 
and, in effect, nothing is going to be wasted in the process. | 
'Many believe that life on earth is a meaningless game. Within a few 
decades, we live, grow old, fall ill and die……Naturally, our thoughts at this 
point are absolutely fearful. We live our life, and still do not know what our 
life is for. Lingsu tells us that everybody in this world is bom with a 
‘ mission. So long as we do not find our real mission in life, we must 
continue on the cycle of life and be reborn again and again' (LW:5-6, 
Superior Definite-Intelligence). 
Although Lingsu does not further define man's "mission" unambiguously, the above 
worldview has already sanctified the mundane world and the human life. 
Sanctifying the mundane world by ascribing the world to God's creation is not 
unique to the Lingsu belief system. Christianity also shares the same belief. 
Nonetheless, different religions manifest different orientations towards the secular 
world despite their similiar belief. The difference is based on the fact that a religious 
system is composed of more than the "belief component. Any meaning system that 
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is capable of manipulating the believers' secular life should be able to direct the 
believers' goals of living and suggest means to the goals. If two religious groups 
exhibit similiar world-rejecting beliefs but relate themselves to the world differently, 
as Buddhism and Lingsu do, I would infer that the difference is grounded in their 
• 
divergent goals and means. Hence, I derive a hypothetical construct that a religious 
system should consist of three interacting components belief, goal, means. To 
analyse the intricate interplay between the sacred and the secular constituents of the 
Lingsu belief system, I firstly draw a matrix of six hypothetical combinations by 
cross-tabulating Lingsu's three interacting components with its sacred and secular 
cosmos. As the major concern is how Lingsu's secular sphere of life is rooted in its 
sacred worldview, the component "belief’ is confined to the sacred cosmo. Hence, 
three relevant combinations of sacred-secular interplay are identified: utilizing sacred 
beliefs and sacred means to achieve secular goals (Cf. Scheme I); hiring secular 
means to fulfill sacred beliefs and sacred goals (Cf. Scheme II); legitimizing secular 
goals and secular means by sacred beliefs (Cf. Scheme III). 
• 
belief goal means belief goal means belief goal means 
‘ sacred V i _ sacred ‘ V ' V sacred , V 
secular ^ ^ V I “ " " “ I I secular I I I secular _ | | 
Scheme I Scheme II Scheme III 
This hypothetical construct has undoubtedly oversimplified the sacred-secular 
complex. The external conditions, both inherent and contingent, and the personal 
dispositions of the actors are excluded. Nonetheless, this exclusion is justified as the 
primary concern is centered upon exploring the sacred basis of the secular acts, not 
an all-rounded explanation of the latter. Applying this hypothetical construct to 
• 
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interprete the empirical findings contributes significantly to an understanding of the 
dialectical interplay between the sacred and the secular cosmos. 
Utilizing Sacred Beliefs and Sacred Means to Achieve Secular Goals 
Employing sacred beliefs and practices to attain secular goals is common to many 
religious groups, ranging from primitive cults' dancing for rain to Protestants' praying 
for world peace. The Lingsu is not an exception. Its religious practices, both 
Exoteric and Esoteric, are endorsed by sacred beliefs but directed to secular aims. 
The practice of Zen Ding, for instance, is conceived as a process in which the 
participants can communicate with the divine. 
'When we are quiet enough, when our body is in rest and when our thought 
is in empty shell, as we do in the meditation of Zen Ding, God speaks to us’ 
(the Grandmaster). 
Singing the mantra "om" in the fourth stage of the meditation is endowed with sacred 
significance as it is "a praise to God" and can "awaken our Inner Spirit and the Saint 
Spirit surrounding us". The ultimate aim of the Zen Ding, however, is rather secular. 
It is pointed to three levels ——physical, mental and spiritual of benefits, in 
which the former two are undeniably this-worldly oriented. 
"•Zen" means quiet and calm, "Ding" refers to concentration. It is a unique 
type of meditation which benefits us at three levels: physical, mental and 
spiritual. Physically, it improves our health. Its breathing control and 
resounding vibration serve therapeutic function. Mentally, when we are 
practising Zen Ding, we temporarily cease our thinking and all kinds of 
mental activities. So it gives our minds a chance to rest, especially after 
hours of work. Finally, the mantra "om" is a sum of the vibrations of the 
Universe. It can awaken our Inner Spirit' (Disciple Speaking-Right). 
I.. • 
Lingsu's de-emphasizing transcendental experience in the meditation process further 




•A disciple said that he had seen God's Light which was yellow in colour. It 
was delusion, not real! He should firstly aim at improving his physical 
health and ceasing unnecessary thoughts rather than achieving supernatural 
power' {Senior Master Conscious-Intelligence). 
Not surprisingly, whenever the Zen Ding is mentioned, the disciples focus upon its 
pragmatic functions. 
’I have practised Zen Ding for more than a year. I find myself improving in 
work efficiency and in interpersonal relationship' (Disciple Speaking-Right). 
The practice oiZen Ding boosts my ability to concentrate to an extent that I 
have never thought of. It contributes much to my work' {Disciple Seeing-
Right). 
• 
Likewise, the Five-Sense Training, which is strongly emphasized by the 
disciples, is entrusted with sacred beliefs. The practice itself is so sacred that it 
excludes unordained persons from partaking in. Its sacredness comes from its 
connection with the "Law of the Universe" through the "Universe Mind". Being an 
effective method for communicating with the "Universal Mind", the Five-Sense 
Training is thus sacred in nature. Nevertheless, the functions of the "Universal 
Mind", again, lean towards this-worldly. 
‘ 'The Universal Mind is an echo system, a gift bestowed on us by God. It is 
our servant when we know how to communicate with it. All the Esoteric 
Practices lead us to understand the Universal Mind and among which the 
Five-Sense Training is the most effective one. It equips us with, by 
analogy, a "hand" to catch the treasure of the Universe. It empowers us to 
convey our wishes to the Universal Mind. When the method we use is . 
correct, that is, when we know the way to activate our five senses, our 
wishes can reach the Universal Mind. On reaching it, the wishes rebound 
from it and become "real" to us. With this Universal Mind and our 
activated five senses, our secular desires can be satisfied at a faster pace' 
{Master Competent-Wisdom). 
I That is why the Lingsu disciples especially favour the Five-Sense Training. While 
some disciples apply it to satisfy their desires for a Benz {Disciple Staying-Right), a 
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huge house {Master Pure-Wisdom) and a beautiful lady {Elder Master Practice-
Right), some others for good health (Master Competent-Wisdom), efficient working 
ability {Disciple Speaking-Right) and harmonious interpersonal relationship (Disciple 
Brilliant-Wisdom). The secular nature of all these purposes is undisputed. 
Besides, a large portion of the Lingsu Practices, both Exoteric and Esoteric, 
zero in on relieving secular sufferings and bettering worldly adjustments. The "sutra-
mantra" recitations in the Initiation Blessing and the Lingsu Morning-Night Chanting 
are mostly concerned with secular matters such as eliminating pain, fulfilling secular 
wishes, alleviating illnesses and enhancing intelligence (MNC:9-16). The Lingsu 
Healing is directed at "resolving life difficulties and promoting health" while the 
Lingsu Ventilation at ”releasing the miseries and sufferings". The Body-Mind Unity 
Training strives to accomplish "reducing worries and anxieties, increasing efficiency 
in work and improving interpersonal relationship". It is obvious that the above 
practices are sorts of psychotherapeutic treatments. But they differ from 
psychotherapy in that they are grounded in a set of sacred beliefs and involve the 
supernatural forces ------ the "Saint Spirit" and the "Inner Spirit” ------ in the process. 
‘ By the same token, the sacred objects of the Lingsu are used for serving 
secular ends. The "saint water" is for lessening tension and reactivating energy, the 
"mantra-pills" for improving health, the "gold-medal" for curing depression and the 
lot-balls for hinting at the way of solving the secular problems. 
Although Lingsu sees the secular world as "unreal" and "dreamlike", its 
religious practices point to strengthening the fo l lowers ' competence in living in this 
secular world. As Senior Master Conscious-Intelligence puts it, 
'When we understand ourselves and the Truth of this Universe through 
Lingsu Method, we will be good at playing the worldly games. We are 
going to enjoy them, not escape from them.' 
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Even the conversion ritual, the Lingsu Initiation, which is believed to be the most 
sacred rite, is serving secular purposes. The ritual is supposed to change the ordained 
person's "vibration" and empowers that person's ability to manipulate the material 
world. It bestows on the person a "protective shelf with which he "can partake in all 
kinds of secular activities without going wayward" (Elder Master Practice-Right). In 
a word, Lingsu considers its religious practices as sacred paths to a world beyond this 
world but the goals they actually serve are rather secular and this-worldly. 
Hiring Secular Means to Fulfill Sacred Beliefs and Sacred Goals 
While applying sacred rites to acquire secular gains and fulfill secular wishes is 
rather universal to all religious cults, hiring secular means to attain sacred goals is 
unique to the Lingsu. This uniqueness is rooted in its notion of reincarnation. 
Lingsu believes that the cycle of birth and death is sustained by desires and, thus, 
"whenever there is desire, there is rebirth". 
'We were bom to satisfy our desires which have not yet been attained in our . 
previous lives. For example, some people were very poor in their past lives 
and are bom to make more money in this life; some people did not have 
girlfriends in the past lives and come to this world again to know more girls. 
‘ If the desires accumlated in the past lives cannot be satisfied in this life, 
they will be passed to the next one. So suppressing one's desires is useless. 
A more effective way of removing desires is through fulfilling them. When 
one has got all the things he/she have longed for, all of his/her desires are 
gone' (Disciple Staying-Right). 
With the idea that eliminating desires can be done by satisfying them, the secular 





Instead of forbidding the disciples to engage in secular activities, Lingsu 
encourages them to do so. By that reason, the disciples enjoy all kinds of secular 
games without any guilt feeling. 
'We had fiin in a casino in Adelaide. Elder Master Practice-Right reminded 
us that our involvement in gambling was all because we still had uncleaned 
desires. But he said it was alright and normal as we had not yet reached 
Enlightenment. He was right. Once we have experienced the particular • 
worldly game we have longed for, our desire for it dwindles in intensity and 
our heartfield is cleared gradually' (Master Pure-Wisdom). 
As the secular activities can accelerate the mundane people to clear their secular 
desires, they are endowed with sacred meaning 
Beside the notion of reincarnation, Lingsu's conception of "truth" further 
sanctifies the disciples' worldly pursuits. 
'Truth is not told or taught to you, nor is it found outside you. Truth is 
located in you, and experiences facilitate you to discover it. Although the 
Truth is embedded in the spiritual world, it can only be sought through 
worldly practices. It appears to us when we know the falsehood of this-
worldly matters. This falsehood can be realized through worldly 
experiences' {Superior Definite-Intelligence). 
- For this reason, withdrawing from the mundane world or living a monastic life is 
conceived as partial experience and, therefore, not conducive to tapping the "truth". 
To fetch the "truth", different orders of secular experiences are considered to be 
essential. 
•Only when we have experienced the worldly desires will we know the 
inferiority of them. And only when we have gone through the worldly 
games will we realize the falsehood of them, (Disciple Speaking-Right). 
According to Lingsu's worldview, the secular way to salvation, that is 
satisfying worldly desires and experiencing worldly games, is best to be 
accompanied by a spiritual way. But merely adopting secular means to salvation is 
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possible albeit it is a "longer and rugged road". The Grandmaster reiterates time and 
again that the whole mankind will, sooner or later, go back to God no matter if they 
are Lingsu disciples or not. With such belief, all worldly enterprises are justified on 
sacred basis. 
Legitimizing Secular Goals and Secular Means by Sacred Beliefs 
In addition to validating secular means to accomplish sacred goals, another peculiar 
character of the Lingsu is its sacralization of the secular goals and practices. The 
disciples' involvements in secular activities in pursuit of secular ends are riot 
contradictory to their sacred belief. In contrast, they are legitimized by the 
conceptions of the "Law of the Universe", the sacred power of the founder and the 
secular path to salvation. 
The "Law of the Universe" is believed to be governed by the "three planes of 
•a'' 
existence (three levels of law): physical, mental and spiritual" (NL3:7). These "three 
planes of existence", in Lingsu's worldview, can only be pursued in sequence. The 
spiritual plane, that is, the salvational state of existence, can never be achieved before 
. the former two have been fulfilled. So the physical plane is the foundation for the 
two higher orders of existence. 
•When one is in starvation, his physical being is weak and his mental ability 
is retarded. Without a proper physical and mental well-being, how can he 
proceed to spiritual practice? Budda understood these three planes of 
existence and so he abandoned self-denying way of life' (the Grandmaster). 
The Lingsu disciples always cite Budda's quitting radical asceticism and the "three 
levels of law" to justify their commitment to money making and enjoyment of 
luxurious living. 
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Making money for the sake of a comfortable secular life is congenial to the 
physical level of law and so is never considered as sinful. 
'Grandmaster recommended me to earn as much money as I liked. He was 
right. I have to feed my wife and three children. How can I give up making 
money? Money is not omnipotent but important. It improves the quality of 
life and lessens worries. At this moment, money is essential for me and so I 
live for it. I know that I'm still far away from Enlightenment, but I have 
already taken the first step’ {Disciple Stcxying-Right). 
The "first step" Disciple Staying-Right refers to is satisfying his physical needs, 
without which his mental and spiritual planes of existence can never be realized. 
The Wans Direct Selling is a striking example to illustrate how the Lingsu 
sanctifies its secular business. The idea of the Selling initially comes from Disciple 
Staying-Right who had worked as a direct selling manager before. The chief aim of 
the Selling is to make money. The Grandmaster and Superior Definite-Intelligence 
accept his idea. The former becomes the producer while the latter becomes the 
Supreme Manager. The purpose of the Selling is undeniably making profit as the 
prices of the products are unreasonably high. Even Disciple Staying-Right thinks that 
the price is too high. 
’Now the salesmen earn almost four to five times the cost of the products. 
The Proju and the Plaju, especially, cost very little indeed but are priced at 
$600 and $400 respectively. I don't think that it's a good policy. I prefer a 
widespread selling with lower profit rate.' 
The high profit rate, nevertheless, is supported by two sacred beliefs. Firstly, the 
products are considered to have surpassed other worldly drugs. They are made by 
the sacred person, the Grandmaster, who is believed to have possessed superior 
"vibration" and wisdom. The superior nature of the products leads to a second belief 
that they can cure all kinds of disease and enhance the mundane people's physical 
well-beings. While a good physical body is the basis for mental and spiritual 
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advancements, the current high prices of the products are justified. But 
simultaneously, the disciples have never denied their intention for making money. 
To be frank to you, we want to make money from the Direct Selling. But . 
there is nothing wrong with us. The pills we sell are precious products. 
They are definitely good for our clients. We do not cheat them out of 
money. Yes, we are earning profit but, at the same time, we are helping our 
clients' (Elder Master Practice-Right). 
In addition, the aforementioned notion of "getting the Truth from 
experiences" further affirms the sacred meaning of the Selling. Even those who do 
not partake in the Selling endow a sacred value on it. 
'Yes, I observe that some disciples begin to divert their energy from 
practising Lingsu Method to promoting the Wans products. But I will not 
say that they are going wrong. There is nothing wrong in Lingsu. When 
they have satisfied the desires for making money, they come to realize the 
falsehood of money and will come back to the Lingsu Method. People learn 
the Truth from practices and experiences. The Direct Selling is a kind of 
experience' {Disciple Grace-Wisdom). . 
The money-oriented enterprise, the Wans Direct Selling, is thus sanctioned by the 
"Law of the Universe", the sacred power of the Grandmaster, as well as the belief in 
- secular path to salvation. 
The successful interplay between the sacred and the secular domains of life 
implies that the sacredness of the Lingsu should have possessed some distinctive 
dispositions that the old religious system have not. Identifying this new sacredness 
promotes us to locate the position of the Lingsu in the enchanted-disenchanted 
spectrum. 
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Constitution of the New Sacredness 
The new sacredness of the Lingsu can be pinned down by drawing its distinctiveness 
from the sacred constituents of the orthodox religions. I consider Buddhism and 
Christianity as the orthodox religions in Hong Kong as they have absorbed the 
largest percentage of the devotees in Hong Kong. Based on the sacred order of the 
Lingsu depicted in the previous two chapters, two crucial new sacred constituents are 
distinguished from that of the Buddhism and Christianity. 
Man as God 
On the first place, the self is endowed with a sacred disposition to the extent that it 
has become God. The Lingsu worldview is basically mysticism in Weber's typology 
of world belief systems/ It asserts the ultimate unity of man and the divine the 
feeling of being a "vessel" of the divine ——as the state of salvation (Weber 
j 1958:325; Schluchter 1989:273). But Lingsu's theology moves beyond pure 
mysticism. 
In parallel to Zen Buddhism, Lingsu believes that the "truth" can only be 
‘ sought from the "inner self . This belief affirms the innate sacredness of the self. 
With the notion that the "true self is encased by a "false se l f , Lingsu, as Zen 
Buddhism does, proposes to expel the latter so that the former can emerge. The goal 
of salvation is to see one's "real" self-nature and to arrive at satori experience. The 
satori experience of Lingsu, that is the state of "Enlightenment", nonetheless, means 
1 Weber's typology of world religions according to their worldviews are substantially discussed by 
Schluchter in his Rationalism, Religion, and Domination: A Weberian Perspective, 1989 and The 
Rise of Western Rationalism, 1981. For Weber's own writings, see The Sociology of Religion 1963, 
j edited by Talcott Parsons, Ancient Judaism, 1952 Glencoe:Free Press, The Religion of China: 
j Confucianism and Taoism, 1964 New York:MacMillan, The Religion of India: The Sociology of 
Hinduism and Buddhism, 1958, New York:Free Press. 
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something more than the "panenthenic" experience of the Zen Buddhism. It means 
a "unity of oneself with the Creator". Although Lingsu also suggests that the end of 
"Enlightenment" is a state when man has been devoid of all desires, the "void" it 
refers to is different from that of the Buddhism. The "void" of the latter points to an 
emptiness with nothing beyond this world.^ The "void" of the Lingsu, on the other 
hand, is "nothing but everything". It is "nothing" because it is "bereft of all 
materials" but it is "everything" as it is "full of Saint Spirit". So in Lingsu's 
worldview, there is a world, a spiritual world, beyond this material world, not "an 
emptiness" as the Buddhism declares. 
The idea that there is a world existing beyond this world originates from 
Lingsu's conception of the divine. Moving beyond Buddhism, Lingsu believes in the 
existence of a supra-mundane God who had created the universe and human beings. 
This supra-mundane God possesses the omnipotence and benevolence as the 
I Christian God does but His relation to man is not that of supreme to subordinate, 
1 holy to sin or master to serf. Man's inherent sacredness comes from God, the "God-
Essence", but his ability to realize this sacredness depends on his own endeavours, 
, not on God's predestination. The sacred person, the Grandmaster, is believed to have 
reached "Enlightenment" owning to his own efforts, not to God's ordination. The 
"truth" the words from God resides in the self rather than in the Bible, in 
Church or in any authoritative figures. Although the God of the Lingsu is not as 
active as that of the Christianity in worldly affairs, He is ”a provider" of the secular 
world. He is responsive to mundane demands through His "assistants” the 
lower level gods and saints —— as well as through His creation the "Universal 
Mind". But in the ultimate end, man, saints, lower-level gods and all kinds of spirits 
2 The "panenthenic" experience refers to a sense of the unity of oneself and nature. It is a "all in one" 
\ eicnerience 
j 3 jhe Buddhist idea of "void” is portrayed in details in Smart and Hecht (eds.) 1982 Sacred Texts of 
the World: A Universal Anthology, MacMillan, p.242-243. 
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become immersed in God. By that time, man cannot be differentiated from the 
divine and is identical with God. 
Succinctly put, man in Lingsu's belief system is sacred in nature as he is 
evolved from "God-Essence". His holiness lies within himself. Moving beyond 
Buddhist worldview, Lingsu adds the role of God in the creation of man's sacredness 
so as to intensify and objectivate the invisible and nonverifiable holiness. It 
reinforces the belief that there is a world beyond this world. Simultaneously, Lingsu 
conceptualizes man's holiness to the equal footing of the divine. This unique 
conception pushes man's sacred disposition to a climax where man becomes God. 
Inner-Worldly Eclecticism 
The second distinctive sacredness of Lingsu is its acute consecration of secularity. In 
spite of its philosophical rejection of the secular world, Lingsu is definitely inner-
• 
worldly in its salvational practices. But the inner-worldly mode of life of Lingsu is 
neither ascetic nor mystic. Instead, it can be coined as an "inner-worldly 
eclecticism". 
. In contrast to traditional Buddhist doctrine of withdrawing from the secular 
affairs, Lingsu places strong emphasis on "experiencing the secular life". Beside the 
fact that a large portion of its sacred rites are oriented to this-worldly benefits, its 
approval of the secular means to salvation further draws it away from the world-
flight sacred order. Its this-worldly inclination is reinforced by the indoctrination of 
• 
"living moment to moment". Every moment and every bit of happening in the 
secular world are counted as sacred experiences which contribute to one's 
understanding of the "truth". The inner-worldly orientation of the Lingsu is evident 
in its conception of paradise. 
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’Being happy at this moment is meaningful. God created us in order to let 
us share with Him the joys of the Universe. We are not waiting for 
paradise. Nor are we seeking paradise beyond this world. When we are 
being happy everyday, we are already in paradise. If we suffer from sorrow 
all the time, we are already in hell. So in Lingsu, paradise and hell exist in 
this world. They can be realized and experienced at this moment, not 
necessarily after we die' {Elder Master Practice-Right). 
Apparently, Lingsu's "paradise" refers to a joyous secular world, which is drastically 
divergent from that of Buddhism and Christianity. 
Like Buddhism, Lingsu believes that when man has got the "truth", he can 
break the life-death cycle and terminate rebirth. It considers life as a suffering and 
the cessation of birth as the goal of salvation. Ignorance and desires are construed as 
a "dark delusion" obscuring man's sight to see the "truth" and hence creating rebirth. 
But unlike Buddhism, the path of purifying ignorance and desires is not based on a 
set of moral codes such as Five Precepts ( ng-gai) or Ten Virtues ( seb-
xin)^ Lingsu never forbids its disciples from taking animal life, from telling lie or 
from intoxicants. The disciples eat meat and drink wine. Even the sacred leader 
cheats the Japanese out of money. The sacred leader and his followers' immoral 
behaviours are understandable as in Lingsu's belief system, sacredness has nothing to 
do with morality. Distinguishing between "moral" and "immoral" is meaningless in 
Lingsu's sacred order since "there is nothing that we Lingsu labelled as wrong". The 
moral order of the secular world in Lingsu's worldview is "false" because it is set up 
by the men who have not yet got the "truth". The path to stop karma formation in 
Lingsu is not observing pure monastic discipline or holding aloof from worldly 
pleasures. Monastic practices are considered as ineffective method for attaining the 
4 In Buddhist doctrine, Five Precepts are referred to abstaining from taking life, from taking what is 
not given, from sensuous misconduct, from false speech and from intoxicants. Ten Virtues include 
letting alive all animals, giving alms, abstaining from sexuality, telling the truth, abstaining from 
exaggerated speaking, reconciling disputes, abstaining from foul language, believing in Yan Yuen, 
being benevolent and being non-greedy. 
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"truth". And ascetic way of life is perceived as a suppression of desires rather than a 
complete alleviation of desires. Thus, in contrast to Buddhists' monastic way of life, 
the Lingsu disciples actively commit themselves to secular projects. With the 
notions of "knowing the Truth through experiencing the falsehood" and "eliminating 
the desires through satisfying the desires", living a life in pursuit of secular desires 
embodies a sacred implication. Consequently, living a luxurious and sensuous life is 
also ordained with salvational significance. In a word, Lingsu's unique conception of 
secular path to "Enlightenment" de-emphasizes the role of the moral codes in leading 
towards emancipation. 
Apart from the consecration of the secular path to salvation, the passivity of 
Lingsu's supra-mundane God in maintaining the worldly orders also devaluates the 
importance of moral order. Without a personified image of God, God's wills can 
hardly be identified. It is thus impossible to establish a set of moral precepts 
according to God's wills. The absence of an external and objectified moral code, 
together with the belief that truth" is embedded in the individual "inner se l f , 
eventually result in eclectic doctrine. The sacred order of the Lingsu is undeniably 
an eclectic mixture of the Buddhist, Hindu and Christian belief systems. It's 
worldview is a synthesis of Christian conception of creation, Buddhist idea of 
Enlightenment, Hindu notion of karma, as well as newly invented idea about the path 
to salvation. Likewise, its religious rites are combinations of Buddhist Zen 
meditation, Hindu sacred symbol "om", Christian sacred song and psychotherapeutic 
practices. 
The eclectic nature of the Lingsu sacred order is not only confined to a 
mixture of different religious orders. Eclecticism has been developed to a maximum 
I by Lingsu's radical consecration of all worldly enterprises. Lingsu perceives all 
inner-worldly practices, both religious and secular, to be heading towards 
• 
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"Enlightenment". Any manner of living the disciples and the non-disciples adopt is 
sanctified and laden with sacredness. This sacralization of all inner-worldly 
practices, together with the former new sacredness, "man as God", inevitably brings 
Lingsu to appear as lying in the disenchanted realm of reality. 
Location of the New Sacred Order 
Paradoxically, Lingsu's central philosophy is rather enchanted. It reinstates 
participating, experiential and spontanous religious practices. It reactivates mystical 
rituals and, at the same time, denounces intellectual discourse and rejects external 
control. It urges the disciples to abandon their "ego" and teaches them the 
"unrealness" of the material world. While the former seems to curb against 
individualism, the latter is likely to revolt against materialism. Both are directed 
against the disenchanted ethos of the Hong Kong society. How do we explain this 
paradoxical manifestation of the Lingsu sacred order? A meticulous examination of 
Lingsu's dual process of sacralizing the' secular events and secularizing the sacred 
affairs uncovers the crux of this puzzle. It shows that the seemingly paradoxical 
reality is, in fact, a synthesis of both sacralized and secularized constituents. 
Subjectivization and Privatization of the Sacred Order : Affirmation of 
Individualism and Relativism 
The seed of subjectivization and privatization of the sacred order is embedded in 
Lingsu's identifying man with God and its distinctive notion of karma. As the seed 
grows, it unrelentingly reinforces and affirms individualistic ethos. The process of 
reinforcing and affirming is expressed in the religious rites of the Lingsu. 
As mentioned before, locating the "truth" in the "inner self and endowing the 
self with "God-Essence" have actually equated man with God. The absence of an 
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unambiguous description of God furthers the subjectivation of the image of God and 
the holy orders related to Him. This subjectivation, when being intensified to an 
extremity, falls into the trap of endless subjectivism noticed by Berger : 
The end result of such subjectivism would then be an attitude to religion in 
which anything goes: I believe because it feels good' (Berger 1979:142). 
The syndrome of "anything goes" is shown in Lingsu's recognizing all religious and 
non-religious enterprises. The notion that ”all fingers from different directions are 
pointing at the same moon" evincely manifests the relativistic stance of the Lingsu. 
There is nothing that we Lingsu label as "wrong". Every single event or 
object has two opposite sides. Nothing is absolute as nothing can be . 
objectively defined. A bar of chocolate is a gift for those who favour it but 
simultaneously a rubbish for those who hate it' {Superior Definite-
Intelligence). 
In the absence of an external "truth" in Lingsu's worldview, individual 
I disciples are required to select their own "truth" from a variety of themes of "ultimate 
significance". By that reason, individual believers provide different answers to the 
query about "the most sacred part of the Lingsu": 
3 , 'The Lingsu Initiation is the most sacred constituent of Lingsu as it proffers the 
disciples a "protective shelf which immunizes them against all kinds of vice 
attacks' (the Grandmaster). 
The Five-Sense Training is the most holy part of Lingsu since it raises our 
sensitivities and concentration, fosters our efficiency in work and improves our 
interpersonal relationship' {Disciple Seeing-Right). 
"'Living moment to moment is the most holy doctrine of Lingsu. It guides us to live 
a happy life in the secular world and experience the paradise at this moment' {Elder 
Master Practice-Right). 
The most sacred element of Lingsu is its emphasis on self-understanding. It lifts up 
our defense mechanism, allows us to realize our own weaknesses and subsequently 
betters our interpersonal relationship' {Master Pure-Wisdom). 
Diversified interpretations of sacredness of Lingsu are evidenced from the above 
i 
citations. The selection of a particular interpretation, in Luckmaim's hypothesis, is 
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determined by the "priorities of private life" and the "social biography" of the 
• 
individual believers (Luckmann 19678:99-105). Luckmann's hypothesis elucidates 
why Disciple Seeing-Right, a life-insurance salesman, values work efficiency as the 
most importance; Elder Master Practice-Right, who favours gambling and other 
secular pleasures, conceives worldly paradise as the core sacredness; Master Pure-
Wisdom, who is conscious of interpersonal relationship, ranks self-understanding as 
the highest priority. 
Permitting pluralistic and subjective interpretations of the "truth" to an 
extremity, inevitably, confirms relativism. 
"The good and the evil are two sides of the same coin" means that "the 
good" and "the evil" are two faces of the Truth. We are living in a 
"dualistic world" where nothing is absolute but relative. Every single event 
or matter has both positive and negative dimensions ——like good and bad, 
virtuous and vicious, painful and joyful, full and hungry, light and dark, 
alive and dead……etceteras. Truth is the sum of these dualistic 
elements In fact, everything in this world can be seen from differrent 
angles……If we hold a point of view firmly, we will never find the Truth' 
(NL18:2, Superior Definite-Intelligence). 
This dualistic worldview is the basis for Lingsu's liberal stance towards diversified 
‘ worldviews and belief systems. But it also lays the ground for Lingsu's permissive 
towards the disciples immoral behaviours such as cheating and lying. 
Locating the "truth" inside the self is not peculiar to Lingsu. Buddhist and 
Hindu theologies also sacralize the self and subjectivize the sacred order. Yet these 
two traditional religions are not considered as being affirmative to individualism. 
Lingsu, on the other hand, invents an idiosyncratic apprehension of karma which 
inevitably affirms individualism. Dissimilar to the Buddhist doctrine of karma, 
Lingsu asserts that the "effect" of one's past lives is solely determined by the quantity 
and the quality of his desires. The quantity is measured by the weight of the desires 
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attached to the "Inner Spirit". The more the desires one has at the moment of dying, 
the heavier the "Inner Spirit" becomes and the poorer the next life will be. At the 
same time, what one is thinking of at the moment of dying also determines one's next 
life. 
Tor instance, if I was wondering the experience of the blind persons at the 
time I died, I would be bom blind next incarnation. The desire to know the 
experience of being blind would become true. So don't think of bad things 
at the moment we die' (the Grandmaster). 
Improving one's karma thus becomes utterly a private and individual matter. Instead 
of rendering alms or preaching the "truth" to other people, individual believers 
should strive to lessen their own desires and avoid thinking unfortunate events. Self-
exploration is considered as paramount importance as it enhances one to realize 
his/her own desires so that alleviation of the desires is possible. Offering external 
helps to others is conceived as futile because everyone has the "truth" inside and 
needs no external help. Helping others before the self has reached "Enlightenment" 
is perceived as detrimental since the helper has not yet got the "truth" and may lead 
others to wayward. For that reason, the disciples are indoctrinated to keep their 
attention to their own affairs and not to bother others' business. This indoctrination 
eventually aggravates the symptom of egoism that is already prevalent among the 
disenchanted modem men. 
Glorifying the self and seeking inwardly for "truth" are manifested in the 
Lingsu Esoteric Practices. The Lingsu Initiation, for instance, is aimed at 
reactivating the inherent sacred disposition, the "Inner Spirit", in the self and 
proffering supernatural power, a superior "vibration", to the individual. The Five-
Sense Training, likewise, sanctifies man's five senses and dramatizes man's capability 
of getting what they want by individual practice. The role of God in most of the 
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Esoteric Practices is passive and negligible. Instead, the position of the self in them 
is significantly elevated. 
The self has everything. Most people do not know that. They try to seek 
from outside but their efforts are in vain. Similarly, some people futilely 
pray to God at all times for secular desires. They are ignorant of the fact 
that "All" are embedded in us’ (NL2:3, Superior Definite-Intelligence). 
Starting from the belief that "truth" is "located inside the self and "must be 
realized from within", Lingsu inevitably subjectivates and privatizes its sacred order. 
This, together with its distinctive karma doctrine that self-exploration is the 
foundation for spiritual advancement, individualistic temperament and relativistic 
attitude are affirmed. 
Demagicifying Religious Practices : Affirmation of Pragmatism 
Despite its denunciation of intellectual discourse, the religious worldview of the 
Lingsu is rather rational. Mysterious elements such as ghosts and demons are 
existing in Lingsu's cosmology but are rationally depicted. 
'When we die, our souls remain as Inner Spirits in normal circumstance. 
I ‘ But if we have very intense emotional bondage with the worldly affairs at . 
the moment we die, we will become ghosts. Therefore ghosts are not 
necessarily wicked souls. They are encased by a thick layer of ignorance 
and are too attached to the secular world. Our sutra-mantra chanting can 
waken these ghosts and lessen their ignorance. Gradually, they turn to 
become Inner Spirits and can be reincarnated' {Senior Master Triumphant-
Method). 
Likewise, the rebounding capacity of the "Universal Mind", the function of the 
"pendulum" and the disciples' "vibrations" are conceived para-scientifically. The 
”three levels of law" and the reincarnation logic are built upon rational analysis. The 
Grandmaster's explanation of mundane people's psychological needs for choosing a 
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"lucky day" for particular activity is another striking example showing Lingsu's 
extensive application of the secular knowledge. 
In addition, the secular functions of the Lingsu rites serve to intensify the 
disenchanted colouring of the Lingsu sacred order. Notwithstanding its emphasis on 
esoteric practices, the Lingsu rites are demagicified and inclined to pragmatic 
applications. As mentioned before, a majority of the Lingsu Method are aimed at 
manipulating the physical well-being and concentrating ability of the participants. 
Some, for instance, the Lingsu Ventilation and the Ling Healing, are particularly 
directed to relieve the recipients' psychosomatic problems. 
'Lingsu Method expels anxieties and worries from my heart. Its miraculous 
power can hardly be described. But it is true that Zen Ding, Ling Healing, 
Chanting and Drawing Lots had accompanied me going through my 
difficult days. They protected me and prevented me from breakdown in 
those days' (NL6:4, Disciple). 
Apart from the secular goals of the religious rites, the ritual processes 
themselves are noticeably demagicified. Apart from recognizing the role of the 
"Saint Spirit" and the "Inner Spirit" in the ritual processes, other supernatural 
‘ elements play a very insignificant part in the Lingsu Method. Except Disciple 
Staying-Right, none of the disciples reports having transcendental experience in the 
Zen Ding. While Disciple Clear-Wisdom claims to have felt a blast of warm air 
running around her body and accelerating her blood circulation, Master Pure-
Wisdom reports that she feels emotionally quiet and physically relaxed. And Disciple 
Speaking-Right says that he feels mentally calm and psychologically lightened in the 
Meditation I of Zen Ding. All of these feelings are inclined to this-worldly 
experiences rather than other-worldly. And Disciple Staying-Rights seeing "God's 
Light" is condemned as "delusion". God's role in most of the Lingsu Practices is 
passive but rationally theorized. God's force is believed to be manifested as "Saint 
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Spirit", and dispersed in the surroundings. The Lingsu rites are considered as the 
effective ways to activate the "Saint Spirit" through "vibration". That is why almost 
all of the Lingsu Practices involve sounding and reverberating. The reverberation, in 
fact, has hypnotic function which leads the participants to feel the changes of their 
physical and psychological states. The disciples ascribe their inner transformation to 
the "vibration" which is a rather para-scientific construct. Simultaneously, the 
technique and the theory used in the Five-Sense Training, Lingsu Ventilation, 
Vigilance Training and Body-Mind Unity Training Camp are all borrowed from 
psychotherapy, specifically cognitive therapy (Cf. Chapter 3:87-99). Most of the 
practices are aimed at shattering rigid stereotyping and irrational thinking. 
•With the practice of Lingsu Method, we come to know that most of our past 
thinking and reasoning are detrimental. We used to stereotype all worldly 
1 affairs. For example, when we say "handbag", we have in mind the shape, 
the style and the function of a handbag should be. When we see one which 
is deviated from our stereotype, we come to be reluctant to accept that it is a 
handbag. Likewise, we often stereotype people and form a prejudice 
against the "bad type". Rigid stereotyping adversely affects our 
interpersonal relationship and our adjustment to this ever-changing secular 
world' (Elder Master Practice-Right). 
Thanks to Lingsu's teaching, I come to realize my defense mechanism. In 
the past, I avoid seeing my own weaknesses. We used to cover up our own 
shortcomings. But now I am brave enough to know more about myself. 
Having a self-understanding is the foundation for establishing good 
relationship with others. It also helps us to pick a suitable job {Master 
Pure-Wisdom). 
Hence, the instrumental functions of the Lingsu Method are directed at bettering 
one's adjustment in the secular world. The sacred objects, for instance, the "saint 
water", the "mantra-pills" and the ”gold-medal" all serve pragmatic purposes such as 
improving health, activating energy, comforting psychological distress and ensuing 
safety. 
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Sacralization of Secular Way of Life : 
Affirmation of Materialism and Secularism 
The ultimate end of salvation in Lingsu's worldview is to transcend the material 
secular world. Paradoxically, the Lingsu disciples display a rather materialistic and 
secularistic way of life. 
Grounded in its belief in the "three planes of existence", Lingsu sanctifies all 
secular pursuits for sake of physical well-being. 
'Having a good physical body is the prerequisite for the subsequent 
advancement in the mental and spiritual spheres of existence. We should 
not maltreat our bodies!' {Superior Definite-Intelligence). 
The Lingsu disciples, therefore, never live ascetically. The "three planes of 
existence", together with the "this-worldly paradise" conception and "living moment 
to moment" maxim, legitimize Lingsu disciples' luxurious mode of living. 
Furthermore, the belief that secular desires can be eliminated through satisfying them 
further sacralizes all kinds of secular activities. The female disciples wear make-up 
and dress deluxe fashion. The male ones commit themselves to money making and 
enjoy secular games like betting and drinking. Materialistic, money-oriented and 
I hedonistic ways of life are prevalent amongst the Lingsu disciples. The Lingsu 
Centre itself displays materialistic orientation. Its carpeted practice room, glass outer 
wall and slide doors all contribute to the splendour of the sacred place. The "gold-
medals" the disciples wear are made of pure gold. Despite its construing the material 
world as "unreal" and "illusion", the Lingsu way of living, indisputably, does not 
condemn materialism. 
Sanctifying all secular practices and luxurious manner of life unavoidably 
brings about unintended internal secularization to Lingsu. Since the inception of the 
jY^yig Direct Selling, both objective and subjective internal secularizations are 
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evident. Objective secularization is manifested in Lingsu's decreasing its religious 
activities like Body-Mind Unity Training Camp and Lingsu Dharma Talk, 
cancellation of "Lingsu family gathering and sharing", closing its centre on Sundays 
and reducing its publication of the Lingsu Newsletter. Secularization of the disciples' 
consciousness is also conspicuous. Instead of practising Zen Ding, the disciples 
spend Sundays attending the meeting of the Direct Selling. And instead of preaching 
their sacred beliefs to the public, they make effort to promote the Wans products. 
The boundary between sacred and secular domains of life becomes even blurred. 
Very often, the disciples practise Esoteric Method in the morning and attend meeting 
on Wans Direct Selling in the afternoon. The religious practices gradually become 
sorts of leisure pursuits to the disciples and fail to transcend their profit-making 
enterprises. 
Furthermore, consecrating all the mundane practices involuntarily brings in 
faithless followers who solely seek justification for their secularized behaviours. 
These faithless followers might take advantage of the Lingsu sacred order to 
rationalize their unethical practices. But they are not active in those religious 
i practices that do not produce conspicious pragmatic function. These followers 
constitute the periphery of the membership. Despite the fact that even the most 
faithful Lingsu disciples also exhibit secularized behaviours, they differ from the 
faithless ones in motives. Their secular practices are ultimately rooted in their sacred 
belief. Even though they earn money for the sake of money, they are, at the same 
time, satisfying their secular desires and purifying their "Inner Spirit". Their 
affirmation of materialistic way of life manifests the dynamics of sacralizing 
materialism and secularizing religious spirit. 
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Concluding Remarks 
Holding the belief that "all the mundane affairs are illusions and nothing in the 
secular world is worth being held firmly' (NL2:3, Superior Definite-Intelligence), 
the Lingsu disciples live inner-worldly and are enthusiastic in most secular activities. 
The foregoing analysis discloses that the seemingly incongruity between Lingsu's 
sacred worldview and ethos is a superficial phenomenon. The intertwining 
interactions among beliefs, goals and means in sacred and secular dimensions reveal 
that the world-affirming ethos of the Lingsu are actually rooted in its sacred 
worldview. The new sacredness profoundly endorses the sacred position of the 
mundane men and the mundane enterprises. It radically sacralizes the worldly 
affairs, which in turn brings about internal secularization to the Lingsu. Radical 
sacralization of the mundane affairs unwittingly affirms the disenchanted values like 
individualism, pragmatism and materialism. Meanwhile, these values act upon the 
Lingsu sacred order and manifest a disenchanting process. The Lingsu sacred order 




Reconstitution of Sacred Order and Social Reality 
The previous chapter has identified the new sacredness of Lingsu and scrutinized the 
internal interplay between the sacred and the secular orders of life. This internal 
dynamic demystifies the sacred basis of the secular inclination of the entire meaning 
system of Lingsu. It also locates the position of the Lingsu sacred order in the 
enchanted-disenchanted contour. If the feature of the sacred order is a synthesis of 
both enchanted and disenchanted orders of reality, we come to the question: why is it 
so? What is its relation to our contemporary society? How does the Lingsu sacred 
order interact externally with its secular reality? To capture the dialectical interaction 
between the sacred order and its social reality, I find Geertz's postulate of cultural 
system as a "model o f and a ”model for" realities remarkably applicable. 
Geertz's postulate is, in fact, in the same vein of Durkheim's theorization of 
‘ the "representational" and "functional" relations of religion to society. The former 
expresses, symbolically and metaphorically, the sentiments engendered by social life. 
It allows society to see itself through religion, which is corresponding to the "model 
of, hypothesis. The latter, on the other hand, functions to mould life on both 
individual and social levels. It is a regulatory process by which society is shaped and 
social order is maintained. It is, therefore, in parallel to the "model for" hypothesis. 
In a society undergoing tremendous modernization and specialization, Durkheim 
predicts that its religion would become a highly specialized, diversified and 
individualistic one. The sacred power would be perceived to be resided within, 
rather that outside, individuals. But social cohesion is guaranteed as individuals 
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would respect and uphold the dignity of mankind (Durkheim 1969:21-26). To what 
extent Durkheim's prophecy is empirically realized in the new religious entity, 
Lingsu Exo-Esoterics? 
Sacred Order as a Model of Social Reality 
Conceptualizing sacred order as a model of social order presupposes that sacred 
process of thought begins with the facts of human experience in the secular world. 
The sacred entity, then, is not merely the projection, but the ultimate vindication of 
the social reality. This section is going to explore how Lingsu worldview and ethos 
are manipulated by its secular milieux its immediate social structure, societal 
value system, as well as its members' social position. 
To formulate the Lingsu sacred order as a model of its social reality, we 
should, firstly, delineate the distinctive character of the latter and, then, examine if 
the feature of the former has modelled on that of the latter. Lingsu's immediate 
social structure and value system are, indisputably, referred to that of the Hong Kong 
society. Hierarchical and pluralistic social structure, individualistic temperament, 
pluralistic and relativistic values, together with materialistic, utilitaristic and 
rationalistic ethos, are construed as the conventional constituents of the social reality 
of Hong Kong. 
As a Model of Hierarchy 
’I as a Disciple, can't tell you anything about the Esoteric Method. 
Introducing the Esoteric Practices to non-disciples is usually done by our 
Masters. I'm not in the position to talk about the Esoteric Method to 
you If you want to know more about it, you may try to approach our 
Masters' (.Disciple Speaking-Right). 
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The meaning of my religious name? Oh, I don't know! The name is given 
by Superior Definite-Intelligence. I have never asked her its meaning as I 
think that it must mean something good for me. We Lingsu disciples rarely 
ask our Superior about the meanings of our names, our robes or our Lingsu 
Practices. We just follow her teachings and instructions' (Disciple Clear-
Wisdom). 
Hierarchical power structure of the Lingsu is apparent in these citations. The 
hierarchical complexion is firstly manifested in its institutional structure. Under the 
Grandmaster come six ranks of disciples: Superior, Senior Master, Elder Master, 
Master, Disciple (Ordained II) and Disciple (Ordained I). Each rank is 
distinguishable from one another, ranging from its colour of robe to its power 
endorsed. According to Master Competent-Wisdom, the colour of the robe functions 
to distinguish the level of Lingsu Way the particular disciple has achieved but the 
specific colour is not loaded with any meaning.! 
Beside the institutional structure, the myths and the rites of the Lingsu, 
together with the interactions among the disciples, also exhibit hierarchical dynamic. 
Understanding myth as part of the collective representation or the derivation 
of social structure is undeniably based on Durkheimian and Radcliffe-Brownian 
‘ traditions. Myths that model themselves on hierarchical social conventions are found 
in the Lingsu. Firstly, a hierarchical order of gods exists underneath the supra-
mundane God. 
There are higher-level gods and lower-level gods. Some of the latter take 
human bodies and become saints. The saints are closest to us and so they 
understand our needs. Those gods who remain in form of spirits are divided 
into many levels. The lower levels the gods are, the more responsive they 
are to our desires' (Senior Master Triumphant-Method). 
1 The robe of the Grandmaster is white in colour while that of the Superiors is dark yellow, the 
Senior Masters light yellow, the Elder Masters blue, the Masters dark red, the Disciples (Ordained II) 
green and the Disciples (Ordained I) light red. 
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This myth is undoubtedly corresponding to the hierarchical political structure of 
Hong Kong. Another mythical story which helps to maintain the hierarchical order is 
found in the Lingsu Ventilation. It tells about an unauthorized (unordained) person 
becoming insane in carrying out the Lingsu Ventilation (Cf. Chapter 3:98). This 
story safeguards the extraordinary status of the senior disciples by distinguishing 
their spiritual attainments from that of the juniors and the non-disciples. 
At the same time, the Lingsu Practices themselves clearly dramatize the 
hierarchical power order of Lignsu. Firstly, the Lingsu Initiation is divided into six 
levels, each of which is ordained with a certain degree of sacredness and power. 
Secondly, whether a disciple is eligible for a higher level Initiation is solely 
determined by the Superiors {Superior Definite-Intelligence in Hong Kong) or the 
Grandmaster. And the performance of the Disciples is closely supervised by the 
Superior and the Masters. Thirdly, different ranks of disciples are endowed with 
different degrees of sacred power to perform the religious rites. Most of the Esoteric 
rites can only be conducted by the Superiors or above. The Lingsu Initiation, Lingsu 
Ventilation, Lingsu Healing, Fortune Weed Initiation, Saint Spirit Blessing, Blessing 
of Residence and Blessing of the Deceased are some examples. The Masters and 
above are qualified for carrying out the Five-Sense Training, Neutral Mind Training 
and Sensational Training for the Disciples. While the Disciples (Ordained II) are 
proper for being Ling Healers, the Disciples (Ordained I) are described as "primary 
students", who are immature and too young to administer any religious practices. 
These junior Disciples should imquestioningly listen to all the seniors' teachings and 
instructions. 
Apart from explicit demonstration of the hierarchical power structure in the 
official practices, implicit dynamic is dramatized in the unofficial interactions among 
the disciples. The following scene is an example : 
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After Disciple Speaking-Rights rehearsal for the Lingsu Dharma Talk, 
Superior Definite-Intelligence gives him some comment while other 
disciples remain silent. Afterwards, the Superior asks if anyone could come 
to the Centre to get the sacred objects needed for the Dharma Talk before 
2:00PM the next day. No one shows his/her availability. Disciple Brilliant-
Wisdom says that she has an appointment the next morning. The Superior 
then suggests Disciple Speaking-Right to do so. Disciple Speaking-Right 
displays an uneasy facial expression, casts a glance at his girlfriend, Disciple 
Delightful-Wisdom, and hesitates how to reply. Disciple Delightful-Wisdom 
also exhibits an uncomfortable appearance but keeps silent. With a bit 
reluctance, Disciple Speaking-Right says that he was available to do so. He 
then helplessly looks at his girlfriend who expresses a disappointed face. 
Superior Definite-Intelligence reminds him that he should arrive at the 
Centre not later than 2:00PM. Then she asks if anyone could have lunch 
with the Grandmaster and escort him to attend the Talk. Both Master ‘ 
Competent-Wisdom and Disciple Brilliant-Wisdom say that they are 
available. 
It is obvious that Disciple Speaking-Right and his girlfriend had planned something 
to do or somewhere to go the next day but they did not dare to turn down the 
Superior's suggestion. Disciple Brilliant-Wisdom, on the other hand, had escaped 
i “ from the dull task and chose to serve the sacred person instead. The submissive 
attitude of the Disciples towards the Superior is evinced in the above scene. The 
superior-subordinate pattern of interaction is most patent in the followers' dining out. 
It is manifested in their leaving the seat next to the Grandmaster for Superior 
Definite-Intelligence, moving all the newly arrived dishes to the front of the 
Grandmaster and not daring to take any out of the dishes before the Grandmaster and 
the Superior have taken some. In ordering food, which is mostly done by the 
Masters, the Masters would firstly ask for the Grandmaster's favour while the 
Disciples usually keep silent. These informal interactions among the disciples 
unquestionably demonstrate the hierarchical power order of the Lingsu. 
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As a Model of Individualism and Intellectualism 
The conception that all men, in their "genuine" mode of being, are God signifies the 
sacred nature of human beings. With the ongoing development of technology, man 
nowadays possesses the "supernatural" power of the old god(s). Man is no longer 
dependent on God for food and warmth. It is especially true for the Lingsu disciples. 
There is no housewife or unemployed person in the Lingsu family. All the disciples 
are fed and housed by their effort paid to the secular world. They do not earn their 
material assets by praying to God or depending on their spouses or any benevolent 
body. The idea that God does not always entertain every individual's request is 
congenial to the disciples daily struggle in this world. 
•When you are hungry, you have to work. Or you think you can sit still and 
wait for a piece of bread from God?' (Disciple Staying-Right). 
The Lingsu disciples especially emphasize the immense power of the self. In relating 
the challenges in her work, Master Pure-Wisdom says, 
•No one but you can help yourself when you face difficulty in this world.’ 
Individual's proneness to compete in the secular world endows the self with sacred 
‘ quality. Disciple New-Right, in recounting his having suffered from a serious illness 
the previous year, says, 
,••…not because God was punishing me, but because I was ignorant.' 
In the Grandmaster's view, God is no longer a judge. 
‘•.…one's misery is of one's own doing and not due to the wrath of God. We 
are not punished for our sins; we are punished by our sins Ignorance' 
(BL:10). 
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If every individual embodies sacred disposition and becomes so independent 
that he has to bear the entire responsibility for his life events, why does man need a 
God? What is God for? Kolakowski answers these queries unambiguously. 
'God, from the believer's point of view, is the guarantor of meaning of the 
world, He is the purpose-giver,...... to believe in personal immortality 
without God is to leave the question of meaning obscure: if there is no God ‘ 
and if the cosmos is indifferent to our life, what kind of strange natural law 
might guarantee us the blessing of immortality? Why should the universe 
be so constructed as to listen to our desires? (Kolawoski 1982:159). 
It is true that without God, the "Universal Mind", the "Inner Spirit" and the "Saint 
Spirit" would be rooted in an "empty shelf. An "empty shelf can hardly make 
sense of the worldly events, especially the suffering ones. 
In Lingsu, man is almost in equal status with God and he can ultimately 
become God. Before salvation, man has already possessed most of the characters of 
God except intelligence. 
‘…..mental capacity of man is limited but Truth is unlimited. God is 
boundless. Man's intelligence can only be run within the material world. 
And the material world is limited. Man's body is made up of material but . 
man is more than his body. The physical breakdown of man does not imply 
. the death of man. Man has Inner Spirit, man comes from God. When we 
are enlightened, we have the intelligence as God has, which is infinite' 
(NL2:2, Superior). 
It is obvious that the secular reality can meet all the disciples' material needs and the 
secular knowledge meet most of their intellectual pursuits. Nonetheless, the 
significance of the birth-death cycle can never be comprehended without the presence 
of God. It is undeniable that today man can control some forces that appeared 
uncontrollable in the past. Birth, for instance, can be controlled by advanced medical 
technology. However, death nowadays remains subject to inescapable contingencies. 
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God's intelligence in providing meaning to life, as yet, cannot be supplanted by 
science and technology. 
The rebirth of God implies that the Lingsu disciples are not intellectually 
satisfied with the Buddhist theory about human life. Their queries about life and 
death are not unreservedly answered by the notion that "all living things begin from 
emptiness and end in emptiness". In an intellectually prosperous society as Hong 
Kong, nothing can enjoy a taken-for-granted status easily. Only with the presence of 
God can the "sacredness of human life" enjoy so. Constructing God to have an 
ambivalent character between the ascetic and the mystic divines is necessary. On one 
hand, the presence of God satisfies the contempories' intellectual pursuit of the 
meaning of life. On the other hand, the ambivalent nature of God protects God from 
being challenged by skeptical critics. Lingsu's conception of the divine fully realizes 
Durkheim's prophecy of the modem image of God, of which God is "from on high 
and at a distance", becomes "more general and indeterminate" and "leaves more place 
to the free play of human forces" (Durkheim 1964:169-170). 
In regard to the sacred nature of individuals, Swanson hypothesizes that the 
- greater the number of organized social groups to which they belong, the more likely 
will it be that their spirits are considered transcendent, in oppose to immanent, in 
relation to their bodies (Swanson 1974:121-125). In other words, the soul, or the 
spirit, of man in a highly specialized modem society is not conceived as "lodged in 
the flesh" but outside the physical body. Nevertheless, the sacred spirit, the "Inner 
Spirit", of a Lingsu disciple is imbedded in the flesh. It goes free when the body dies 
but its pure nature can only be fully realized when it is invested in the physical body. 
The immanence of the sacred spirit signifies the supremacy of mankind in the 
modem society. Although Lingsu philosophically rejects the material world, it 
sacralizes the physical body of man with its "three planes of existence". Physical 
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well-being and mental intelligence are indubitably the signals of a civilized and 
economically well-developed society. The powerfulness of mankind has reached a 
degree which had never been thought of in the past. There is no wonder why Lingsu 
suggests that 
•the only thing man has to do is to leam to tap into the abundance of the 
Universe so that he can get everything he wants' (the Grandmaster). 
And prayer is not emphasized. 
,I've never prayed to God for gift. I am already gifted. And, in fact, all 
men are already gifted from the very beginning. I've never supplicated for 
God's blessing. God has already provided us with all we need. We have to 
explore from inside, not from outside' (the Grandmaster). 
Pushing the sacred power of an individual to a climax and residing the sacredness at 
the deepest comer of the self, undebatedly symbolize modem man's relation to 
society. While the former connotes man's autonomy in the secular world, the latter 
denotes individual modem man's independence and individuality. Instead of 
worshipping God, most of the religious rites glorify the self, specifically the 
individual self (Cf. Chapter 4:139-140). 
As a Model of Pluralism, Subjectivism and Relativism 
Lingsu places the sacred spirit in the inner self rather than in a transcendent position 
outside the self since the latter can hardly be located in a pluralistic society. As 
Berger asserts, individual plausibility structure is weakened in modem society as a 
• 
result of "migrating back and forth between competing and often contradictory 
plausibility structures" (Berger 1969:61). Modem plurality makes pretheoretical 
experience of objectivity difficult if not impossible. In addition, modem programs 
inevitably open up more possibilities for individual choices, which further weakens 
the reliability of any single plausibility structure. The innumerable situations of 
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everyday life and diversified orientations of beliefs, values and worldviews force the 
modem individual to choose his own ultimate belief and way of life. The "battle of 
the gods" eventually results in subjectivation of all meaning systems. An extreme 
subjectivation, in turn, ends in relativization of all beliefs and modes of behaviour. 
Lingsu's placing the "truth" inside the self and recognizing all religious and non-
religious manner of life are, indisputably, modelled on the pluralistic, subjectivistic 
and relativistic complexions of the secular milieux. 
A well-known saying from the Grandmaster that "the fingers from different 
directions are pointing at the same moon" is often quoted by the disciples. And 
Master Pure-Wisdom has the following view, 
•In fact, all religions existing today are teaching the Truth or they would not 
have survived. Whether one can reach Enlightenment depends on one's 
own effort. The Catholic and the Protestant can also arrive at 
Enlightenment.' • 
Being a small new cult in such a pluralistic society, Lingsu has to find a small niche 
to squeeze in. It fully recognizes its limitations in the competitive market. It never 
claims itself the only "truth" unless it intends to commit suicide. Lingsu asserts that 
- it is possible to reach the sole end through diverse means because all human beings, 
religious and non-religious, are laden with "God-Essence". Even those who are 
going in opposite direction from "Enlightenment" are, in fact, heading towards it 
since "Enlightenment" is symbolically situated on a circular line. For this reason, the 
disciples emphasize that although they find the Lingsu Way the most effective and 
efficient for them, it does not mean that other ways are ineffective. In response to a 
disciple's query whether Lingsu is necessary in human life or not, the Grandmaster 
answers "yes and no". 
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'Yes, by Lingsu practice one knows one's inner self and the Universe so as 
to make use of the latter. No, there is more than one path that leads to the 
same goal' (BL:69, Grandmaster). 
With such worldview, Lingsu never challenges the orthodox sacred systems, neither 
does it condemn the atheists. This pluralistic stance is, essentially, the most effective 
self-protecting device in a religiously heterogeneous society such as Hong K o n g . . 
Although there are more than one path to salvation, all paths are subjectivized 
and individualized. The subjectivized and individualized inclination of the Lingsu 
sacred order is expressed in its reincarnation logic. In such a pluralistically 
structured and valued Hong Kong society, "good” and "evil" can hardly be singled 
out and objectively defined. Replacing the moral code with the weight of one's 
desires as a determinant for one's life presents an additional picture of modelling on 
our increasingly normless society. Construing the world as a "dualistic world" in 
which "the good and the evil are two sides of the same coin" is parallel to the 
increasingly normless society we are living in. The weakening bounding force of 
traditional norms, as well as the blurring boundary between moral and immoral 
standards, make Lingsu impossible to set up a definite moral code. 
- 'This is a world full of sorrow and pain, ups and downs and kaleidoscopic 
changes……A hero hailed as a political savior yesterday can be viewed as a 
seditious outcast today. Yesterday's closet allies may be today's impending 
threat. The world economy is full of unpredictable turns, too. The strongest 
financial power of yesterday may evolve into a country laden with immense 
foreign debts, weakened domestic economy and depreciated currency. 
Society as a whole is no difference. Its values and morals have evolved into 
shades and shapes that are beyond comprehension. What makes a good 
social standard? How should we measure success?' (NL14:2, Superior 
Definite-Intelligence). 
Since the virtue and the vice are no longer distinguishable in the pluralistic society, a 
set of codified moral ethics is no longer applicable. At the same time, because the 
endless pursuit of desires is one of the roots of modem man's physical and 
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psychological stress, proposing to eliminate the desires as a way to transcend the 
karma offers the disciples a sensible outlet in the anomic context. 
In a society in lack of a well-defined normative order, its people become "lost 
goats". Demands and standards coming from different directions drag people down. 
Without a definite blueprint of appropriate thoughts and behaviours, psychological 
distress and emotional disturbances are resulted.^ Nevertheless, in a society that is 
confronting multifaceted demands, reestablishing an objective ethical code-book is 
difficult, if not impossible. Promoting subjective interpretation and realization of 
secular ethics seems to be the only expediency. This is evinced by Master 
Competent- Wisdom's saying, 
'Lingsu does not view the worldly affairs as divided into "the good" and 
”the evil". I don't agree with part of the Bible as I don't think that anyone 
can judge on other people. How can we judge on others as we are not 
them.' 
The Lingsu Masters reiterate time and again that Lingsu's absence of any rules and 
regulations for the disciples to follow is due to the fact that 
•Truth is not taught or talked. It's one's own grasping through experience 
Subjectivating the "truth" and emphasizing unique personal experience have actually 
made sense to all worldly, as well as other-worldly, experiences. Simultaneously, 
they have justified all beliefs, values, modes of behaviour, which reflect the 
increasingly relativistic and anomic social milieux. 
2 For psychological interpretation of modem men's suffering from lacking normative control, see 
Erich Fromm, 1968 Escape from Freedom, New York: Avon. 
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As a Model of Secularism and Materialism 
Subjectivating and relativizing all belief and behavioral systems imply that all 
secular matters can be loaded with sacred meaning to individuals. Berger's 
hypothesis of internal secularization of the modem religions is empirically validated 
by the secular disposition of Lingsu. Secularization of religious institution is 
apparent in Lingsu's declining commitment to religious practices and rising 
involvement in profit-making enterprise, the Wans Direct Selling. Secularization of 
individual consciousness is evidenced by the devotees' secular ethos. 
The secularism Lingsu manifests is best illustrated in the sacred leader's 
worldly orientation. The Grandmaster, who claims to be a saint having reached 
"Enlightenment", is a symbol of purified "Inner Spirit". He is supposed to be a 
. 
sacred person who is emptied of all secular desires except preaching the "truth". 
” Surprisingly, he spends most of his time making money. He invents religious and 
I medical practices for physical, psychological, mental and spiritual betterment of the 
1 Lingsu disciples. These inventions have brought to him a considerable amount of 
I money. Ten years ago, anyone who wanted to learn the Esoteric Method had to pay 
‘ ten thousands and the Wans Meridian Harmony Movements six hundreds to several 
thousands to the Grandmaster. At present, those who visit the Grandmaster for 
medical consultation have to pay at least several hundreds each time. The recent 
Wans Direct Selling furthers the sacred leader's income. In addition, offertory money 
contributed by the disciples is given to him every time he comes to Hong Kong. No 
wonder why he tells me that he has thought of buying a yacht. Apart from the short 
-
passage in a Lingsu booklet telling the sacred story about the founder (Intro:6), as far 
as I observe, he has no difference from mundane persons in his daily life. He wears 
branded clothes, favours delicious food and endeavours to make money. 
Nonetheless, he is attractive for the disciples because of his intelligence, his creation 
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of a meaning system for them. This ch^ismatic leader as compared with those of 
the traditional religions, possesses a certain amount of profane dispositions. 
Anyhow, his profane elements are sacralized by the disciples. Disciple Grace-
Wisdom explains why the Grandmaster seems to have no difference from the 
ordinary men, 
'Our Grandmaster has already reached Enlightenment and got the Truth. He 
comes to this world to teach us the way of life. Although he is a Saint who 
has transcended all mundane people, he lives with us and shares with our 
secular ups and downs. He is inherently devoid of all secular desires but 
involves himself in secular practices out of some special reasons. We have 
not yet reached his intelligent level and so we are unable to understand his 
motives. We will never ask him nor will we infer his intentions. When we 
are as intelligent as him is, we eventually come to comprehend his doings. 
Now we are wrapped up in ignorance and so it is futile to ask "why".' 
Sacralizing the Grandmaster's secular life is of the paramount importance since the 
disciples have to maintain their existing way of life and continue their secular 
pursuits with sacred meaning. 
The seemingly contradictory sacred idea eliminating secular desires and 
satisfying secular desires ——of paths to "Enlightenment" is, in fact, a model of the 
- contradictory social realities. On one hand, modem man is tired of endless pursuit of 
worldly gains but, on the other hand, he cannot abandon such pursuit in this 
competitive episode. 
The pursuit of secular desires in a technologically advanced society like Hong 
Kong is, more or less, beyond difficulty. It is especially true for the educated 
intellectuals such as the senior Lingsu disciples. Unfortunately, the advancement 
simultaneously stimulates the growth of desires. The ever-extending desires 
becomes so overwhelming that they have dominated almost the whole lifeworld 
particularly, of the upper and middle classes. At the worst, they can suffocate 
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people's enjoyment of the present moment and result in growing uncertainty and 
anxiety. This worst case is believed to be less found in the taken-for-granted 
populations, the upper class. Those social groups which are likely to suffer most are 
that in the middle. They have the ability to strive for higher order needs compared to 
the lower class, yet the costs of satisfying their needs, in comparison with the upper 
class, are much higher. The problem of growing desires is most irritating to the 
intellectuals who are more sensitive to the imnaturalness of the ever-expansion of 
desires. , 
,…..I remember a metaphor invented by Senior Master Conscious-
Intelligence to describe the desire-pursuing world. It (the pursuit of desire) 
is like a large bunch of penguins lining up and heading towards a cliff. 
Those running in the front discovers that there is no way to go when they 
are getting close to the cliff. But they cannot go back because those behind 
them are rushing at them. Pitifully, they are forced to jump to death. Those 
at the back mistakenly perceive that the group in front of them has found a 
joyous land. Fearing lagging behind, they dash to the cliff and result in 
tragedy as well..… NL21:4, Elder Master Practice-Right). 
The reappearance of the "void" theory, which suggests that man will no longer have 
any desire when he reaches "Enlightenment" is nothing amazing. The call for putting 
i . away desires and living at this moment is the only rational means to curb the 
swelling uncertainty. 
Having an old sacred goal, that is elimination of all worldly desires, as the 
Buddhists propose, the means to achieve such goal should be feasible and reasonable 
in the contemporary secular context. Lingsu would not have survived if its doctrine 
required the disciples to abandon their secular life and practice the Esoteric Method 
in an isolated environment. 
'If I have to tell the most attractive part of Lingsu, I would say it is its not 
requiring me to practice in a cave. I am already on the way (towards 
Enlightenment) when I am living, experiencing the daily life, not hiding 
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myself to do Chanting in a forest or in a cave. It's real, not something 
abstract' {Master Pure-Wisdom). 
Likewise, the disciples may prefer to devote their faith to Buddhism if Lingsu 
demands them to live up to a set of moral ethics such as Five Precepts and Ten 
Virtues. In this prosperous and money-oriented society, which is full of sensational 
temptations the orthodox means of salvation lose their desirability and even 
practicability. On the contrary, Lingsu encourages the disciples to fulfill their secular 
desires, no matter for money, luxury, status, power or enjoyment, as it is one of the 
ways to "Enlightenment". 
'Prohibiting those who have a lot of desires from satisfying their desires is 
ftitile. For instance, a poor man may tell you that he doesn't like money. 
What do you think he would do if you give him ten thousand dollars? 
Woe…he will fetch it and hold it tightly……Merely depriving oneself does 
not annihilate desires. Rather, it creates extreme pressure and stress within 
the person, always on the verge of exploding. The Lingsu Method is an 
unique method. It enables one to experience the abundance and the riches 
1 of the Universe; to know desires, satisfy them if necessary, and therefore rid 
oneself of them' (the Grandmaster). 
Unlike the Buddhists and the Christians, the Lingsu disciples do not need to live 
under the threat of violating the Five Precepts or The Ten Commandments. Nor do 
they have to worry about the meaning of pursuing secular wants. 
Incorporating money-making, materialistic way of life and other secular 
pursuits into the sacred system is the most distinctive hallmark of Lingsu. The cult is 
especially attractive to those who are engaging in the most profane sector. It can be 
noted that over one-third of the active disciples come from the insurance occupation, 
and the rest is mostly involved in the commercial field. Undoubtedly, its new idea of 
salvation emerges from the money-dominant and materialistic milieux. Making 
money is the only way to keep alive in this day. Even those who conceive money as 
evil cannot escape from pursuing it. To avoid contradiction in the sacred system, 
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making money and materialistic manner of life are no longer conceived as sinful acts 
in Lingsu's worldview. Nor are the desires for money and worldly enjoyment 
perceived as evil thoughts. They are, instead, sacralized as one of the ways to 
emancipation. Therefore, Lingsu provides the disciples with a coherent doctrine to 
break the tension between the traditional religious values and the capitalist values. It 
offers a logical and sensible justification for secular activities and desires without 
feeling abandoning the sacred goal of "Enlightenment". The secularistic and 
materialistic modem ethos are unreservedly portrayed in Lingsu's sacred system. 
They are also represented in Lingsu's sacred rites and sacred objects which are 
mostly used for improving secular well-being and serving secular wishes (Cf. 
Chapter 4:123-126). 
Role of Rationality and Intellect in the Sacred Model 
I Likewise, the Lingsu appears as an anti-rational cult yet its worldview and practices 
are rationally constructed and operated. Rationality is inherently debased as it is 
conceived as a mental activity which impedes one to fetch the "truth" by experiential 
means. So Lingsu proposes to sacrifice intellectual thinking and rational discourse. 
Thinking is a blockage to the realization of the Truth from inside. Thinking 
involves too many rigid worldly schemata which hinder our sensitivity to 
the Truth. Truth can only be experienced, not be taught or thought of 
{Master Competent- Wisdom). 
The failures of secular intellectualism and rationalism in solving unexpected 
contingencies and offering a coherent and meaningful order of life eventually result 
in a denunciation of intellectual and rational discourse. Indoctrinating the devotees 
to abandon the intellect is especially necessary because in the disenchanted era, 
'religious knowledge moves in a different sphere and that the nature and 
meaning of religious knowledge is entirely different from the 
accomplishments of the intellect' (Weber 1958:352). 
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So Weber concludes that 
There is absolutely no "unbroken" religion working as a vital force which is . 
not compelled at some point to demand the credo non quod, sed quia 
absurdum -—— the "sacrifice of the intellect'" (Weber 1958:352). 
The degree of sacrifice, I suggest, is negatively correlated with the socio-economic 
position, intellectual attainment and secularity of the occupations of the devotees. As 
almost all of the Lingsu disciples engage themselves in commercial sector and one-
third of them, especially the senior ones, come from intellectual middle class, a low 
degree of sacrificing the intellect and rationality is predicted. 
Swatos avers that rational discourse begins with the image of God. As 
rationality in modem world has thoroughly imderminded the hegemony that was 
previously exercised by religious authority, 
’God became equated with Reason. Reason was what made man unique in 
the world. The human exercise of reason therefore became the expression 
of the will of God' (Swatos 1983:329). 
The roles of rationality and intellectual in constructing the Lingsu worldview and 
operating the Lingsu rites are identified. The rational conception of the Lingsu 
‘ worldview begins with, as Swatos theorizes, the "rational" divine. 
•God is impartial and nondiscriminating. As all of us are His children, He 
loves all of us and He is never biased' (NL24:2, Superior Definite-
Intelligence). 
'God cannot entertain all of the secular demands, especially the trivial ones, 
so He created the Universal Mind to respond to our demands. At the same 
time, He sent the lower-level gods to assist the mundane men to fulfill their 
desires' (Senior Master Triumphant-Method). 
Despite its emphasis on the nondescribability of God, Lingsu portrays God in a 
rational manner and the "Universal Mind" in a para-scientific logic. 
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•The gigantic echoing system of the Universe is the Universal Mind. This 
Universal Mind and the Universal Law (the Law of Heaven) exist together. 
In following these rules, we survive. In opposing them, we face difficulties' 
(Superior Definite-Intelligence). 
Rational portrait of the sacred world is not restricted to the image of the 
divine. The idea of the "three planes of existence" is rationally formulated that the 
spiritual level of existence is impossible unless the mental one is fulfilled and, in 
turn, the mental one cannot be pursued until the physical level of existence has 
reached a certain standard. Lingsu never advocates an irrational cry for deserting the 
present physical well-being for a spiritual level of existence. In other words, 
irrational behaviours such as starving the selves or committing collective suicide will 
never happen to the Lingsu. In contrast, Lingsu strives to improve the disciples' 
adaptation to the secular world through its distinctive salvational ideas and religious 
practices. 
Lingsu's conception of salvation is undisputedly built upon a rational 
worldview. Like that of the Buddhism, the Lingsu Enlightenment is a state of being 
free from the bondage of material life and devoid of all desires. But unlike the 
- Buddhist philosophy, Lingsu does not stop at this "emptiness”. It has to reach 
another shore the state of being in direct communion with the "Saint Spirit", 
that is the "God-Essence". To quote the Grandmaster's words, "Enlightenment" 
means "back to God" (NL5:3), "fused with God" (NL16:1) and "not distinguishable 
from God" (NL22:1). It is worthwhile to note that the disciples were not bom to be 
middle class. They strove and are still striving for material and spiritual betterment. 
How ridiculous it would be if they were heading towards a "real" emptiness? 
Striving for "pure nothingness" is really an irrational pursuit and so the Lingsu 
disciples does not aim at it. The state of salvation they refer to is "tapping the 
• 
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abundance of the Universe". This abundance is, in reality, the everyday pursuit of 
the disciples in the secular world. 
To arrive at the state of salvation, the "Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility", 
a theory of economic science, is applied to justify the secular path satisfying the 
desires in real term. 
’Any suppression of desires is useless. To banish a desire, the most direct 
means is to satisfy it. When a desire appears, it implies that we feel 
insufficient When a person is longing for a beef, he will always think of 
how delicious the beef is and how joyful he is when he is eating it. If he 
immediately rushes to a restaurant to have the first beef, he is going to enjoy 
it so much that he will order a second one. He will be full after having the 
second beef. But if the waiter gives him a third, a fourth……and a sixth 
one, not only will he lose interest in them, he may also suffer from 
stomachache and come to hate beef. His desire for beef is then completely 
destroyed' (NL12:2, Superior Definite-Intelligence). 
I was feverishly fond of betting in the past. Now I am not so crazy about it 
but I never suppress my wish to do it. Suppression will only intensify the 
desires. A man without a woman wants to have one or two, or more. A 
man with three or four women loses interest in any woman..…,(Elder 
Master Practice-Right). 
- Lingsu does not only apply rational reasoning to the explanation of the 
secular path to emancipation, it also employs para-scientific techniques in its 
religious practices. As mentioned in the previous chapter, supernatural element is 
not highlighted in the sacred practices of Lingsu. On the contrary, cognitive 
psychotherapeutic techniques and para-scientific logic are extensively brought into 
p l a y so as to establish the participants' confidence. Psychotherapeutic theories are 
widely applied in the Body-Mind Unity Training to improve the participants' 
interpersonal relationship, in the Zm Ding practice to better one's physical and 
mental health, in the Lingsu Ventilation to relieve the recipients' worry and stress and 
in the Five-Sense Training to fulfill one's desires. Para-scientific logic, on the other 
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hand, is manifested in reasoning the "vibration" of the sacred mantra ,om" the 
function of the "pendulum", the sacredness of the "Saint Water", the Wans products 
and the Warn Meridian Harmony Movements. 
Thus in contrast to its suggestion of abandoning mental activities, the entire 
sacred order of Lingsu is an interwoven entity of rational and intellectual elements. 
And most of the disciples are enchanted by the intelligence of the sacred leader. 
'It is Grandmaster who made me become a disciple. He is a great man and 
his intelligence is so attractive. He founded Lingsu which has led me to 
understand more about this world. Lingsu is in fact a set of philosophy 
teaching us how to live. It offers us a new way of viewing things, and such 
way is "real"' {Disciple Staying-Right). 
'Grandmaster is a wise man as he can see through one's thought and 
intention. He is good at palmistry and other abstruse knowledge. His 
i charisma is not based on supernatural manipulation but on intelligence' 
(Senior Master Triumphant-Method). 
At the same time, some disciples are attracted by the para-scientific exposition of the 
Esoteric Practices. 
'Esoteric Practices are nothing mysterious. They are real and effective. 
They are effective in changing our inner state through the application of 
some special techniques. But the techniques are neither supernatural nor 
secretive' {Disciple Perfect-Wisdom). 
•Lingsu does not endorse supernatural practices. Lingsu Method is a 
powerful means to waken our Inner Spirit and clear our secular desires. It is 
powerful because its operation follows the Law of the Universe. Some 
religious practices are ineffective as they are violating the Law' {Master 
Competent- Wisdom). 
To cater for the intellectual pursuits of the educated social group and to 
establish its supreme position in the modem rational men's consciousness, the sacred 
worldview and practices of the Lingsu are heavily laden with intellect and rationality. 
To avoid being accused of irrational and mystical, the Lingsu Practices are para-
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scientifically elucidated and operated. Lingsu's rational discourse mirrors the 
dominating position of rationality in the disenchanted episode and in modem men's 
consciousness. 
Sacred Order as a Model for Social Reality 
Recognizing that the new sacred order is rooted in the social reality does not mean 
that the former is always a dependent variable in relation to the latter. The religious 
system, once be established or during its building process, notably regulates the 
social facts by acting back upon them. This regulation displays how the new sacred 
order acts as a model for the social reality. 
The shaping of the social reality by the new sacred system has been vastly 
discussed by those scholars who have examined the impact of new religions on 
I society, especially on social integration and social change (Pitts 1990; Roof 1985; 
Wallis 1979 & 1984; Wilson 1979a, 1979b & 1982; Bellah 1970). In regard to social 
integration, the conclusion from the majority is that the integrating function of the 
new religions is negligible or even negative (Pitts 1990; Glock 1976; Wilson 1979a 
& 1979b; Dupre 1979). The evaluations of their role in social change are, not 
surprisingly, far from unanimity (Yinger 1963; Douglas 1982; Robbins & Anthony 
1975 & 1978). On the other hand, Eisenstadt has highlighted the dual character, 
both order-maintaining and order-transforming, of a culture in his discussion about 
the relation between culture and social structure (Eisenstadt 1992:83-4). This dual 
character is notably demonstrated in the sacred entity of Lingsu. The conclusion I 
put forward about Lingsu's role in society is that it facilitates both social 
transformation and social maintenance but, pitiably, not social integration. 
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As a Model for Social Maintenance 
Being a "model o f its immediate worldly values and culture, the new sacred order is 
innately a world-affirming entity. Its affirmation of the secular realities consists of 
two processes. Firstly, it reproduces a set of values and ethos which is essential to 
the maintenance of the present social order (Robbins & Anthony 1975 & 1978; 
Wallis 1979 &1984). Secondly, it offers a "cooling o f f effect to individual 
frustrations and consequently lessens the possibility of an outbreak of social unrest 
(Bellah 1976; Berger 1961; Yinger 1963). The former socializes and resocializes the 
disciples of dominant values whereas the latter acts as a buffet against large-scale 
social upheaval. For this reason, the new sacred order helps to maintain and stabilize 
the existing social order. 
, The sacred order of Lingsu carves the disciples' dispositions in three 
intermingling facets cognition, behaviour and capacity. The sacred worldview 
I directly moulds the cognitive propensity of the disciples, which eventually patterns 
their manner of life. The sacred rites simultaneously, direct the flow of the disciples' 
physical, psychological and mental capacities, and reinforce their sacred beliefs. The 
‘ transformed capacities, in due course, shape their daily way of life. 
•Last year, when I was not yet a Lingsu disciple, was a blue year to us. The 
failure of my husband's business led us to misery and depression. His 
bleakness was a terrible sorrow and distress to me……Then I met Superior 
Grand-Method. He had answered a lot of my questions about life. He 
guided me to chant, which made me very peaceful. But I still saw a barrier 
in front of me. My thought fluctuated, being clear at a time and cloudy at 
another. I found myself lacking any improvement until I had received the 
Lingsu Initiation from Grandmaster……Now my thought is clear, my 
intelligence is enlightened, and my ego is shrinking. I am overjoyed to find 
myself changing in the following aspects : 
1. Interpersonal relationship. Thanks to the practices of Chanting and Zen 
Ding, my internal state becomes calm. My changed internal state affects 
the external affairs as well. My marital relationship has reached another 
• 
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boom. We have learned to be patient and forgiving……In regard to my 
work, I commit to it a hundred percentage. I am no longer fed up with my 
job. Instead, I am always joyous regardless of the job nature. 
2. Change in thought. In the past, L always blamed my relatives and friends 
for not giving me a hand when I was in need of help. Now I know that the 
ultimate goal of our life can only be sought from the inner self, not from 
outside. Why do I need to seek help from others when the Truth is already 
inside me? 
3. Self-understanding. I was a self-centred and stubborn person before I 
joined in Lingsu. I am lucky to have Grandmaster and the Masters' 
enlightened. Now I am open and understanding……’(NL18:3-4 Disciple). 
fl 
The manifold changes originated from the Lingsu worldview and practices are in 
evidence. The changes are, undeniably, positive to the secular livelihood of the 
disciples. 
It is worth noting that Lingsu starts from a world-rejecting philosophy 
notwithstanding its incorporation of secular activities into its salvation paths. 
'When you are enlightened, you will come to grasp the meaning of "All 
I Empty". All the visible and tangible matters are, in fact, illusions. They are 
dreams, as the bubble burst, which will utterly disappear all of a sudden. 
When you realize that all in this world, including "me" and my body, are 
fallacies, you have reached Enlightenment' (NL3:1, Superior Definite-
Intelligence). 
But instead of deterring secular activities, the above world-rejecting worldview, 
when added to the secular means of salvation, engineer the disciples' enthusiasm on 
secular enterprise, as well as bravery to face secular failure. In mentioning her 
changes in recent years, specifically her orientation towards work, Master Pure-
Wisdom says, 
•I have changed my attitudes. Yes, I have changed.' 
She is excited and continues joyfully, 
•Recently, I have experienced several setbacks in my work. You know I am 
working in an international insurance company and have to be responsible 
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for some giant projects. Unavoidably, I felt frustrated when I failed to make 
deal with the big shots. Nonetheless, I was recovered from the frustration 
very quickly as I understood that they (the projects) were merely secular 
games. When new projects came, I took up them energetically while my 
boss was still not in the mood. So I realize that I have a very distinctive 
viewpoint from my boss on the same issues. Lingsu is really helpful to my 
work. I am able to face failure as there is nothing wrong with it. What I 
have to do is to try my best. That is what I have gained from Lingsu.' 
Master Pure-Wisdom's lively attitude towards her job is typical of that of other 
Lingsu disciples. 
In addition, the belief in the "unrealness" of the secular world restrains the 
disciples from searching outwards. The ideas that the "truth" is located inside the 
self and that all those outside the self are ever-changing and not trustworthy result in 
inward seeking inclination. The proneness to seeking "inner self consequently 
produces a control mechanism functioning in interpersonal relationship and work 
ethic. 
'In the past, I always pointed the finger at others when I was confronted 
with unhappy events. I had never tried to evaluate my own doings. Lingsu 
guides me to look at myself and to glean power inside. It is absolutely 
wrong to quest for help from outside. The Truth is inside myself (NL20:6, 
- Disciple Promising- Wisdom). 
’I realize my changes when I am standing in front of a mirror. The changes 
do not occur to the appearance but to the inner self. I am no more 
egocentric, but more sincere to other people. I communicate with my 
friends and customers rationally rather than emotionally. My relationship 
with them has improved a lot (NL22:7, Disciple Brilliant-Wisdom). 
Self-responsibility, which is conducive to engendering conscientious work ethics and 
harmonizing interpersonal relationship, is strongly emphasized in Lingsu. Work 
ethics are further reinforced by the sacralization of all secular experiences including 
the experience of engaging in menial work. In answering the disciples' queries about 
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the meaning of menial work, Superior Grand-Method has the following 
t 
indoctrination: 
'Work should not be regarded as menial, however menial or lowdown it is 
supposed to be. Yes, Lingsu training often involves the allocation of certain 
chores to the disciples so as to keep the Centre clean and tidy and, at the 
same time, provide opportune training for the disciples. Now this kind of 
training actually serves several purposes. First and foremost, it helps to rid 
of one's egoist and erroneous idea of menial work. For some individuals, 
trivial situations can be embarrassing to stressful. There are some 
individuals who cannot bear themselves to do certain chores, not because 
they are physical but because they are classified as unclean and unmanly. 
Secondly, when the work is done wholeheartedly, it creates job satisfaction. 
If one can achieve any work without comparison, one can, indeed, do any 
job in life and in society without stress; always be harmonious with oneself 
and the type of work.' 
The philosophical denial of the worldly affairs prevents the disciples from 
being irritated by secular frustrations and prepares them always ready to face 
challenges. Their extraordinary capacity to endure failure and gloom, stress and 
upset, displeasure and dismay, is reinforced by their religious rites. For instance, the 
de-emphasis on mental activities and the control of breathing and resounding in Zen 
Ding contribute to both physical and mental well-beings of the participants. The 
Lingsu Initiation, Five-Sense Training, Body-Mind Unity Training, Ling Healing, 
Lingsu Ventilation and Chanting, all function to release the participants' 
psychological burden, control their emotion and, at the same time, strengthen their 
concentrating power. These manipulating effects are commonly found among the 
disciples. The following extract is an example : 
,……thanks to the practice of the Lingsu Method, I feel lively all the time. I 
sense both physical and psychological changes. I have no longer suffered 
from insomnia since last month. I have good sleep every night…….My 
obstinacy, anger, irritation and vanity made my life difficult in the past. 
After receiving the Lingsu Initiation, plus my regular practice of Zen Ding, 
my temper changed as well. Having learned "concentrating on a point", 
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"living moment to moment" and "uniting body and mind"( 
from Lingsu, I am now able to control my emotion and thought. It (Lingsu) 
is really helpful to my personal growth' (NL17:4-5, Disciple Perfect-
Wisdom). 
Another disciple relates her benefits from the practice of Chanting : 
’I suffered from a high fever last week. My limbs were feeble and my . 
stomach was stabbing. What should I do? Suddenly, Grandmaster's "king-
of-drug mantra" came to my head. I chanted it over hundred times. My 
stomach was totally released from pain ten minutes later. My limbs gained 
power again and I was almost totally recovered' (NL19:5, Disciple). 
In accounting for the attractiveness of Lingsu to her, Master Competent-Wisdom also 
mentioned her improvement in health and work efficiency. 
'You won't believe that I was a sick person before I joined Lingsu. My boss 
had to give me sick leave almost every week. You see how energetic and 
healthy now I am! Lingsu is really a saviour to me. Besides, the Lingsu 
Method maximizes my working capability since now I know how to "get 
twice the result with half effect". I become extremely effective in work 
after years' practice of Esoteric.' 
Disciple New-Right also experienced the positive effect of practising the Lingsu 
Method, 
‘ ’The practice of Zen Ding releases the burden from my mind and makes my 
head clear. It refreshes and relaxes me, raises my ability to concentrate. I 
am now adequately equipped myself for facing different kinds of problem 
in my life'. 
Paradoxically, the disbelief in this world, plus the practice of religious rites, 
strengthens this-worldly spirits and abilities of the disciples. They become calm, 
rational, relaxed, assured, less worries and less repulsive in facing the secular 
adversaries. Their interpersonal relationships are enhanced due to their personality 
changes. The work ethics Lingsu promotes are particularly effective to heighten 
work morale. All these qualities are vigorously demanded in a hustle and bustle 
social context. The disciples' betterment in physical and psychological health, as 
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well as their keen belief in the self, furthers their competitive power in a contending 
society. 
It is noteworthy that Lingsu's contribution to the economic sphere is not 
confined to upgrading the productive capacity of the disciples. Its consecration of 
the secular activities and the self, and its concepts of "three planes of existence", 
"living moment to moment" and "uniting body and mind" contribute to the formation 
of a consumer society. 
. fl 
'Before becoming a Lingsu disciple, I felt extremely uncomfortable with the 
contention that "satisfying desires can be a means of Enlightenment". Now 
I understand that suppressing them (the desires) is worse We live in this 
world and we have to play the worldly games' {Master Competent-
Wisdom). 
'Living in this secular world is like playing a game. We have to observe 
^ and follow the rules of the game……Our health is important. Everybody 
, comes from God and is bestowed a mission from God. In order to carry out 
I the mission, everyone needs a good body and a sensitive sense. We have to 
I keep our body, mind and spirit always in good state' (NL8:8, Disciple). 
1 • 
With the above conceptions, together with the notion of "this-worldly paradise", it is 
• 
I not surprising to find that the living of the disciples is far from ascetic. Their 
I 
commitment to materialistic and luxurious manner of living is imperative to the 
consumption arena of a capitalist society. 
Beside maintaining the social order through enhancing individual adjustments 
and affirming capitalist values and ethics Lingsu helps to reproduce a disciplined 
and hierarchical social reality. 
'Self-discipline is important. Superior Definite-Intelligence taught us that 
when we had taken up a job, we had to have self-discipline. We should not 




The shrinkage in external moral control does not mean that modem man is exempt 
from any moral control. Without objective "truth", subjective one is sought, and 
without external control, internal control is promoted by Lingsu. Lingsu's emphasis 
on seeking inner-self and self-discipline is symbolized in its religious rites. 
I Among the various sacred devices, Meditation I of Zen Ding is the most 
frequent practice. Its sensational imagination, manipulation of breathing, and 
I 
1 resounding of the mantra "om", all are aimed at achieving 
'quiescence and concentration, pertaining to a still mind, inner peace and 
happiness in the heart, fewer disturbing thoughts and emotions such as fear 
obsession and anger' (BL: 106, Superior Grand-Method). 
\ . 
j The Lingsu Initiation serves to arouse the "Inner Spirit" beneath the thick encasement 
I 
of desires, habitual energies and ignorance. The Body-Mind Unity Training works to 
. . 
heighten one's sensitivity to observe the "inner self and external reality know the 
"real self and reduce worries. The Five-Sense Training functions to deplete one's 
I secular desires through imaginary realization of the desires. The Lingsu Ventilation 
j is a cleansing process to enable the disciples 
-j 'to get rid of the Three Detriments ——Greed, Hatred and Delusion, to get 
.j rid of the attached or engraved bereavement, and to get rid of haunted 
I spirits, (BL:86, Superior Grand-Method). 
All these sacred rites endeavour to manipulate the participants' emotions, thoughts 
and psychological states so as to achieve internal regulation and self-discipline. The 
"Body-Mouth-Mind Training" is specifically aimed at moulding the disciples actiqii, 
talking and thinking. 
•All actions should be taken conscientiously. They should be accountable to 
the self and to others. Most people have unconsciously hurt others by 
speaking some bad words. From now on, you should try your best to love 
others. You will speak nicely to them when you are full of love. When we 
have any vicious thought, we have to evaluate ourselves and to leam the 
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Law of the Universe. All vicious thoughts come from the false self. We 
J should obey Grandmaster and Superior's teachings so that our "false self 
5 can be broken faster' {Senior Master Conscious-Intelligence). . 
Hence, Lingsu is not devoid of control mechanism. Rather, it prefers imposing 
I 
internal control and self-discipline on the disciples since external control has 
gradually lost its applicability in a society advocating freedom and human rights. 
At the same time, the Lingsu disciples are indoctrinated to be absolutely 
obedient to the senior members' instruction. Senior Master Conscious-Intelligence 
always reminds the Disciples that 
'Don't ask. Just do what the Masters tell you. Just follows their instructions 
and you will find the Truth. When you ask for the significance of the 
practices, you are using intellectual thinking which impedes your real 
experience.' 
f 
The disciples are taught to have faith in the Grandmaster's sacred power and the 
practices he invented. 
•All the Lingsu Practices come from our Grandmaster. If you have faith in 
him, you should have faith in the Practices. Faith is of the utmost 
1 importance because without which, the "protective shelf ordained in the 
j Lingsu Initiation will be broken. You will then find yourself having no 
‘ advancement even when you practise hardly' {Superior Definite-
•I 
I Intelligence). 
Under the threat of breaking the "protective shelf,, the disciples are socialized to 
respect the seniors and obey their commands wholeheartedly. The junior disciples' 
obedience and submissiveness to the senior ones are clearly shown in the interactions 
among the Grandmaster, the Superior and the Disciples that have been described in 
the previous section. The obedient and submissive attitudes are imperative for 





5 Being a "model o f the contemporary social reality, the Lingsu sacred order 
inevitably contributes to a reproduction of the reality by reinforcing the 
contemporary core values and practices. The corresponding nature of Lingsu 
J 
d 
‘ towards the social reality, undoubtedly, emits assimilating influences on the 
disciples. The most prominent one is the strengthening of their working capacity and 
• morale. The other-worldly ideal and the repetitive meditations drill the believers to 
be brave to continue their secular strivings despite occasional failures. Their 
heightened sensitivities and concentration, pacified emotion and repulsion, and 
affirmed calmness and rationality, all better their competitive power in the market 
economy. At the same time, the sacred implication of their secular desires furthers 
1 the disciples' spirit in all kinds of worldly activities. Besides hunting for money, 
< 
j luxurious consumption and enjoyment are also laden with sacred meanings. Since 
I 
their enthusiasm in the secular occupations points to the world beyond, they immerse 
themselves to the secular games without feeling alienated. In short, Lingsu's world-
rejecting philosophy facilitates the disciples to accept failures and raises their 
readiness to face frustrations. An improvement in personal adjustment is vital for i • 
long-term social stability. Simultaneously, its consecration of secular activities and 
promoting self-responsibility positively contribute to capitalist work ethics and 
i. 
I harmonious interpersonal relationship. Whereas its sanctifying of enjoyment and 
i 
j luxurious way of life helps to maintain the capitalist culture of life. These, together 
with the emphasis on internal control, self-discipline and obedience to the seniors, 
f 
function promisingly to social stability and order maintenance. 















As a Model for Social Transformation 
Construing the Lingsu sacred order as a "model for" social maintenance does not 
I imply that the order only serves conservative purpose. As Eisenstadt asserts, 
'In principle, the order-maintaining and the order-transforming aspects of 
culture are but two sides of the same coin. There is no basic contradiction 
between the two; they are part and parcel of the symbolic dimensions in the 
I construction of social order' (Eisenstadt 1968:83). 
It is true that progressive and smooth social transformation is based upon a stable 
social context. On the other hand, social order cannot be maintained in the long run 
without a gradual transformation. Social stability and social change are, therefore, 
j not necessarily contradictory. Instead, they can be mutually reinforcing. Beside 
] . 
j contributing to order maintaining, the Lingsu sacred order is also conducive to social 
transformation. 
As mentioned before, the Lingsu sacred order betters the disciples' personal 
1 capacities to endure fluctuations and contingencies. Such improved capacities are 
j essential for personal adjustments to social change. The extraordinary enduring 
capacities, which generate from the cognitive changes and physio-psychological 
« 
amelioration, transcend order-maintaining implication. Believing that this life is a 
-* 
result of the past lives, the disciples feel being in control of their lives past, 
present and future. This sense of control, together with their emotional equanimity, 
facilitate their accommodation to the rapid changing social realities. Their 
accommoding ability is further strengthened by Lingsu's rationalization and 
endorsement of the ever-changing world. 
’All worldly affairs are ever-changing. "Being" exists and change exists, 





'Most people today do not dare to recognize changes. They are afraid of 
moving, taking up new job, emigrating and altering existing interpersonal 
relationship ••…etc.. They also used to think of the past, memorize the joy 
J and the sorrow of the past, or imagine and worry about the future. As a 
result they have not much energy left for living at the moment...... Ever-
I changing is the law of the Universe, of the nature. Tidewater has high tide 
I and low tide; moon has full moon and half moon; plants have bloom and 
• fall; seasons have four changes every year; life has birth and death. Ever-
i changing is the only unchanged law of the world. It is Truth' (NL8:2 
I Superior Definite-Intelligence). 
At the same time, Lingsu's sacralization of all kinds of experiences and 
approval of pluralistic orientations of life free the disciples from traditional bindings. 
I The disciples are well prepared for new ideas, values and modes of life. The female 
I . . 
I disciples wear make-up and dress fashionably. They remain single and strive for 
J career advancement. They do not condemn cohabitation, pre-marital sex or 
J • 
homosexuality. Their open attitude towards newness and their maximized potential 
I 
I 
- to cope with changes, after all, smooth the social transformation, 
i 
Nonetheless, Lingsu's consecration of the worldly order is highly selective. 
i 
i: While the economic order of life is rationally endorsed, the political one is strongly 
denied. 
I 'Money is a worldly invention for running the economic system. The money 
I itself is not evil' {Master Competent- Wisdom). 
\ But political reform is viewed as a trick to fool the public. 
•i 
'Now people cry for democracy. But what is democracy? All secular 
- interpretations of democracy are mistaken. There is no such thing in this 
I world. We will never foolishly involve ourselves in such meaningless 
game. Only the practice of the Lingsu Method can lead us to the Truth' 
j. {Master Competent-Wisdom). 





I 'Political negotiations among the nations create a misleading phenomenon 
I of world peace. Behind the negotiation tables, they (the nations) distrust 
and attack one another. At worst, wars break out and disasters come' . 
i 
(Superior Definite-Intelligence). 
4 Lingsu is thus apolitical and its disciples are withdrawal from all kinds of political 
participation. For this reason, it imposes a conservative influence on the political 
reform in Hong Kong. 
Lingsu's role in order transforming is a passive one. It allows the disciples to 
I follow the popular cultures and to keep up with the modem way of life but never 
actively proposes any social reform. Its most obvious contribution to social change 
is confined to the economic domain. It consecrates profit-making enterprise and 
approves luxurious consumption, which directly facilitates the economic growth of 
I the secular world. Political transformation is, on the contrary, hindered by its 
4 
i denunciation of the entire political order. . 
I, 
As a Drawback to Social Integration 
Lingsu's positive contributions to social maintenance and social transformation do 
not earn its equivalence in social integration. Its failure in social integration is rooted 
( in its conception of the "truth" and its reincarnation theory. 
I 
• 
I As Wilson and Luckmann predict, the new sacred entities can hardly 
\ 
j substitute the orthodox ones for integrating the society as a whole owing to their 
I privatized disposition (Wilson 1979a & 1979b; Luckmann 1967). The privatized 
new sacred orders are subject to individual interpretations and none of them is 
I 
capable of representing the collective sentiments. Placing the "truth" deeply inside 
the "inner self inescapably turns the Lingsu sacred order into a highly subjective and 
I 






individual does not need to seek help from others nor does he need to render help to 
others. 
1 'Everyone is evolved from the Saint Spirit and endowed with the Inner 
i Spirit. So everyone is the same. We all come from God. I am not superior 
to you nor are you superior to me. Each of us embodies the Truth. We 
I should seek the Truth from inside, from the True Self. Since no one is 
I being superior, no one is qualified for being a helper. Unless you have 
I grasped the Truth in total, as our Grandmaster has, you should not act as a 
saviour or you will induce harm to others. Your helping may be detrimental 
I when you are enclosed by the false self {Superior Definite-Intelligence). 
» 
s 
^ 'When our Inner Spirit is enclosed by dirt, we are still incapable of 
distinguishing those true from false; right from wrong and, so, we may 
.1 come up with misconceived thoughts, evil wishes and wrong doings. How 
I dangerous it will be if we impose our thoughts and wishes on other people 
i before we are enlightened? Very often, we think that we are helping others 
J but, in fact, we are causing them trouble' {Master Competent- Wisdom). 
I That is the reason why the Lingsu disciples focus on practising the Esoteric Method 
instead of giving alms to others in striving to "Enlightenment". Each of them pays 
attention to the self and rarely bothers others' business. The emphasis on self-
i 
. • 
exploration and seeking inward for "truth" directs the disciples to head towards social 
' apathetic consciousness. 
J 
Another sacred idea contributing to social apathetic sentiments is the 
reincarnation. When the present life is signified as a short period of the eternity, all 
J failure and even sufferings are negligible and sympathy is meaningless. The 
I disciples' attitudes, especially the senior ones', towards the June-Fourth Tin On Man 
I Square Incident, for instance, are mostly indifferent. 
I 'Most people responded to the June-Fourth emotionally and irrationally. 
I But Our Grandmaster was not shaken out of his composure. Some disciples 
• were upset and Grandmaster asked them not to be serious about the political 
game. Dying is just like deserting an old clothes. He explained that any 
- sorrow for the incident was worthless' {Master Competent-Wisdom). 
j . 




•The (June-Fourth) Incident made me to have relationship problem with my 
colleagues. They had very strong responses and most of them put on black 
stripes to mourn for the death. I was calm and had no sad feeling at all. I 
was not willing to wear a black stripe. They disliked my mild response and 
wondered why I did not put on the stripe. I replied to them that my parents 
were still alive and why did I had to do so?’ (Elder Master Practice-Right). 
I In addition, the karma logic of the reincarnation is built upon the superhuman 
self and it, unwittingly, induces social aloofness among the believers. The most 
crucial factor comes from the conception that this reincarnation is chosen by the self. 
All the sufferings are, therefore, self-inflicted. With the addition of the emotional 
equanimity produced by their religious rites, and the emphasis on seeking "the truth" 
from inside, the Lingsu disciples have developed indifferent temperaments towards 
j all kinds of social problems. In answering my query about their attitude towards the 
, underprivileged people, Master Competent- Wisdom says, 
'We do not need to be sorry about their sufferings. Only if we understand 
that the present existence is the fruit of the seed one sowed in past lives, we 
will no longer be perplexed by the uneven distribution of resources and 
j wealth on the earth. It is the responsibility of the self. Our present lives are 
I our own choices Yes, we see the world from the secular point of view 
1 and find abundant unfairness, like the wars in the Third World. However, if 
I 
i we see the world in the long run, their sufferings are only short-term. They 
3 will return to this world next reincarnation. When we understand that all 
•til 
“ the miseries we see today only occupy a very small portion of our whole . 
life, we are going to find that most problems are, really, not problem at 
all...... After I have joined in Lingsu, I leam that every individual has to be 
responsible for his own life……Their present lives are their own choices' 
i {Master Competent- Wisdom). 
If . 
I The nonchalant stance in facing the worldly and social problems is affirmed by the 
Grandmaster, 
'According to the Law of Reciprocation, those who kill would be killed. 





A disciple then asks if all tragedies in life are caused by the Law of Karma but the 
Grandmaster answers, 
I 'Not necessarily so. There can be many different causes. The causes can be 
due to the Law of Karma in the past, present and future. Sometimes one 
may wish, actually desire subconsciously, for such experience. People who 
dwell on tragedies or grim events may consciously and subconsciously sow 
the seeds for such tragedies. This is the Law of Attraction. A seed (cause 
I no. 1) embedded in compact inert air can remain for many years, or even 
I centuries. A little moisture (cause no.2) will trigger off the germination. 
Similarly, many desires that are dormant within ourselves can be triggered 
off by a causal factor.' 
Borrowing the "Law of Karma" from the Buddhism, Lingsu invents the "Law of 
. • 
I Attraction" to fortify the supernatural power and the sacred position of the self 
i ‘ . 
\ though this Law is, fundamentally, evolved from the sacredness of the self. i . 
i! 
-4 
Furthermore, empowering the self with supremacy over all worldly events 
and repudiating God's intervention in the transmigration process implies that the self 
is responsible for all the sinful orders in the world. Consequently, all objective social 
I problems are subjectivated to become personal problems. All the secular problems, 
I Lingsu claims, originate from man's ignorance, 
i! 
•All the worldly problems ——wars among nations, conflicts among 
brothers and hatred among enemies are caused by Greed, Hatred and 
Delusion. When our heartfields are polluted by these Three Detriments, we 
will generate faulty thoughts and acts……To pity and to render external help 
to the underprivileged are futile and meaningless. Only when the Inner 
Spirit of the whole mankind is clear of the Three Detriments can a real 
world peace appear Superior Definite-Intelligence says in the Lingsu 
Dharma Talk. 
There is no wonder that I have never seen the Lingsu disciples being overwrought or 
exhilaration. Nor are they being inquisitive or ardent to others' business. Every time 
.-J 
I come up to the Lingsu Centre, they greet me with courteous smiles but never try to 





social gatherings. They are uninterested in outsiders and, at the same time, rarely 
bother one another's private life among themselves. Master Competent-Wisdom 
smiles wryly when she is recounting her being accused of selfishness, 
’My boss and my partner said I was selfish. But I simply replied that we 
could not expect other to change before we had changed ourselves. 
Grandmaster is right. Before helping others, we should improve ourselves 
first. Don't be prone to bother others' business. Keep your attention to 
yourself.' 
Her being labelled as selfish is understandable when she relates her changes, 
'My elder sister sometimes has marital discord and she worries too much 
1 about her husband's affairs. I asks her to think of her own needs rather than 
wasting her energy in worrying others business. Very often, she is upset by 
my mom's deteriorating health. I explains to her that body is only a 
I machine. Life and death are governed by the natural law and all of us will 
^ come back next reincarnation. In the past, I was attached by my mom as 
I she used to draw attention from me. Now I know that making myself happy 
1 is very important. I will no longer sacrifice myself to satisfy all my mom's 
* demands. Lingsu solves my puzzles as now I understand that sacrificing 
I myself will not do any good to me and to others.' 
I In contrast to Lingsu's doctrine of shrinking the ego, its internalization of all worldly 
I problems have unavoidably promoted egoism and social apathy, f 
I Apolitical and asocial sentiments are prevalent among the Lingsu disciples. 
1 Besides the economic enterprises, they devote all their energy to the religious rites 
I and to their private life. Those who were interested in the social services in the past 




^ 3 Master Competent-Wisdom and Disciple Seeing-Right were enthusiastic in voluntary services before 
joining Lingsu. 
I • ‘ 
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Sacred Order and Social Reality 
Construing the sacred order as a "model o f and a ”model for" the secular reality, so 
to speak, theorizes the dialectical relationship between religious system and social 
j reality. The emergence of the new religious entities in relation to their immediate 
social circumstances is suggested either in contrast or in parallel with. Whilst the 
former is built upon a compensation reasoning, the latter is understood as an 
infrastructural reflection hypothesis. However, the attribution of Lingsu's sacred 
entity to contemporary social change cannot simply be placed in either case. I would 
argue that the sacred order of Lingsu is contrary but simultaneously corresponding to 
its social context. By analogy, the tissues of the sacred organ of Lingsu are 
formulated by compensation, whereas the cells of the tissues, in contrast, are 
generated from duplicating the secular reality. This newborn sacred organ, which has 
got and is still getting nutrition from it immediate secular reality, is eventually acting 
upon such reality and, at the same time, shaping it. Owing to its consisting of the 
I conforming cells, its role in maintaining social stability and regulating social 
transformation is promising, though its part in social integration is far from 
functional. 
In response to the hustle and bustle life, the rapid socio-economic and 
i political changes, as well as the upward spiralling desires of the whole population, a 
I contrasting other-worldly reality is constructed. Peace, eternity, stillness and void 
1 can be found on the other shore. Modem men, when land on that shore are no longer i 
I driven by their desires. They are no more mechanically bound by their roles as they 
I were in the secular world. Their lost self-images are regained and confused self-
1 identities are clarified. Likewise, they are being able to "distinguish true from false, 
right from wrong" and do no longer suffer from disorientation in the face of anomic 
m 






intellectual means. Modem men have, when building up the secular knowledge, paid 
I too much attention to reasons while neglected emotions, feelings and experiences. 
To arrive at the world beyond this one, they have to give up their intellectual 
practice. While the emotional, psychological and sensational needs of men can 
hardly be satisfied in this rational world, the sacred rites of the Lingsu directly 
address such needs. The sacred fabric of Lingsu, then, seems to be a compensation 
for the inadequacies of the secular reality. 
On the other hand, since the sacred entity is nurtured by its secular reality, its 
essence is thereby corresponding to such reality. In the first place, all kinds of 
religious, and even non-religious, practices are believed to be the paths to 
3 emancipation. To face up the existence of a variety of established religious bodies, 
1' Lingsu never claims itself the only dogma. The recognition of the diversified 
i worldviews and practices is perfectly compatible to the pluralistic social contexts, 
i ’ 
Secondly Lingsu believes that the paths of salvation can only be found in this world. 
m This belief immediately legitimizes and sanctifies the worldly practices. Among the 
^ Lingsu doctrines, the consecration of the secular way of life is the most distinctive 
1 one to Lingsu. It allows the disciples to fulfill their secular desires with sacred 
1 honours rather than with sinful stigmata. The fever pursuits of money, luxury, fame, 
I 
- status, power and sensational enjoyment are ordained and infused with transcendental 
meanings. Thirdly, modem men's supremacy over other organisms and domination 
- over the nature are reflected in the concept of "sacred self . When the disicples are 
praising God, they are in fact glorifying the self since the self possesses "God-
• Essence". Nowadays human beings are no longer parasitic to the Creator. They are 
• independent and in control of the present life and the lives beyond. The promotion of 
i self-responsibility in the secular world is also expressed in the transmigration logic, 
MO 
from which the role of the self in deciding one's social location is affirmed. Fourthly, 
< 
3 






I the doctrine that "truth" can only be located inside the self inevitably leads the 
‘ disciples to subjectivize and internalize the anomic values. It underlines the absence 
of a set of objective moral standards in the secular reality. Lingsu's inward-seeking 
‘ philosophy and stress on individual realization hint at an approval of individualism 
and relativism. Lastly, the condemnation of intellectual thinking and mental 
‘ activities in the religious rituals is paradoxically, aimed at a higher-order intellectual 
pursuit. Most of the disciples are attracted by the intellectual appeal of the Lingsu 
I its rational discourse about secular life and sufferings. 
I 
Lingsu has borrowed many religious terms from Buddhism, Hinduism and 
j Christianity but has redefined the meanings of the terms as well. The redefinition is 
i 
done by modelling on the contemporary culture. By this way, the inconsistency 
j existing between the orthodox religious and modem secular orders of life disappears. 
"I 
I 
I The Lingsu disciples can, simultaneously, live both religious and secular orders of 
life without any contradictory feelings. In a society as complex and populous as 
Hong Kong, divergent values coming from different groups or different situations 
may clash sharply. Lingsu's vague portrayal of the divine, absence of external rules 
i and regulations, multiple and subjective interpretations of the "ought" and the "is" are 
modelled on its pluralistic milieux. Simultaneously, its consecration of the secular 
S deeds, sanctifying of the self and devaluation of the impetuous acts are in parallel 
with the materialistic and individualistic ethos of Hong Kong society, as well as the 
1- secular way of life of the disciples. The sacred order of Lingsu is not bom of 
nothing. It, from its institutional structure to its disciples' consciousness, is a "model 
I o f its intimate secular facts. Instead of opposing to the dominant values, Lingsu is 
i an expression of experience within the dominant culture. It explains why Lingsu is 
s 










Nonetheless, the above theorization implies that the Lingsu sacred order does 
not model on the secular realities as straightforward and passive as Geertz postulates. 
Its constitution is not a pure model of the social realities. It manifests some 
contrasting elements as well. Simultaneously, selectivity is apparent throughout 
Lingsu's modelling on the secular realities. While Lingsu is receptive to the 
i increasingly materialistic, utilitarianistic and rationalistic ethos, it insulates itself 
from the increasingly democratic culture. Thus, we would run the risk of 
I oversimplifying and distorting the social realities if we consider any one of the 
I 
cultural systems, religious system in this case, as a representation or a symbol of it. 
1 We should be aware of the creativity of the symbolic system, the interest-basis it 
represents and the manner it appears. 
‘ The new sacred order, once has modelled itself on its intimate secular reality, 
'I 
j produces its own life. It can act independently and emits secular effects. As 
Eisenstadt stresses, other-worldly oriented religions may yet exhibit a positive 
attitude to certain types of secular activities. They may also contain within 
themselves transformative potentials for making the worldly activities an active focus 
of their religiosity. Eisenstadt furthers that insofar as the religious systems have 
developed a certain level of "rationality", they may encourage some continuous i 
I 
systematic effort in various secular spheres (Eisenstadt 1968:18-19). 
Being a rational and this-worldly inclined new religion, Lingsu succeeds in 
reducing expectations, pacifying frustrations, relieving psychological difficulties and 
harmonizing interpersonal relationships., At the same time, it legitimizes secular 
j activities, approves pluralistic orders of life and accepts ever-changing realities. Its 
role in social maintenance and social transformation is promising. Order-maintaining 
is accomplished through resocialization of dominant values and norms, elevation of 





in interpersonal relationship. Having sacralized all sorts of experiences and 
justifying all kinds of changes in the secular world, the sacred order simultaneously 
contributes to order transformation. Nonetheless, Lingsu's identifying the self as 
* God and internalizing all worldly tragedies inevitably sacralize egoistic and 
individualistic orientation of life. It is definitely a "religion of individualism" yet far 
t 
• from being a "religion of humanity" as Durkheim proposes. Instead of glorifying 
mankind as a whole, Lingsu worships the individual "inner self . Its sacred basis 
^ resides in individual, rather than collective, consciousness. As the sacred order is 
highly privatized, establishing an objectivated common goal is farfetched. 
I Consequently, this "religion of individualism" turns to become "religion of social 
I 
apatheticism" with which social integrating sentiments are unlikely to be cultivated. 
1 I 
I Furthermore, Lingsu's radical relativization of all worldly behaviours and standards 
eventually intensifies the already anomic social context. Its eliminating the boundary 
I 
between "moral" and "immoral" acts lies the risk of immoralizing the disciples' 
everyday practices. • 
Thus, Lingsu's role in shaping the secular realities suggests that Geertz's 
. ”model for" construct misses an essential element side-effect. An entire sacred 
concept of "truth", "beauty" and "goodness", for instance, may have produced a set of 
i 
1 contrasting realities. The Lingsu disciples keep their hands to themselves not 
I 
I because they are selfish and unsympathetic. Their apathetic orientation towards the 
i social and political orders is an unexpected consequence of their conceptualization of 
the world. For that reason, when we construe a cultural system as a "model for" its 
f social reality, we should be alert to the fact that the moods it produces may not reflect 
j the motives of the system. Sometimes the manifested moods may be in contrast to 
i . ‘ 













I For more than ninety-nine percent of human history, the world was 
I enchanted The only hope, or so it seems to me, lies in a 
reenchantment of the world., 





I If the only hope for a continuity of human history rests on a reenchantment of the 
1 
I world, what are the essentials of the reenchantment? While modernity struggles to 
J disenchant the world, reenchantment is posited as a manifestation of 
I 
i postmodernity. An understanding of the peculiarity of reenchantment gives us a 
1, wealth of clues to the problematic of postmodernity. To catch the substantive 
I constitution of reenchantment, the queries posed in "Introduction" and "Chapter I" 
—. 
have to be puzzled out. This has been done in the preceding four Chapters. A 
j sensible conceptualization of the essence of reenchantment and its implications 
.4 
I comes to be the task of this chapter. To do so, restating our initial queries is 
^ helpful. Firstly, does the new sacred order selected for the present study indicate 
an existence of reenchantment? If so, what are the unique features of 
reenchantment? And finally, what are the implications of reenchantment for our 
current culture? 
New Sacred Order as a Manifestation of Reenchantment 
I To inquire whether the new sacred order, the Lingsu in this case, denotes an 
emergence of reenchantment in Hong Kong, we have to relate the sacred order to 
I the two-plane conceptualization of reenchantment ------ "phenomenon" and 
I "consciousness". Reenchantment in "phenomenon" has to be located in societal 
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level. We have to ask if there is a proliferation of new religious groups and an 
expanding number of devotees in Hong Kong. Although official figures showing 
the number of new religious groups and the amount of people affiliated to them are 
‘ absent, a multiplication of new religious cults has been observed. If what the 
Research Unit of the Tao Fong Shan Christian Centre reports is true, we can 
‘ affirm that an explosion of new spiritual practices in our society has occurred in 
the recent two decades. And we can draw a tentative conclusion that a reenchanted 
I phenomenon exists in our society. Reenchantment in "phenomenon", so to speak, 
gives us a scene of reenchanted appearances. But it tells nothing about the 
j consciousness of the cults and the cultic men. The foregoing discussion about the 
j sacred order of the Lingsu hints at the level of consciousness of the phenomenon. 
I The seemingly disenchanted position of the Lingsu sacred order does not 
simultaneously confirm the theories which see the new religions as merely 
providing instrumental means for achieving material goals of modern society. 
Applying secular means to arrive at secular goals requires sacred approval and 
i • 
•J constitutes one of the dynamic interplays between the sacred and secular cosmos. 
I 
•j • The crucial attraction of the Lingsu to the followers is not its invention of new 
.1 I 
i secular techniques for improving secular life but its ability to offer meaning to 
I 
I secular life. It is true that a portion of the followers initially join the Lingsu for 
secular benefits, but those who have enthusiastic and lasting commitment to Lingsu 
are striving to seek the "real" self and to make sense of life. Their strivings 
indicate that the environment, both physical and social, has become increasingly 
"unreal" to the followers. The diffusion and fragmentation of personal identity has 
reached an unbearable degree. The followers have distanced themselves from the 
events of their everyday life to the extent that their "inner" selves begin to "fight 
back". Distancing the self from all value-laden engagements is the fundamental 
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value of a scientific world. It is this scientific endeavour that, as Weber suggests, 
empties the world of meanings. The Lingsu sacred order offers the followers what 
science fails to do ~ meanings of the everyday events. Yet it is not an anti-
\ science order. 
i 1 
, The sacred content of the Lingsu validate Durkheim's series of predictions 
I 
about the new religious orders. The predictions are summarized by Westley as 
follows: 
I ’ 1. As human beings become more highly specialized they will come to 
worship the one thing they have in common: their humanity 
(idealized). 
2. As society becomes increasingly diversified, so will the religion of that 
j society. The ideal human individual will vary according to the cultural 
j background of the participants. 
3. Religion will still continue to express the individual's relation to society 
but in the future sacred power will be seen to reside within, as opposed 
to outside the individual. 
4. In the "cult of man" religion and science will combine, the one 
expressing, the other explaining the relationship of the individual to 
society. 
\ 5. Rituals in the "cult of man" will be skill testing and accomplishment 
t will be related to authority. 
i ‘ 6. Rituals in the "cult of man" will be private, concerned with the 
I development of the sacred self within. 
7. The pattern of rituals in the "cult of man" will focus on the issue of 
purity (or negative rituals)' (Westley 1978:139). 
Apart from the first prophecy that the new religions will become religions of 
humanity, the other six are all confirmed by Lingsu's sacred order. The one which 
deserves our special attention is that "religion and science will combine". 
Durkheim's notion of religion and science in dialogue, the former expressing and 
the latter explaining, sheds light on the concept of reenchantment. In a 
disenchanted world, rational mode of consciousness displaces mystical one but the 




irrationalism. Even though the new religions recognize that scientific progress is 
handicapped in answering the purpose of life, they do not reject or substitute 
science in total. Although immediate experience, rather than doctrinal belief, is of 
‘‘ central importance in the Lingsu sacred order, the experience is scientifically and 
logically explained. The benefits of practising Zen Ding, Ling Healing, Five-Sense 
I 
Training and Lingsu Ventilation etceteras are ascertained by scientific, as well as 
para-scientific, elucidation. Scientific explanations, instead of theological ones, 
tend to be preferred because of the general prestige of science in our age. The new 
meaning systems, which emerge in the already disenchanted world strive to 
reconcile elements of mysticism and rationalism rather than replacing the latter 
with the former. By the same token, the new sacred order does not effect to revolt 
I against modernity. The Lingsu disciples enjoy the fruits of the modern projects in 
I the mundane world. Lingsu's sacred worldview and practices even further 
facilitate the modernization process. The hypothesis that the new religious 
1 movements are running counter to modernism and scientism is refuted. 
SB 
i 
^ Owing to the disenchanted temperament of the new religious entities, most 
i , scholars view the new religious movements nothing more than a furtherance of 
disenchantment. For instance, Wilson denies the reenchanted propensity of the 
new religious orders as he construes reenchantment to be equivalent to a revival of 
old religions. But I find no reason to define reenchantment as "going back to 
enchantment". If we leave reenchantment to manifest itself in an inductive 
maimer, and if we take cognizance of the dialectical relation between the sacred 
and the secular value spheres, reenchantment should not be conceived as "running 
counter to disenchantment". Rather, it lies in a three-dimensional paradigm 
constituting enchanted, disenchanted and post-disenchanted cosmologies and value 





and socio-economic position of the religious followers, the developmental stage of 
the societies as well as the ideologies of the prevalent disenchanted cosmologies 
: and value spheres. Upon this ground, different new sacred orders may occupy 
\ different positions in the three-dimensional paradigm. Nonetheless, their potential 
combinations can be predicted and hypothesized. As reenchantment emerges in the 
I 
‘ still disenchanted societies, the disenchanted values prevalent in those societies 
permeate the reenchanted consciousness to a certain extent. Reenchanted 
consciousness is thus definitely laden with disenchanted elements. For this reason, 
reenchantment is sometimes mistakenly interpreted to be not different from 
disenchantment. The present study of the Lingsu sacred order probes into the 
possible substantive constitution of reenchantment. The reenchanted sacred order 
j differs from the disenchanted ones in that it is capable of doing what the latter fails 
I to do reuniting the sacred and the secular comos. 
Reenchantment in Dialectical Sense 
Since the onset of modernization, the fiindamental disparity between the sacred and 
= the secular worldviews has brought the two orders into conflict. The only way by 
I 
which both orders can boost their tolerance for each other is "separatism". The i 
I religious worldview is pushed out of "the realm of rationality" and recedes its 
i 
relevance to the private sphere of individual believers. The scientific order, on the 
other hand, confines its application to the secular order of life and leaves the holy 
practices without scientific contamination. The religious practitioners have to 
maintain their religious faith by distancing themselves from the secular world 
by living ascetically or mystically. 
The Lingsu sacred order epitomizes an entire new way that makes the 




away, thus throwing light on the essence of reenchantment. A dialectical 
interaction between the sacred and the secular "sacralization of the secularity" 
and "secularization of the sacred" is the peculiar new way. I coin this 
i peculiar way as "de-separatism". Holding the belief that ’all the mundane affairs 
are illusions", the Lingsu disciples live in well-furnished apartments, endeavour to 
make money, put on deluxe and fashionable clothes, consume costly food and 
enjoy gambling and drinking. An incongruity between their world-rejecting 
worldview and their world-affirming everyday life is seen. Nonetheless, this 
incongruity is rather a superficial expression. The intertwining interplays among 
sacred beliefs, sacred goals, sacred means, secular goals and secular means reveal 
that the world-affirming ethos of the Lingsu are actually rooted in its sacred 
j worldview. The affirmation is done by endowing secular events with sacred 
I significance and bringing back the sacred into the secular realms of relevance. I 
conceptualize the former as "sacralization of the secularity" while the latter as 
"secularization of the sacred". 
"Sacralization of the secularity" is basically manifested in the fiindamental 
i , belief that the universe and the mankind have evolved from the divine. Mundane 
j man is bom not sinful but holy. This emanationist oriented theology makes 
I separating the world into sacred and profane unnecessary. But, as mentioned 
s • 
1 before, the Lingsu worldview is not entirely emanationism as such. The divine is, 
one way or another, personified and conceived to be transcending the mundane 
world. Simultaneously, the mundane world, because of its being made up of 
materials, is considered as "unreal" and short-lived. Scientific progress can 
prolong the life of materials but can never negate their inherent decaying nature. 
For that reason, God is capable of doing what science and secular knowledge fail 






dissolve this discrepancy, the Lingsu sacred cosmo neither expels the secular order 
from its realm of relevance nor withdraws itself from the secular cosmo. Instead, 
it assimilates the secular order by shifting the boundary between the sacred and the 
profane. Or precisely put it, the Lingsu expands the sacred cosmo so as to 
embrace the formerly profane spheres. By this way, virtue and utilitarian 
individualism, ideal and pragmatism, spirit and materialism, are neither 
contradictory nor opposing to each other. By ordaining individualistic behaviours 
with the virtuous implication of ” self-responsibility “, pragmatic practices with 
"experiencing the truth" and materialistic maimer of living with "eliminating 
secular desires", the value spheres of the modern world migrate from the profane 
cosmo to the sacred one. The boundless expansion of the sacred cosmo will 
eventually result in "no pathology" rather than "no sacred" in a postmodern age. 
f 
I Nevertheless, Lingsu's sacralization of the secularity is not without 
selection. While the political sphere is strongly denied, the economic one is keenly 
endorsed. Lingsu views political order as a "futile game" and, as the mystic cults 
S do, exercises a withdrawing attitude towards it. On the other hand, it invests the 
, rational economy with salvational significances. Satisfying secular desires is 
construed as one of the means to salvation and, thus, money making and luxury 
consumption are laden with sacredness. Work is particularly loaded with sacred 
message as it, instead of serving "God's will" or testing one's "state of grace", 
provides an experiential opportunity for learning the "truth". To work for the sake 
of money, profits and other benefits are religiously legitimized because "Ml 
experiences contribute to grasping the Truth'. In this way, capitalist value sphere 
and mode of practice are assimilated into the religious domain of reality. 
"Sacralization of the secularity" will not have run so smoothly without a 
parallel process in the sacred cosmo -——"secularization of the sacred". The 
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sacred, which has been so remote in the disenchanted age, is brought back to be 
relevant to the everyday events in the reenchanted epoch. Just as the sacred 
expression permeates the secular sphere, the worldly philosophy and practices 
\ penetrate the sacred reality. The mundane principles of individualism, pluralism, 
subjectivism, materialism and rationalism are all absorbed into the Lingsu sacred 
order. Individualism is embedded in the concept of "sacred self", pluralism and 
subjectivism in the inwardness of the "truth", materialism in the secular path of 
I salvation and rationalism in the image of God and the "Law of the Universe". The 
I secular disposition of the sacred is further manifested in the notion of "this-worldly 
1 paradise". At the same time, the "paradise" on the other shore, that is the state of 
salvation, is conceived as a world "full of abundance" and "without lacking" rather 
than a "void". The secular connotation of the Lingsu sacred worldview is evinced, 
j Beyond the secular-loaded sacred belief system, the ethos of the Lingsu are also 
heavily laden with secularism. A majority of the sacred rites point to fulfilling 
secular desires, solving worldly problems and relieving daily stresses. Secular 
means to sacred goals are validated and secular practices for the sake of secular 
motives are prevalent in the Lingsu. Scientific and para-scientific principles are 
widely applied in the religious practices. The applications are understandable 
I because without which, the transcendental qualities of the practices would have 
I . 
j been rooted in an empty shelf in this modern era. Their sacredness would have 
I “ 
come under constant attacks. With the prevailing secular values creeping into its 
religious rites and ethos, the Lingsu successfully eliminates, or at least minimizes, 
the tension between the sacred and the secular realities. 
"Secularization of the sacred" and "sacralization of the secularity" are, in 
• 
fact, two sides of the same coin. Suppose that there is a continuum of values 





the originally secular value spheres. The secular spheres then operate actively in 
the new sacred cosmo and manifest a secularization dynamic. This dialectical 
process melts the discrepancy between this-worldly and other-worldly realms of 
j reality and is unique to the reenchanted sacred order. 
Not unexpectedly, the Lingsu sacred order does not release the tension 
I 
between the sacred and the secular frames of reference in total. Some of the 
disciples abandon the sacred order as they have difficulties in resolving the 
incompatibility between "reason" and "faith". For instance, a disciple who left the 
Lingsu last year queries the validity of the reincarnation logic 
'We've never seen reincarnation. Who has seen it? Although I have faith 
in Grandmaster's words, there is no proof of them. Who knows?' 
\ 
\ Rooting religious belief in "faith" is inadequate to overcome the constant 
challenges from "reason" and "scientific proof". Although "reason" and "faith" in 
the Lingsu sacred order are not entirely unbridgeable as Weber postulates, the deep 
chasm between the two elements is not completely filled up. Nevertheless, the 
i 
I • 
1 chasm has been narrowed to a great extent by the dialectical process of 
] . "sacralization" and "secularization". The penetration of "reason" into the sacred 
{ 
\ 
j cosmology in the secularization process and that of "sacred faith" into the secular 
sphere of life in the sacralization process express the "de-separatism" of the 
reenchanted consciousness. Thus, a more precise conceptualization of 
reenchantment in consciousness is derived. Metaphorically, reenchanted 
consciousness is an entity constituting enchanted, disenchanted and post-
disenchanted elements. The inextricable interplays amongst these three elements, 
eventually, bridge the gap between the sacred and the secular. This dialectical 
conceptualization of reenchantment sensitizes us to many questions that might 







Being the chief carrier of the cultural inheritance, religion that expresses itself in a 
new form and embodies new constituents informs us of the trait of contemporary 
culture. Undeniably, the erosion of the traditional culture has been in process for a 
I 
‘ considerable time in our society. As capitalism is a rather culturally neutral agent, 
I 
its laissez-faire economic principles naturally leads to laissez-faire morality. A 
radical liberalism in morality eventually results in fragmentary, disordered and ill-
\ defined cultural pattern. Wilson professes that modern society is held together 
merely by techniques and procedures but not by values (Wilson 1979). But his 
prophecy is open to doubt if we consider pluralism as a cultural value as well. In 
other words, the capacity of a society to accept, or at least to tolerate, the co-
i 
j existence of diverse values is grounded in an entirely new value consensus 
pluralism. Without which our society would not have maintained its stability and 
peace for such a long time under the regime of capitalism. Hence, I agree with 
Berger that a society cannot survive without a basic moral consensus. A society 
constituted by purely technical and pragmatic concerns can never establish trust 
amongst the competing interest groups. A minimal trust, therefore, presupposes a 
moral consensus (Berger 1983). In addition, techniques and procedures are 
.i 
I presupposed to be value-neutral and should not have played any role in helping 
j people decide "which is God" and "which is the devil" for them. The decision 
I 
j making is definitely value-laden regardless of the nature of the god(s) selected, 
j The particular nature of the god(s) further gives us a clue about the value 
orientation of the subjects. Despite the fact that the new religious cults manifest 
themselves in diverse forms, their emergence in similar temporal and spatial 




The prevalent characters of their sacred orders facilitate us to identify the boundary 
of contemporary cultural consensus. 
The Lingsu sacred order connotes that our culture lies in a compound of 
enchanted and disenchanted elements. Unlike that of the premodem enchanted 
age, the current cultural consensus is not monopolized by religion. Neither is it 
utterly dominated by science as that of the disenchanted epoch. Rather, it is an 
eclectic and inextricable mixture of both religious and scientific value spheres. 
This new cultural pattern manifests the constitution of reenchantment. The present 
3 
Study informs us that the reenchanted culture carries certain disenchanted value 
I • 
components yet incorporates a number of post-disenchanted elements. The post-
disenchanted disposition is expressed in the Lingsu's image of the divine and its 
way of solving the problem of theodicy. Lingsu speaks of God, but its God is 
I 
V 
neither the God of medieval nor the God of modern. The holy reality stimulates 
the devotees from within but not outside, urges them to create themselves in 
optimal fashion but not predestines their fates. For this reason, the world, in 
which all beings have some power of self-determination and some power to 
, influence others, contains the possibilities for both "virtue" and "evil". No social 
i illness can be attributed to the claim that "it was ordained by God". This post-
j, 
I disenchanted way of settling the problem of theodicy acts as a reinforcer upon the 
I 
j disenchanted ethos. It de-emphasizes God's role in designing the worldly 
j happenings and demystifies the everyday worldly events. Instead of linking this-
worldly to other-worldly by God, reenchanted sacred order bridges the two shores 
by the dynamic of de-separatism "sacralization of the secularity" and 
"secularization of the sacred". 
At this juncture, I try to locate the theoretical position of reenchantment. I 




not running on the same path. It is, instead, a complex of disenchantment and 
post-disenchantment. For reenchantment does not emerge simply to counteract 
disenchantment but, in contrast, carries a certain portion of disenchanted values, it 
\ has, more often than not, been interpreted as a continuity of disenchantment or as a 
1 pseudo-enchantment. I suggest that the concept of reenchantment should not be 
\ 
« predefined but be delineated by ethnographic studies of the "reenchanted" 
phenomena. The present study demonstrates that reenchantment in consciousness 
refers not to counter-modernism but to a synthesis of both modern and postmodern 
cosmologies and values. Perhaps the disenchanted and the reenchanted 
consciousnesses should not be posited in linear. Reenchantment should be 
j conceived as a dialectical transformation in which both consciousnesses are not 
j only mutually reinforcing but also mutually checking each other. Be that as it 
s • 
j may, reenchantment defers or even ceases the fortification of "iron-cage" without 
launching revolutionary movements to dethrone disenchantment. This implication 










The Lingsu Disciples, Attitude towards My Field Research 
1 When Disciple Speaking-Right, who is my friend, learned that I was going to carry out a 
research on new religions in Hong Kong, he expressed an open attitude to my research and 
, invited me to visit his cult. He asked for Superior Definite-Intelligence's approval of my 
* study. Subsequently, he told me that I could study the Lingsu provided that I would give the 
Masters a copy of my thesis for their scanning before I publicized it. He explained that the 
Masters had to ensure that my presentation of the Lingsu belief system was correct. 
.a . 
j My first contact with the Lingsu was in March 1993 when I attended a Lingsu 
I Dharma Talk. But my fieldwork did not start until July 1993. Initially, I attended the 
j Lingsu Dharma Talks in order to listen to the disciples' interpretations of the Lingsu 
worldview and to know the disciples. Nonetheless, the disciples did not actively approach 
me. Disciple Speaking-Right was helpful and introduced me to Superior Definite-
Intelligence. The Superior greeted me courteously but did not show interest in knowing me 
i and my research. Other disciples, likewise, were not interested in knowing me and other 
strangers. It was not until I went to the Lingsu Centre to practise Zen Ding did I get to know 
some disciples. Some of them knew that I was a researcher while others regarded me as an 
active participant of Exoteric Practices. The Superior did not have any comment on my 
research until I had an individual interview with the Grandmaster. She was not happy with 
the interview and began to exhibit an impatient manner to my study. Fearing that she might 
j disapprove of my continuous participation in their gatherings, I was alert not to ask too 
many questions about the Lingsu in front of her. 
I • 
1 - On the other hand, the Grandmaster manifested a rather open stance on my study. 
I Although he thought that any academic discourse on the Lingsu was partial, he welcomed 
my partaking in the Exoteric Practices and was willing to answer my questions. He hoped 
that I could have a comprehensive depiction of the Lingsu in my thesis. Likewise, the 
Masters of various ranks displayed friendly attitudes to my study. Elder Master Practice-
Right, Master Competent-Wisdom and Master Pure-Wisdom were especially helpful and 
told me a lot about the philosophy and the history of the Lingsu. 
Regarding the Disciples' manner to my research, it can be described as indifferent 
and skeptical except that of Disciple Speaking-Right, Disciple Clear-Wisdom, Disciple 
Seeing-Right and Disciple Staying-Right. Disciple Grace-Wisdom and Disciple Perfect-
Wisdom were especially resistant to my study. It is intriguing to notice that resistant attitude 
was commonly found amongst the Disciple rank rather that the Master rank. Owing to the 
fragility of their faith in the Lingsu, those in the lower rank were anxious to protect their 
belief system from outsiders' challenges. In contrast, the senior followers had held their 
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belief firmly and were well-prepared for confrontations from people from different walks of 
life. 
The overall attitude of the disciples towards me and my research was rather 
apathetic and indifferent. They did not bother to know who I was when they first met me 
nor did they eager to preach their belief to me. Their indifferent and even skeptical stance is 
understandable as they had encountered more than one researcher studying their belief 
system. Some Christian researchers viewed their organization as a heathen cult and 
misinterpreted their religious philosophy. Disciple Perfect-Wisdom thought that the 
Christians meant to spot the differences between the Lingsu and the Christianity in order to 
show the superiority of the Christian Theology. She said that the Christian researchers used 
to distort the Lingsu philosophy. She was, therefore, suspicious of all the researchers who 
^ approached the Lingsu. 
As I grasped at every chance to participate in the disciples' social gatherings, the 
Disciples gradually became more friendly and open to me. They were more willing to talk 
about their experiences in the Lingsu and even actively invited me to join their social 
functions. Since the inception of the Wans Direct Selling, Superior Definite-Intelligence 
\ and the Masters were busy with the Selling and seem to have forgotten my role as a 
i researcher. Elder Master Practice-Right was eager to recruit me to be his downline 
‘ salesperson. Instead of inviting me to practise Zen Ding or attend the Lingsu Dharma Talk, 
he always asked me to attend the meeting on the Wans Direct Selling. The secularization 
‘‘ 








Some Personal Details About the Lingsu Disciples 
The following information about the Lingsu disciples is mainly acquired from participant 
observation and interviews, though some of which is leamt from the publications of the 
Lingsu. In the nine-month period of fieldwork, I have met twenty-one Lingsu disciples 
including the Grandmaster, the Superior of the Adelaide Centre and the Senior Master of the 
Sydney Centre. 
I 
j 1. Grandmaster Know-All (Yun-tung) 
I Sex : male Age : over 60 Marital Status : married 
I Formal Education : secondary 
Occupation : practitioner of Chinese medicine 
I . 
The Grandmaster was bom and brought up in a big middle-class family. His 
j father was a businessman and he lived with his stepmother and stepsiblings since he was 
I small. Being a musical genius, his father wanted him to become a musician yet he was 
j more interested in the Chinese herbal medicine and acupuncture. After he had graduated 
from the La Sha College, he went to a Chinese medical school and started his medical 
and occult practices. 
He and his German wife gave birth to a son, who is now an Assistant Divisional 
I Commander of the Ap Lee Chau Police Station. In 1991, the Grandmaster and his wife 
emigrated to Australia. I have never met his wife but have seen her beautiful face in a 
J photo. As told by Elder Master Practice-Right, his wife is nice but has a quick temper. 
1 Strangely, the Grandmaster rarely mentions his wife when he is chatting with the i 
disciples. His relationship with his son is observed to be detached. Instead of staying at 
his son's house, he stays overnight in his clinic in North Point when he is in Hong Kong. 
When he meets his son's family at the yacht tour, his manner to them is courteous and 
their conversation is informative. In fact, the conversation is mostly about his son's 
recent condition, which indicates that he has rarely contacted his son before. 
Although he is retired, he practises acupuncture treatment occasionally and 
conducts regular Chinese medicine training courses for the Australian and Japanese 
learners. After he has emigrated to Australia, he used to come back to Hong Kong twice 
a year in order to carry out the medicine training courses for the Japanese learners. 
Since the birth of the Wans Direct Selling, he has been coming back more often to 
introduce the Wans products to the salespersons. 
The impression that I have of the Grandmaster is nice and knowledgeable. His 




I i A i 
I temperament. On the other hand, he is a money-conscious person who will not miss any 
chance of earning money. 
2. Superior Definite-Intelligence • 
Sex : female Age : over 45 Marital Status : divorced 
I Formal Education : Bachelor of Social Sciences from the University of Hong Kong 
Occupation : management consultant 
Year of Joining Lingsu : 1982 
c 
‘ Immediately after her graduation from the University, Superior Definite-
Intelligence worked as a social worker in the Social Welfare Department. She quitted 
the job a few years later and committed herself to administrative work. At present, she 
I works in a management consultant company and is responsible for training the 
j managerial staff of the large corporations such as Hongkong Bank and Swire Groups. 
Her two daughters, who are aged over twenty, are living in the United States. While the 
I elder daughter is working there, the younger one is still in college. As the Superior 
wants to obtain a permanent residentship in Australia, she has to stay in Australia on and 
4 
\ off these years. 
j Superior Definite-Intelligence rarely mentions her personal matters to the 
s disciples and most junior disciples do not know that she is divorced. She is serious, 
assertive and rational, always appears as an authoritative figure. That is why the junior 
disciples behave reservedly and express overcautious attitudes in front of her. . 
f 3. Superior Grand-Method, the Superior of the Adelaide Centre 
4 Sex : male Age : over 50 Marital Status : unknown 
Formal Education : tertiary education in Singapore 
Occupation : practitioner of Chinese and Western medicines 
1 ‘ Year of Joining Lingsu : unknown 
Being a Malaysian Chinese, Superior Grand-Method studied in Singapore and 
emigrated to Australia afterwards. Beside practising medicine, he is also interested in 
cosmetology and acts as a part-time beautician. 
In contrast to Superior Definite-Intelligence, Superior Grand-Method is 
approachable and humorous. He likes joking and always wears a smile. The disciples 




4. Senior Master Conscious-Intelligence 
Sex : female Age : over 40 Marital Status : married 
Formal Education : Bachelor of Social Sciences from the University of Hong Kong 
Occupation : manager in a commercial firm 
Year of Joining Lingsu : around 1983 
Senior Master Conscious-Intelligence has got married for almost fifteen years 
but has no child. Her husband is a businessman and the couple live in a luxurious house 
in Happy Valley. They enjoy travelling and their relationship is observed to be very 
good. 
Senior Master Conscious-Intelligence is the only devotee who practises Zen 
Ding at 7:30AM in the Lingsu Centre everyday. She is affectionate to the disciples. But 
she does not always join the disciples' social gatherings as she has to keep her husband, 
t j who is not a Lingsu disciple, company. 
% • 
I 
I 5. Senior Master Triumphant-Method, the Senior Master of the Sydney Centre 
Sex : male Age : about 40 Marital Status : married 
Formal Education : tertiary education in Australia 
Occupation : businessman 
i 
j Year of Joining Lingsu : around 1970 
I 
I Senior Master Triumphant-Method has emigrated to Australia for almost thirty 
years. At present, he has a nine-year-old daughter and his family relationship is said to 
be very good. His mother is in Canada while his two younger brothers are in Hong 
Kong. He comes to Hong Kong occasionally and stays with one of his brothers. As he 
is going to start a new business in China with Superior Grand-Method and Elder Master 
Sincere-Method, now he comes to Hong Kong quite often. 
1 Similar to Superior Grand-Method, Senior Master Triumphant-Method is 
I approachable and friendly. He is genial to both disciples and non-disciples. 
6. Elder Master Sincere-Method 
j Sex : male Age : over 40 Marital Status : married 
j Formal Education : Bachelor of Engineering from Britain 
Occupation : engineering consultant 
Year of Joining Lingsu : around 1983 
i ‘ 
Elder Master Sincere-Method has a beautiful young working wife and two 
lovely children. His relation with the children is intimate yet with his wife is rather 
submissive. Since his job requires him to go to China very often, he does not have much 
time staying with his family. 
Being afraid of the coming of 1997, the Elder Master and his family have 




1 participation in the Lingsu is not as active as that of years ago. His relationship with the 
j junior disciples are detached though he is nice and friendly to them. 
i 
1. Elder Master Practice-Right 
‘ Sex : male Age : about 40 Marital Status : single 
I Formal Education : Diploma of Engineering from the Hong Kong Polytechnics 
Occupation : engineer 
Year of Joining Lingsu : 1983 
4 
* Coming from a lower-class family, Elder Master Practice-Right works hard to 
climb up the social ladder. Now he lives alone in Hong Yee Garden. He enjoys 
gambling, drinking and eating though he does not heavily indulge in them. He had 
I courtship with a few women before but all ended up in failure. 
j Elder Master Practice-Right is one of the active devotees who goes to the 
j Lingsu Centre almost everyday. He is talkative and fond of joking. His relation with 
I other disciple is rather good. 
j 8. Master Competent-Wisdom 
j Sex : female Age : over 35 Marital Status : single 
Formal Education : Diploma of Company Secretary from the Hong Kong Polytechnics 
Occupation : director of a tax management company 
Year of Joining Lingsu : 1989 
Master Competent- Wisdom lives with her parents and younger brother. Her 
mother is in poor health and requires a lot of attention from her (Cf. Chapter 5:183). 
j She is industrious, responsible and conscious of her work performance. She was an 
emotional person before she had joined the Lingsu. Being sympathetic to the poor, she 
was always ready to help. But now she is more realistic and rational, not as sentimental 
i as before. 
> Being an active disciple, Master Competent- Wisdom is enthusiastic in both 
religious and non-religious activities of Lingsu. She is sociable and rather dominating 
when she is interacting with the junior disciples. Nonetheless, she is very willing to 
help whenever the juniors have queries about the Lingsu. 
9. Master Pure- Wisdom 
Sex : female Age : over 30 Marital Status : single 
Formal Education : Diploma of Business Administration from the Hong Kong 
Polytechnics 
Occupation : unit manager of an insurance company 
Year of Joining Lingsu : 1989 
As her mother has passed away while her younger sister is working in the USA, 
Master Pure-Wisdom lives with her father in Sceneway Garden. The father-daughter 
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relationship is good. She is introverted and quiet but is one of the active followers. 
Similar to Master Competent- Wisdom, she is anxious about her job performance, which 
occasionally brings to her tremendous stress. Being nice and polite at all times, Master 
Pure-Wisdom gets along well with other disciples. 
i 10. Disciple (OrdainedII) Grace-Wisdom 
Sex : female Age : about 35 Marital Status : single 
Formal Education : primary 
Occupation : part-time messager 
Year of Joining Lingsu : 1990 
Disciple Grace-Wisdom is the lowest educated person amongst the Lingsu 
^ disciples. Living in Cheung Chau with her family and earning not much money, she 
j rarely joins Lingsu's social functions. But she stays in the Lingsu Centre most of the 
I time and practises the Lingsu Method very often. 
I 
• 
11. Disciple (Ordained II) Brilliant- Wisdom 
Sex : female Age : about 30 Marital Status : single 
j Formal Education : secondary 
I Occupation : life insurance salesperson of the American International 
I Assurances Company (Hong Kong) Limited 
• Year of Joining Lingsu : 1990 
Immediately after her finishing Form Five study, Disciple Brilliant- Wisdom 
worked as a clerk in the company she is now working for. Three years later, she was 
promoted to become a salesperson. She is hardworking and spends most of the time 
meeting her clients. But she is simultaneously an active Lingsu disciple and practises 
the Lingsu Method in the Lingsu Centre whenever she has leisure time. 
12. Disciple (Ordained I) Promising-Wisdom 
Sex : female Age : about 30 Marital Status : single 
Formal Education : secondary 
Occupation : life insurance salesperson of the American International 
Assurances Company (Hong Kong) Limited . 
Year of Joining Lingsu : 1991 
Having worked as a life insurance salesperson for three years, Disciple 
Promising- Wisdom finds that the job is not suitable for her and is going to quit it. She 





13. Disciple (OrdainedI) New-Right 
Sex : male Age : over 35 Marital Status : unknown . 
Formal Education : unknown 
Occupation : life insurance salesperson of the American International Assurances 
Company (Hong Kong) Limited 
= Year of Joining Lingsu : 1991 
.5 
Disciple New-Right had once left the Lingsu and devoted all of his energy to 
• . 
making money. Nonetheless, he suffered from a serious illness the previous year and 
came back to the Lingsu to seek for spiritual support. His health is improving but he is 
not active in the Lingsu Practices at all. 
i 14. Disciple (Ordained II) Speaking-Right 
j Sex : male Age : about 30 Marital Status : single 
i Formal Education : Bachelor of Social Sciences from the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong 
Occupation : social worker 
Year of Joining Lingsu : 1991 
j Disciple Speaking-Right ranks the second among five siblings and is currently 
I living with his parents and siblings. He has been fond of seeking the meaning of life 
since he was young. He joined quite a number of psychotherapeutic groups such as 
Gestalt Therapy, Satir Therapy and Life Dynamics so as to explore the self. Before 
joining the Lingsu, he had gone to Church for years in an endeavour to understand the 
purpose of life. Nonetheless, he did not determine to become a Christian as he was not 
intellectually satisfied by the Christian Theology. Beside being fond of seeking the self 
3 and the meaning of life, Disciple Speaking-Right was also interested in meditation, 
j Since his first contact with the Lingsu, he had been attracted by the practice of Zen Ding 
I and began to indulge in the practice. In addition to practising Zen Ding in the Lingsu 
i Centre everyday, he meditated at home as well. His intense devotion to the meditation 
last for more than a year until he started courting a disciple, Disciple Delightful- Wisdom. 
Since then, he has been spending some time dating Disciple Delightful- Wisdom and, 
therefore, does not go to the Centre everyday. But he is still one of the active members 
of the Lingsu. 
Disciple Speaking-Right was labelled as "a man with questions" when he was a 
Disciple (Ordained I). Other disciples were astonished by his asking the Grandmaster so 
many questions about the Lingsu philosophy. Most of them thought that he was too 
stubborn and used to be hooked on intellectual thinking. Nonetheless, after two years' 
practice of the Lingsu Method, Disciple Speaking-Right does not ask "why" as often as 
before. However, he is still the only follower who occasionally brings up some 
philosophical questions for discussion. 
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15. Disciple (OrdainedII) Seeing-Right 
Sex : male Age : over 30 Marital Status :married 
Formal Education : Diploma of Engineering from the Hong Kong Polytechnics 
Occupation : team leader of the American International Assurances Company 
(Hong Kong) Limited 
Year of Joining Lingsu : 1991 . 
Like Disciple Brilliant- Wisdom, Disciple Seeing-Right is hardworking and 
committed to work. But he is not as active as Disciple Brilliant- Wisdom in the Lingsu 
Practices. His wife, Disciple Virtuous-Wisdom works as his secretary in the same 
company. 
j 
16. Disciple (OrdainedI) Virtuous-Wisdom . 
Sex : female Age : over 25 Marital Status :married 
Formal Education : secondary 
Occupation : team secretary of the American International Assurances Company 
(Hong Kong) Limited 
Year of Joining Lingsu : 1992 
j Under the influence of her husband, Disciple Virtuous- Wisdom decides to 
become a Lingsu disciple. But she is not a committed member. 
17. Disciple (OrdainedI) Delightful-Wisdom 
Sex : female Age : over 25 Marital Status : single 
i 
« • 
Formal Education : secondary 
i Occupation : clerk 
Year of Joining Lingsu : 1992 
^ - Disciple Delightful-Wisdom had her first contact with the Lingsu many years ago 
j but was not interested in it at that time. It was not until late 1992 when she was deeply 
I upset and suffered from drastic fluctuation in emotion that she decided to receive the 
I Lingsu Initiation. Having a detached relationship with her parents, Disciple Delightful-
Wisdom regards Elder Master Fat-hoi as her father. She is active in the Lingsu 
Practices. 
18. Disciple (OrdainedII) Perfect-Wisdom 
Sex : female Age : over 30 Marital Status : widowed 
Formal Education : secondary 
Occupation : beautician 
Year of Joining Lingsu : 1992 
Disciple Perfect-Wisdom got married at her young age in order to escape from 
her parents' overcontrol. Unfortunately, her husband died of cancer one and a half year 




helps to take care of the children. Her husband's sudden death was a harsh blow to her. 
But she recovered from the mourning soon after she had received a Esoteric blessing, 
] the Blessing for the Deceased, from the Grandmaster. At the same time, she tried her 
best to live by the Lingsu maxim of "living moment to moment" and not to think of the 
1 past. At present, Disciple Perfect-Wisdom is an active Lingsu follower who dresses 
j fashionably, looks pretty and pleasant. 
i 
19. Disciple (OrdainedI) Staying-Right 
I Sex : male Age : about 35 Marital Status : married 
Formal Education : tertiary education in Britain • 
Occupation : businessman 
Year of Joining Lingsu : 1992 
I . . 
I Being a father of three young children, Disciple Staying-Right strives to make as 
much money as possible. He rarely joins the Lingsu Practices as his business engages 
most of his energy and attention. Being a religious seeker, he has attended the religious 
meetings of different cults before. He has read a lot of Buddhist books and knows many 
j occult practitioners in the Temple Street. His wife is a follower of Sokagakkai but he 
j prefers the Lingsu because of the Grandmaster's charisma. He describes the 
i Grandmaster's intelligence as a "magnetism" to him. 
I Disciple Staying-Right is the most critical disciple amongst the Lingsu 
followers. He is not satisfied with pricing policy of the Wans Direct Selling, with 
Superior Definite-Intelligence's domination in the Selling and with the secularization of 
the Lingsu itself. He projects that the Lingsu will become having no difference to other 
secular social organizations under the leading of the Superior Definite-Intelligence. 
20. Disciple (OrdainedI) Blessing-Wisdom 
\ ‘ Sex: female Age : over 35 Marital Status : single . 
I Formal Education : Diploma of Company Secretary from the Hong Kong Polytechnics 
Occupation : accountant 
Year of Joining Lingsu : 1993 
Disciple Blessing-Wisdom was Master Competent-Wisdom's classmate when she 
was studying in the Polytechnics. She had suffered from depression and received 
psychological counselling for years. Under the influence of Master Competent- Wisdom, 
she decided to receive the Lingsu Initiation in the hope of a turning point in her life. As 




21. Disciple (OrdainedI) Clear-Wisdom 
Sex : female Age : over 35 Marital Status : single 
Formal Education : secondary 
Occupation : administration assistant 
Year of Joining Lingsu : 1993 
Disciple Clear-Wisdom is the most junior disciple. As her mother has moved to 
the USA after her father's death while her elder sister is going to emigrate to Canada, 
she lives by herself in the YWCA hostel. Despite her mature age, she always changes 
job as she has difficulty in getting along with her colleagues. She dislikes hypocrite but 
finds that most of her colleagues are hypocritical. Being an introverted and quiet 
• I 
person, Disciple Clear-Wisdom spends her leisure time reading and practising Zen Ding. 
She goes to the Lingsu Centre regularly and is active in all kinds of Lingsu activities. 
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